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CHAPTER I

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is widely regarded to be the

most viable theory for describing strong interactions [li-

lts Lagrangian looks similar to that of Quantum Electro-

dynamics (QED),

n I -*C* U VCl f • ri \ I t \

with

F = F a T = 3 A - 9 A + i g [ A ,A |
pv pv a p v v p Jo|_ p v j

(2)

0 =

T are the hermitean generators of some general group G. Thea
index a runs from 1 to dim G. For QED G = U{1) and T. = 1.

For QCD, G = SU(3) and Trdyiy = Jfi fa. i|> is the Dirac field

in the fundamental representation of G. The crucial differ-

ence between QED and QCD is the self-interaction of the

vector particles A , called gluons for QCD. This self-

interaction is absent for the photon field A in QED.

In Quantum Field Theory calculations are done by expanding

in a small parameter, which for QED is the fine structure
2

constant e /4n {the coupling constant squared)• This is a
dimensionless constant and Lagrangian (1) is scale invariant.

This scale invariance is broken at the guantumlevel due to the

renormalization of the infinities, as is discussed at length

in the literature [1]. This results in a scale dependence of



the effective coupling constants; in lowest order:

1 4Nf 1 4N
QED: -5 + \ in (ML) = -= = \ In {Ah)

g*<M) 24iT g*(L) 24n (3)

1 (33-2N ) L (33-2N )
QCD: -5 Y~ an (ML) = -~ = ==- £n (AL)

g*W) 24n g (L) 24n

where M is the momentum cutoff parameter and A a free scale

parameter, only fixed by comparison with experiment. Now

these expressions are only valid where g (L) is positive and

sufficiently small. Hence for QED eq. (3) is only valid for

large distance scales L. For OCD however, due to the self-

interactions of the gluons, the region of small coupling

constant corresponds to that of small distance scales (if

the number of Dirac fields (=H= color triplets) N f is smaller

than 17). In eq. (3) M is the cutoff parameter. QED works so

well, because at presently obtainable energies the effective

coupling constant is small enough to do perturbation theory.

For QCD the situation is reversed, only at small distance

scales the effective coupling constant is small. This is

known as asymptotic freedom. In that domain theory and

experiment are in reasonable agreement.

The fermions of QCD are quarks with fractional charge and

color (the quantum numbers of SU(3)). In nature it seems that

only integral charged and colorless particles occur: the

mesons existing of a quark and an anti-quark and the baryons

existing of three quarks combined in the singlet represen-

tation. The quarks (of which 5 species are known now and a

6th is predicted by theory) occur with charges 2/3 and -1/3.

This guarantees that all colorless states have integer

electric charges. The question is therefore to understand

dynamically why only colorless states occur. This is known

as the confinement problem.

In its most simple form it corresponds to studying the

quark-antiquark potential as a function of the separation

between the quark and antiquark. If the energy to separate a

quark from an antiquark grows without bound for increasing

distance this implies confinement. The simplest potential



which achieves this is V(r) = o.r for r large (a fewfermi or

more). This behaviour can be understood if the color

electric flux lines, which connect the quark with the anti-

quark are forced into narrow tubes, due to the self-inter-

action of the gluons. Because of flux conservation it is

then expected that the energy of this flux tube per unit

length is fixed, giving rise to a linear potential. The

picture of hadronic particles consisting of quarks inter-

connected by flux tubes fits very well with the success of

the so-called dual models, in which the inter-quark forces

are idealized as infinitely thin strings.

The formation of the flux tubes is clearly dominated by

the gluons themselves; it is therefore useful to consider

pure SU(3) gauge fields without dynamical quarks. The quarks

are only present as sources. To put it differently the mass

of the quarks is taken to be large so that their quantum

effects are heavily suppressed. This is a convenient

simplification because in the presence of dynamical quarks

with low masses, the energy in a flux tube for increasingly

large separations will eventually surpass the threshold for'

the creation of a quark and an antiquark. The string then

breaks into two pieces with quarks at the endpoints, leaving

us with two mesons and no free quarks. In nature of course

this is how excited mesons may dissociate into lower mass

mesons, whereas the presence of individual quarks is always

prevented.

In this thesis we hence concentrate on a pure non-abelian

gauge theory with gauge group SCJ(N). To test the flux tube

picture we have to study the large distance limit of this

theory, but from equation (3) that would mean that we have

to work with a large coupling constant. We will describe two

approaches, in both of which twisted boundary conditions

play an important role.

The chapters II, III and IV discuss continuum gauge fields

on the hypertorus. This was introduced by 't Hooft [2] by

taking periodic boundary conditions for gauge invariant

quantities. This leaves room for defining electric and

magnetic flux as a topological feature. In essence the



freedom comes from the fact that in pure gauge theories (no

fields in the fundamental representation) the fields are

invariant under the transformation with an element of the

centre ZN of the gauge group SU(N). The boundary conditions

mimic a quark source on one side and an antiguark source on

the other side of the box. The charge will however be spread

out over these sides of the box, which represents the torus.

In the absence of self-interaction, we expect a uniform

electric field, making the energy of the lowest state pro-

portional to l/L (L the distance between the opposite sides).

But this is not the only L dependence since the effective

coupling constant depends on L and there is screeming due to

virtual gluon pairs. For QED this last contribution is

absent. For small L we can trust perturbation theory but,

increasing L makes the effective coupling grow. The self-

interaction becomes stronger and, if the flux tube picture

is correct, will squeeze all flux through a narrow tube

(see fig. 1). Calculating the energy E as a function of L,

for large L will therefore give the energy of the flux tube

per unit length (a), called the string tension.

Hence we are not calculating the quark-antiquark potential.

Indeed for small L, E(L) will- deviate from the q-q potential

V(L). Nevertheless it will be useful to do the weak coupling

(= small L) calculation and see if we can push things far

enough to get information on the string tension. In particu-

lar it would be desirable to see the onset of flux tube

formation. There is an important reason why this line of

attack might be successful. It was shown by Lüscher [3] that

in all orders in perturbation theory the energy does not

depend on the electric flux. This means that fields with

nontrivial topology dominate the energy dependence of the

electric flux. We therefore give a careful description of
A

the topology of SU(N) gauge fields on T in chapter II. In

chapter III this is used to give the Hamilton formalism on

T which explains how topology relates to magnetic and

electric flux and the so-called e-parameter.

It will also be described how the energy can be calculated

from the euclidean path integral. Svich path integrals can be



figure 1

evaluated in weak coupling by a steepest descent approxi-

mation, an approximation corresponding to expanding around

stationary points for the euclidean action. (Anti)self-dual

solutions of the euclidean equations of motion are such

stationary points, which are also local minima. Their action

is uniquely determined by the topology. In chapter IV we

consider constant flaid configurations of this type. They

have non-2ero action and their contribution to the energy is

of the form L
3
e-

c o n s t > / g ! I < ) 2 (up to powers of g(L)) for g - o

(L -» o). It is however not the leading contribution for

g -• o. In section II it is discussed that zero action so-

lutions exist with non-trivial twist. Especially when the

magnetic flux is zero there are always zero action solutions.

To put it differently, there is no potential barrier between

two topologically distinct configurations. One then expects

a perturbative energy dependence on electric flux (i.e.

powers of g ) but Lüscher showed that this does not happen.



The reason is that the self-interaction of the gluons

induces an effective potential which lifts the degeneracy.

Recently the author succeeded in calculating the leading

weak coupling limit (magnetic flux = o)

lim g(L) jen {i^"'"1 " ^ ]) = - V % (N-l) 12.4637.
Ir»O

This will be published elsewhere. (The figure on the cover

of this thesis shows the equipotential lines of the

effective potential as a function of the constant diagonal

vector fields in the x-direction for SU(3).)

The second half of this thesis uses the lattice approxi-

mation invented by Wilson [4], It makes space-time discrete,

with lattice spacing a, such that in the limit a -• o one

retrieves the continuum action S = - j ƒ Tr(F Fuv)d4x. In

Wilson's original formulation one works with euclidean

space-time. The lattice approximation has a natural ultra-

violet momentum cutoff I/a, which plays the role of M in

equation (3). The bare coupling constant is now chosen to

vary with a: g = g (a), in accordance with eq. (3). If we

give the lattice only a finite extension in space-time, with

periodic boundary conditions, then we are representing gauge

theories on the torus. If the size of the lattice is N
th y

links in the u -direction the physical size is N a. In the

continuum limit a -» o, N has to go to infinity, to keep the

physical size fixed. Although a finite lattice and a finite

value of a, imply that we can numerically calculate energies

and other quantities of interest (by means of the Monte

Carlo techniques) it is difficult to obtain the continuum

limit, for a reasonable large value of N a.

Before we continue let us now define the theory. The

lattice points are labeled by x and a link in the \i-

direction by x,x + p. With each link, one associates a SU(N)

matrix U (x). The action is a function of these link vari-

ables. The partition function is given by:



DU is the SU(N) invariant Haar measure for group integration.
The action should be chosen gauge invariant. This symmetry,
which is crucial for the dynamics, is then preserved for all
a. Furthermore for a -» o we should find the usual action. To
make contact with the continuum theory it is convenient to
consider

x +a
Uu(x) -P exp(igo | \W%) (5)

(no summation over p) or in a good approximation for a -* o

ig A (x)
Up (x) = e °

 w . (6)

This gives the explicit a dependence and makes it clear that
gauge transformations are specified by a SU(N) matrix Q •?«*-
fined on each lattice point such that:

Equation (5) also implies that one should define:

It is now an easy exercize to show that Wilson's choice:

-I l «{i-op (•

satisfies the desired properties, where P (x) stands f or a pla-

quette. Explicitly a plaquette in the (u#v) direction vith base

point x is given by the links: (x,x+C) ; (x+p,x+y+\l); (x+u+v,

x+v); (x+v,x), for which we have:

U p = üy (x) Uv (x+J!) U^ (x+v) U^ (x) . (10)

Operators are also defined in terms of the. link variables.
Their expectation values are calculated by:



<0> = Z"V ( n f DU (x) ) «({üDe-^M* '. (11)
'linkp J v '

It is only the gauge invariant operators which are of inter-

est. We will exclusively work with the Wilson loop operators

W(C ) which on the lattice are defined by:
x i j

<cx,y) " U 2 )

where i is a link on the curve C (running from x to y ) .
x , y

The ordering, from left to right in eg. (12) , is in

increasing distance to the starting point x, along the curve.

Substituting (5) gives directly the continuum expression

(which is described in detail in chapter III). There are two

reasons why it is convenient to consider Wilson loops. First,

from them all other gauge invariant quantities can be calcu-

lated and second they directly give the quark-antiquark

potential. The operator which describes the following

sequence for a heavy q-q pair is precisely a Wilson loop:

Creation of a q-q pair from the vacuum and separation to a

distance L, keeping the quark and antiquark at this fixed

separation L for a period of time T, bringing them together

and letting them annihilate again.

It is not hard to show that we have:

C, „ is a square loop with an extension L in the spatial and

T is the time direction. If the potential is linear for

large L we get:

which is the famous area law for Wilson loops. In strong

coupling (g -» «) this area law can be established without

much difficulty. The problem is to show that it survives the

limit a -» o (g (a) -» o) . We will not discuss in detail how,

with the help of the renormalization group equation (eq.

(3)), the physical potential and the string tension can be



obtained. For this we refer to the extensive literature [5].

What we will discuss is however a different quantity,

called the deconf ining temperature, since chapter VII concen-

trates on finite temperature. It is not hard to understand

why in principle there should be a temperature where

deconfinement (or quark liberation) sets in. At increasing

temperature, the density of real gluons increases and will

start to screen the color charge. It does not screen the

charge of the quark since gluons are more like dipoles in

ordinary QED. In this terminology the dipole-dipole inter-

action represents the self-interaction of the gluons,

supposedly causing confinement at zero temperature. In the

presence of thermal gluons it is this dipole-dipole force

which gets screened. Beyond a certain temperature it will

cancel the gluon self-interaction, thereby liberating the

quarks, since no flux strings can form. It has been

rigorously established-for SU(2) and SU(3) lattice gauge

theories that there is a deconfining phase [6]. Seeing a

phase transition in the dependence as a function of tempera-

ture and coupling constant for a suitable operator is

therefore a point in favour of confinement for zero tempera-

ture. The suitable order parameter to study here, is the

thermal Wilson loop [7]. This is a Wilson loop which closes

due to the periodic boundary conditions in the time di-

rection: L(x) = w( Cx £ + N Q-) •
 T n e <3~i potential at finite

temperature can be found by calculating the correlation

function for two thermal loops. However —in l<L(x)|> (e

the inverse remperature) represents the free energy for a

single quark, which should be infinite for a confined phase.

So when confinement is present <L(x)> = o and deconfinement

will be signalled by a sharp transition to <L(x)> 5* o. For

fixed N this transition occurs at g = g (N ). The physical

transition temperator is given by T * (a N ) - i , where a is

determined in lowest order by the renormalization group

equations (cmp. eq. (3), with M = I/a) in terms of g (N ) :

fin2

Una = Sp An A'. (15)
c lig (N )
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T should be independent of N . Substituting eq. (15)

therefore gives a unique linear relation between «.n N and

——,„• ."2 which can be tested numerically. N is said to be in

the scaling region if this relation is satisfied. It

determines the ratio T /A'; A' is the free scale parameter.

What we will concentrate on in the second part of this

thesis is SU(N) lattice gauge theories at large N. This is

based on a considerable simplification in the limit N -» «>,

which makes it possible to reduce space-time to a single-

point. What effectively happens is that the color degrees of

freedom for N -• « are converted into momenta on the lattice.

The N -» oo limit for gauge theories in the continuum was

first considered by 't Hooft [8], In this limit the combi-

nation g N is kept fixed. In perturbation theory this

implies that only a small subset of diagrams, the so-called

planar diagrams survive. This is a simple consequence of

power counting and Euler's theorem for the Euler index. One

of the consequences of this planarity is the property of

factorization for Wilson loop operators:

"4 W ( C 1 ) ÏÏ W ( C 2 ) : > = *k W ( Ci ) : > "4 W ( C 2 5 > + 0(1/N) * (16)

It was realized by Migdal and Makeenko [9] that this implies

that for N -* oo Wilson loops satisfy a closed set of

Schwinger-Dyson type equations; the so-called loop equations.

Together with boundary conditions these loop equations

should completely fix the theory. However only in 2 di-

mensions one can exactly solve the theory, both in the con-

tinuum [10] and on the lattice [11].

We therefore consider the large N approximation on the lattice,

which at first sight looks rediculous, since from a numeri-

cal point of view each link carries (N -9) degrees of

freedom more than in SU{3). It is here where the reduction,

invented by Eguchi and Kawai [12], becomes extremely useful.

To describe this we first exhibit the loop equations on the

lattice. For this consider the following modified Wilson

loop:



\

11

aUy(x) üv ( j H > ))
(17)

its expectation value should stay the same under the change

of variables:

U (x) -» exp(ieT )U (x) .
M a M

Expanding in e and summing over a we find:

(18)

K
S i ^

-f

/ x+x

•K
—>

*—
+ OU/N) (19)

where we used:

a=l a a
(20)

The terms proportional to ÏT—7 come from the variation in the

action due to the substitution (18). If a link only occurs

once the right-hand side of eq. (19) is 0(l/N). If a link

occurs more than twice, more so-called source terms occur at

the right-hand side. Eq. (19), for all possible loops, forms

a closed set of equations.

The reduction is now based on the observation that if we

drop the space-time dependence of the link variables and

only retain their direction dependence, the loop equations
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are the same , except for spurious source terms. Indeed,

already for the most simple loop W(C) = Tr(U (x)U (x+0)
+ 4. U V

U (x+v)Uv(x)) its reduced expression is given by WR(C) =

Tr(U U U+U+) in which the link variable Vv occurs twice. The

spurious source term will correspond to —j <Tr(U U )Tr(U U )>.

It is essential to note that the reduction brings the theory

down to a matrix model for which factorization is also known

to be valid. On a one-point model Tr(U Uy) or even Tr(U ) is

a closed Wilson loop due to the periodic boundary conditions.

Naively, using the ZN symmetry U -» ZU , under which the

theory is invariant (and the factorization), we conclude

that these spurious source terms with n ?*o would vanish,

e.g. <Tr(U U ) > = o (n • =H=U - =H=U+ in a reduced Wilson

loop). This symmetry is however spontaneously broken at weak

coupling. It is nothing but the-"deconfining phase

transition" for the single point model. The same mechanism

explains in weak coupling <L(x)> ?* o on the large lattice.

Also here the Z symmetry is present. It gets spontaneously

broken in the deconfining phase.

At this point we want to make a remark concerning this

spontaneous breaking of the 2 symmetry, well known to the

experts. In a strict sence it is not true that <L(x)> / o or

<Tr(U )> f o. In weak coupling these expectation values are

evaluated by expanding around zero action solutions.

Consider for the moment only the one point model. The zero

action solutions are dominated by the terms with U € Z„

[13]. All values of Z occur with equal probability, which

means that <Tr(U )> = o. However doing Monte Carlo calcu-

lations the field configuration will get stuck in one of the

zero action solutions. The fluctuations are simply too small

to make the jump to the other Z conjugate extrema. From a

practical point of view we can hence use <Tr.(U )> or <L(x)>

as an order parameter. For an exact solution however

<Tr(U )> and <L(x)> will remain zero. Why then is the

reduction wrong after all and how can we see deconfinement

in this exact solution? The answer to the first question is

that the matrix model does not factorize in weak coupling

for the product of two operators with n j*o. Simply evaluate
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—5"<Tr(U )Tr(U )> in weak coupling. It obviously equals 1,

since each zero action configuration gives the same result;

this clearly contradicts factorization. For the second

question, about how to see deconfinement, the answer is that

only a drastic change in the correlation function between

two thermal loops will show deconfinement. There is however

another method to study the spontaneous breaking of the Z„

symmetry. As for spin models one can introduce an external

field and consider the limit of the field to zero. In that

case one rigorously obtains non-zero values for <L(x)> and

<Tr(U )>.

The Eguchi-Kawai reduction sceme can nevertheless be made

to work by introducing a slight redefinition of the

reduction. The most elegant way to do this is to my opinion

the so-called Twisted-Eguchi-Kawai (TEK) model invented by

Gonzalez-Arroyo and Okawa [14]. By a simple rescaling of the

link variable on the infinite lattice with an element of the

centre we can arange things such that in eq. (9) one

replaces U_ , . by Z U_ , >, with Z e Z„ and Z = Z .c P (x) J |iv P y v ( x ) ' |iv N vy yv
If at this point the original reduction of Eguchi and Kawai

is performed the following twisted matrix model is obtained:

4

v yo (21)

S _ . = Y Trf I-Z U U U+U+) .TEK i \ pv M v M vj

Some of the details of this prescription can be found in

chapter VII. For reasons to be discussed in chapter V one

wants to choose Z such that there are zero action so-

lutions Of eq. (21) and that these solutions are unique up

to a similarity (= gauge) transformation and multiplication

with a Z factor. These zero action solutions, discussed for

the continuum in chapter II, will be investigated in more

detail in chapter V in the light of the TEK model. For TEK

the spurious source terms vanish in weak coupling.

One of the reasons to study the TEK model is the hope that

the theory is simplified to such an extend that an exact so-

lution can be found. Up to now there has been no successful
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attempt in that direction. What we study in full detail is

the weak coupling region where extrema for the action are

found which survive for N -*<*>. Chapter VI discusses their

relevance for physics. Finally chapter VII concentrates on

finite temperature in the TEK-model. We exploit in full

detail the fact that finite N corrections are uniquely

related to finite size effects. This chapter is an im-

portant application of the general construction of zero

action solutions described in chapter V. Chapter VII,

written in collaboration with P.R. Klinkhamer was also

published, as an earlier version, in the thesis of this co-

author [15].

Recently Monte Carlo calculations were performed for the

model in chapter VII by Fabricius and Haan [16] and by Dass

and Kogut [17]. The preliminary results are encouraging,

showing a clear phase transition for N < 3. In figure 2 we

t
1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

N o = 3

a Strong coupling starts
o Weak coupling starts

0.185

1 § § D O

O D

0.370 0.555

Vg2
0N —9

0.740 0.925

figure 2: From Dass and Kogut ref. 17



reproduce the results of Dass and Kogut. There is however a

technical problem concerning the large N first order phase

transition, which is already present at zero temperature and

is an artefact of the model. It should not scale according

to the renormalization group. For small values of N this

phase transition mixes with the decoupling transition.

Resolving these two transitions is only possible by

increasing NQ which is presently being carried out by

Fabricius and Haan. Seeing a deconfining transition means

that confinement persists for N -» <*>, which is consistent

with recent Monte Carlo calculations at zero temperature [18].

Let us conclude this introduction by the common phrase

that much still needs to be done, but that the future looks

promising. A natural way to bring the two parts of this

thesis together is to use the weak coupling calculations on

the torus for comparison with the Monte Carlo calculations

of the lattice. CCD might be for ever too hard to be solved

analytically, but a useful mixture of analytical under-

standing and numerical evidence might eventually give the

proof for confinement and more important would make physical

quantities calculable.
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CHAPTER II

SOME RESULTS FOR SU(N) GAUGE FIELDS
ON THE HYPERTORUS

Abstract. We show how to prove and to understand the formula for the
"Pontryagin" index P for SU(iV) gauge fields on the Hypertorus T4, seen as a
four-dimensional euclidean box with twisted boundary conditions. These
twists are defined as gauge invariant integers modulo N and labelled by nMV

(= — nvll). In terms of these we can write (veZ)

Kx=v+(nr) ' ^
Furthermore we settle the last link in the proof of the existence of zero action

solutions with all possible twists satisfying ***•*" =K(w)=0(modN) for arbit-
rary N. 4

1. Introduction

A long standing problem is proving quark confinement in QCD [1]. To simplify
the picture a first step in this direction would be to show confinement of static
quarks. In this way the problem reduces to an understanding of the behaviour of
electric flux strings in quarkless QCD, thus working in pure SU(JV) gauge theories,
where up to present energies TV=3. Usually this boils down to studying the
behaviour of the vacuum expectation value of the Wilson loop operator [1,2].

But some time ago 't Hooft [3] introduced another elegant method for studying
flux strings. By putting the gauge fields on a four dimensional euclidean box, one
can imitate a quark source on one side and an antiquark source on the other side
of the box by introducing socalled twisted boundary conditions. These boundary
conditions force electric flux into the box, just as gauge invariance forces an
electric flux string in-between a quark and antiquark source. Similarly one can
introduce magnetic flux in the box, and the great strength of the method is.its
electric-magnetic duality properties.

Essential is that all fields transform trivially under the centre ZN of SU(JV).
Effectively the gauge group is thus S\J{N)/ZN and the twists are labelled by six
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integers n„v=-nvll [n = l, 2, 3 or 4) defined modulo N. Here «„„ describes a
winding number in the (fi, v)-plane, as an element of the first homotopy group
^(SUtAO/Z^sZfl. The gauge fields are in fact connections for a SU(JV)/ZN -
principal fiber bundle on the hypertorus T*. This will be discussed in Sect. 2.

The topology of the gauge fields is not completely specified by the twist, but
there is also the "2nd Chern class' related to instanton type configurations and
given by (the coupling constant g is put equal to i):

G^M^fiG,, (the dual of C J . (1.2)

In Sect. 3 we shall explain why P (or actually 2NP) should really be called the
1st Pontryagin index. 'tHoofl [4] used invariance arguments to show the
following identity:

P = v + ( — ! ) * ( « ) , (1-3)

K(n)=in^n^v = «^»aj»n«^v- ( L 4 )

This will be proved in Sect. 3, where we will resolve the interpretation of this
formula, especially what happens if we add a multiple of N to n„v.

For finding solutions to the euclidean equations of motion the importance of P
comes from the Schwarz-inequality for the action S(A):

P|. (1.5)

Recently 't Hooft [5] constructed a very special type of solutions with minimal
nontrivial action.

In Sect. 4 we complete his proof (or the existence of orthogonal twist
(K(n)=Q(modN)) zero action configurations for arbitrary N.

In an appendix we prove a formula for the 1st Pontryagin (2nd Chern) index
for a general four dimensional compact(ifiable) manifold in terms of the transition
functions only.

Our primary aim in this chap, is a precise understanding of the twist-
dependence for the Pontryagin number. For this we need an explicit realization of
the topological structure of the fiber bundles over T4, yielding at the same time a
classification of SU(N)/ZN bundles over 7"*. Classification of fiber bundles is well
known to mathematicians, however even for this problem it is a non trivial
exercise, using K-lheoty, as demonstrated by C. Nash [ 1 8 ] .

2. The Structure of the Gauge Fields on the Hypertorus

From the requirement of periodicity for gauge invariant quantities we have [5]:
(Ax is the gauge potential in the fundamental representation)
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The euclidean box is defined by O^x^a, , , n= 1,2,3,4. When the argument of a
function on the box is put equal to x„, we mean that x„ is fixed and the other
coordinates are arbitrary, [ f l j is the action of a SU(JV) gauge transformation 3„,
independent of xw. All other fields ip satisfy the same formal periodic boundary
condition yixli=al) = [Q^){xll=0).

As long as all these fields transform trivially under the centre ZN of SU(iV) we
have from the consistency of writing yix„=all, xv=av) in two ways in terms of
V(x„=0, xy»0) [through vK^=aM, xv = 0) and v(xM=O, x,=av)] :

=0)Q; l(xv=0)Q; '{x^a,,), (2.2)

where Z„v is an element of the centre ZN of SU(A/). We write Z^eZj, in terms of
the twist integers wMVeZ(mod./V):

Z^v=exp(2w\v/JV). (2.3)

Clearly »„,, = -nv„, they are independent of the coordinates, and are gauge
invariant, since under an arbitrary gauge transformation Q(x) (ip' = [fl]\p) we have:

a„ = Ofx,, = aJQfl-'(%=0). (2.4)

The gauge functions are really defined modulo the centre of the gauge group,
so the gauge group is actually S\J (N)/ZN. The multiple transition functions iiu
then take their values in SU(N)/ZN. In this representation we have (2.2) with
Z„v = 1 [the identity in SU(N)/ZW], which becomes a multiple cocycie condition.
We borrowed the terminology from the theory of fiber bundles [6] and we will
explain how the above structure defines a SV(N)/ZN principal fiber bundle on the
hypertbrus T* parametrized by: 0 g x„ ̂  ap, n = 1,2,3,4; with x„ = O identified with

We will first discuss the case of the two dimensional torus T2. We need a
covering of T2 with open sets Ut, however it is more advantageous to reduce the
overlapping regions to a minimum area. This is done by taking the closure of U{

and reducing their size to a minimum, such that they still cover the manifold
completely. We will denote such a covering by {Uc,}. For V the minimal number
of such sets is 2" and in Fig. 1 we specify the situation for T1. We can take S=e
(Ö and s are defined in Fig. 1) but it should always be understood in the limit <5|e.

A fiber bundle is specified [6,7] by the transition functions Q^QJ^ on
l/jOl/; (in our case C/Jn[/J), such that:

4»(x)=[fiJixQA^ix), xe V\ n V). (2.5)

And consistency requires these transition functions to satisfy the cocycie
condition:

fij/xJO^xJ-O^x), xet/fnf/Jnt/J. (2.6)

In Fig. 1 the relevant transition functions for T2 are indicated. Gauge transfor-
mations are specified by:

A?' = lgJA?. (2.7)
So
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Fig. I. The fiber bundle structure of T2

It is now easy to see that when we take the limit £-*0,

So we have the following expression for the multiple transition functions QM in
terms of the ordinary transition functions:

Using the cocycle conditions (2.6) many times and the fact that / i n , /i23, gl3, g23

are independent of the coordinates in the limit e-»0, 5-»0, one derives the
consistency condition (2.2) with 2MV=1. On the other hand it is not difficult to
show that given Q^ satisfying the consistency condition one can construct a fiber
bundle structure in the above sense.

The gauge freedom in (2.7) now reduces to go=Q, g„ independent of xM, such
that:

(2.10)
hop-SKx^aJh^g'1.

This gives with (2.9) the transformation property (2.4). Generalization of the above
to T* is obvious (also the validity for general T" and gauge group G with centre ZG

is obvious). We thus proved that 't Hooft's method of introducing SU(JV) gauge
fields on the hypertorus transforming trivially under the centre ZN defines a
SU(N)/ZH principal fiber bundle structure on the hypertorus with connection AH

(in local coordinates). This puts the theory in the right mathematical framework.
We would however like to stress that this framework is discussed for the sake of
completeness. The essential ingredient is the ansatz (2.9) and the accompanying
gauge freedom (2.10), which can be made for SV(N)/ZN as well as SU(N) multiple
transition functions and without the assumption of an underlying bundle
structure.
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We can use the freedom in choosing either gOll or hQll to construct a closed loop
in SU(N)/ZN. With the aid of the consistency condition one easily checks that the
following choice does the job:

0o„(*v=O)=l> 0o„(xv = "v) = Gv(x„=O). 0<**v). (2.11)

The loop along the boundary of T2 [the solid line in Fig. 1, where (1,2) is identified
with (ft, v)] is mapped into a closed loop in SU(N)/ZN. Its homotopy type as an
element of ^(SUt/VyZjy) is precisely /»„„, since we can pull up the loop to SU(N)
but then it jumps by an element of the centre ZN. Having the same definition for
gOll and hOll as SU(JV) functions this jump occurs at (a^a,) and is exactly
Z^ - exp(2jtin>lv/N). (The correspondence of «„„ with the homotopy type follows
most trivially from the construction of SU(AT) as the universal covering group of
SV{N)/ZN [8].)

3. The Pontryagin Number on T*

The formula (1.1) is the usual form for the 2nd Chern number for a SU(N)
gauge theory1. However we saw that in general the gauge theory on T* does not
define a SU(JV)-principal fiber bundle structure and thus P need not be an integer.
It is nevertheless integer, when there is no twist, since in Sect. 2 we showed that in
that case we had a suitable fiber bundle structure. Note that this is consistent with
(1.3).

By putting N cubes next to each other in the /«-direction each twist in the (/i, v)-
plane vanishes. From this one can derive that PN3 is integer. Together with
invariance arguments concerning the dependence of P on nMV> the explicit-
calculation of P for a sample of configurations led 't Hooft [9] to a formula like
(1.3).

Let us first put the terminology right. When n ^ + 0 we have transition
functions in S\J(N)/ZN but these are not elements of GL(k,C) for any k, necessary
[10] for using Chern classes. However the adjoint representation of SU(W) is a
faithful representation of SU(N)/ZN. So provided we transform the gauge
potentials to the adjoint representation, we can chose transition functions in
SO(N2-1)CGL(N2-1,1R) and P,d [equals (1.1) but with the gauge fields in the
adjoint reprexentation] is just the integer 1st Pontryagin number (x ( - 1 ) ) .

If Vt i=l,...,N2-l are the generators of SU(JV), Tr(^-)=2<5,v, and Lt the
y

generators of the adjoint representation, wecan write ad (/4„)= - iA^LJAA^ - A^—"
from this one easily finds [11]:

With (1.3) this would imply that P l d misses the odd integers. This missing is
obvious since the adjoint representation does not cover the whole of
GL(JV2-1,1R).

1 See the appendix for a proper definition
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Wc will work alternatively in SU(JV) or its adjoint representation, whichever is
the most suitable. Translation Trom one to the other is straightforward.

The Pontryagin index is determined by the topology of the fiber bundle only,
which is specified by the transition functions [6]. Therefore it should be a function
of these transition functions only, which is generally proved by construction in the
appendix. For T4 we have:

Lemma (3.1).

with

Irf3ff,= [dx2 i<tx3 jdx4, R S l 2 = J dx3 f
O O O 0 0

etc.

Proof. In the appendix it is shown how to extract this formula from the general
case. Here we show it by a direct calculation.

with

Inserting the boundary condition (2.1) we find:

(3.3)

We use the consistency condition (2.2) to calculate

which can be used together with the boundary condition (2.1) to show that:

- O-v]=Tr((ö;' W, , , , . ,^ W %„0)-
Inserting this in (3.3) completes the proof. Q
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From this lemma one can easily compute P when the multiple transition
functions are mutually commuting. By a suitable global gauge transformation they
can be simultaneously diagonalized. Here P is gauge invariant so it is certainly
invariant under a global transformation. The above configuration, which will be
called abelian, can be chosen in H=U(l)N~l the maximal abelian (Cartan)
subalgebra of SU(N) generated by:

(The first N-a entries are 1)

Tr(ro)=0, Tt(TaTh)={N-a+l)(N-a)Sab. (3.4)

Write

fl„=exp(^V;rfl), (3.5)

then the topology is specified by nfl a=l,2...N-i, n^eZ, nffeNZ, a + 1 , and
nM(,=nJ,V(modJV). Note that now nj?»' are genuine integers and one cannot
transform or deform within H configurations with different n<*> but equal »„„ into
each other. The winding numbers are given by:

rj;(xv=av)-/;(xv-o)]-rx(xM=a,)-/;(x,=o)]=<). 0.6)

Lemma (3.2). For an abelian configuration as above with winding numbers n(o),
a = l,2...N-l we find:

Proof. Insert (3.5) into the formula of Lemma (3.1) to find:

Tr(T"T*)
2N1

^(N~a+l)(N-a)

Together with n^^S^n^+Nl^i, J**eZ we find

t

We would like to stress that one cannot reach all possible values of P, with an
abelian set of multiple transition functions. For example, for n)iV=0(modAr) we
have P E 2 Z .

We will now make use of the gauge invariancc of F by making suitable choices
of gOll and /IOM, as defined in Sect. 2. This enables us to comprehend the topological
structure of the fiber bundle and in the general case to compute P in terms of
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topological invariants. (An application of this principle was the interpretation of
«;iv as winding numbers in Sect. 2.)

Theorem (3.1). Given arbitrary multiple transition functions Qp we can choose hOl,
and gOl, as follows:

O). (3.7)

where U is a gauge function on the boundary of the four-dimensional box.

Proof. First take any fy, «„„ and try to specify gOll and hOu on the skeleton of the
boundary of the four-dimensional box (the skeleton is defined to be the edges of
the 8 cubes specified by x>1=0, and xll = afl, / i= l , 2, 3, and 4). Where ever more
than one gauge function is specified on this skeleton, we demand them to be equal.

Let us first use the gauge freedom (2.4) to bring QM in a suitable form. It is not
difficult to see [using that SU(JV) is (simply) connected and n2 (SU(W))=0] that
one can choose a gauge transformation Q(x), such that;

This proves that we can restrict ourselves to:

fl,(0)«l, /J = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 . (3.10)

Note that co^ is already in this form.
With (2.9) the functions gOfl and hOlt on the skeleton are specified by giving gOll

on the edges of the cube x„=0. Here we work for a moment in the adjoint
representation avoiding jumps with elements of ZN, now hidden in the homotopy
type of each square on the skeleton (compare Sect. 2).

If we want to specify U in terms o(g0ll and h0M we should have the conditions:

all), (3.11)
= 0 ) -

If we demand the following condition to be met:

the first two conditions in (3.11) are superficial and can be derived from (2.9), (2.2),
(3.12) and the last condition in (3.11). Choosing gOll(.x,=xx=0) = l now completely
fixes gOli on the skeleton, which is indicated in Fig. 2. It is an easy but tedious
exercise to show that at the corners of the cube all definitions o(g0fl represent the
same value. For this one uses the consistency condition and the gauge choice
(3.10).
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ei
Fig. 2. The choice of gOl£ on the skeleton
of the boundary of the four-dimensional
box. It is understood that

We only display g04 and take for
convenience a=\

We now choose k0/l and in terms of cu„ as above and introduce hOll, §OM,
i i f i iby "dividing out" the abelian twist carrying configuration

hOl,=hOllhOtl , (3.13)

Here /JOM and g0)1 are defined in terms of J2„ as above, but since the homotopy type
of each square in the (n, v) plane for the Q^ and a>M configuration is equal to RM>, the
same homotopy type for the £2„ configuration is cancelled exactly.

So A0(I, 3Ojl are genuine SU(iV) functions specifying 17:

(3.14)

as a continuous function on thé skeleton.
We can extend U(xM=x,=0) restricted to the edges of the cube xM=0

continuously to the square xM=xv=0, for all six possible combinations fixing U on
all sides of the cubes x„=0 [and x„=a„ by using (3.12) and (2.9)]. Finally, since
jij(SU(Jv*))=O, we can continuously extend U inside the cubes xM=0; (2.9) then
fixes U inside the cubes xtl=afl.

Putting things together we have, restricted to the skeleton:

3o„ = f(*„=0)§o„. ho^Vïx^aJho». (3.15)

These cannot be extended to the whole of the cubes xM=0, respectively xM=a„,
because of the nontrivial homotopies. However

makes the choice (3.7) possible.
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Fig. 3. The singularity structure of/l(x)1=O)

We can however make a maximal continuous extension A of gOlt and /IOM to the
cubes such that

=§0 and (3.16)

We necessarily have line singularities restricted in their topology by (2.9), (3.11),
and (3.12). A possible choice is depicted in Fig. 3. We can do the same for gOll and
/io„ defining A, If we choose the position of the line singularities the same as for A,
(3.15) tells us that AA~l has a removable singular structure. D

U is a gauge function on the boundary of the four-dimensional hypercube
(which is homotopic to S3) so the homotopy type of U is an element of
ni(SU(N))=Z specified by v(U). Given i3M we can have different choices of U
belonging to different continuous extensions of U from the skeleton to the
boundary of the four-dimensional box. But by construction they can be con-
tinuously deformed into each other. So v is a unique function of #„, which
topology is thus completely specified by nMV and v. The gauge invariance of v is
obvious from the transformation property of U [using (2.4)]

U'=QU. (3.17)

and v are

AT
K(»I)+V,

And it is easy to see that any two configurations of ö p with thesame«MV

gauge equivalent. Thus P should be a unique function of v and nMV.
Since P is invariant under continuous deformations of the transition functions

we have:

(3.18)

8r. (3.19)

In the appendix we will prove that P{Q)i)=\{U) as a simple application of the
generaj formula.

Now we also understand what happens if we add a multiple of N to »„„
(yielding nj,v). We will have different CÜJ, in Theorem (3.1) in constructing U'.

where we used Lemma (3.2) and the fact that:
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However by applying the theorem to cuj, itself we have g'Ol, = V(x„=O)gOll,
''ó,i = Hx,, = a,u)'»0„ [compare (3.15)] and consequently we can continuously de-
form U V into U', so v(t/') = v(C/) + v(V). On the other hand applying (3.18) to tüj, we

have I )«(« ')=(—r- |K(H)+V(K).
\ N } \ N I

So both expressions for ƒ*(£„) are equal. However the abelian contribution
differs by an integer which is precisely the homotopy type of the gauge
transformation (defined on the boundary of the box only) transforming (oM into <a'M.
This is necessarily a nonabelian configuration.

4. Orthogonal Twist, Zero Action Configurations

Let us assume the existence of selfdual solutions for all possible topologies. This
then implies that there are solutions with different electric and magnetic fluxes but
equal action. The behaviour of ic(n) is responsible for this. It boils down to having
n^ + n^modAT) and K(n) = x(n')(modA0.

A striking consequence is then the existence of zero action solutions with
nontrivial topology, discovered on the lattice by Groeneveld [16] a.o., and called
twist eating configurations by them.

Zero action implies P = 0 so these zero action configurations necessarily have
K(n)=0(modN). Since zero action implies GMV=0 there is a gauge such that AH—0.
In this gauge the multiple transition functions Q^ are constant. We call the twist
«„„ satisfying «(n)=0(modN) orthogonal, so we proved [5] :

Theorem (4.1). There exist zero action, orthogonal twist solutions iff there are
QMeSU{N) such that2 [flM,OJ=cxp(2nin„JN). Q

In the box we thus have leading perturbative
contributions to the ground state energies in a certain (e, m) sector.

Ambjorn and Flyvbjerg [14] first showed the existence of zero classical energy
solutions in the continuum with arbitrary magnetic flux (m) by constructing
[Qk, Qj] =jexp(27iieJkjl»j,/iV), which is in fact in the form of the above theorem for
time independent configurations. From the mathematical point of view it is the
interplay between the multiconnectedness of the hypertorus and the topology of
SU(N)/Zf/ which causes this behaviour [14]. From this formal point of view zero
energy solutions on general three spaces and for general gauge groups are studied
in Ref. 15. This boils down to the search for zero action solutions in three
dimensional euclidean gauge theories.

Recently 't Hooft [5] proved the existence of fy as in Theorem (5.1) for N not
divisible by a prime squared. We will combine his ideas and those of Ref. 14 to
complete the proof for general N. The essential part is proving the result for
N=p", eeti (p will denote a prime). Let us first review the case where e— 1.

Let P, QeSU(N) be such that [5,14]:

(4.1)

= fi)1ÖvO(, ' o ; 1 , the group commutator
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Then defining

fl, = ^ Q ' ^ , < > t e g e r s , (4.2)

[fy, flv] «= exp(2ni(s(lrv - s¥tH)/N),

the problem is reduced to finding s^ and ^ such that

(4.3)

This automatically demands orthogonal twist, because K(H)=0. NOW one can
transform by an SL(4,Z) transformation [here we do not need to restrict to
SL{4, Zf/Qn^ to the standard form:

«'l2 = «'l3=«34 = 0. (4.4)

Let {X„y} be an element of SL(4,Z) [or SL(4,ZAf)], then:

'*uy l i u ' VV' u'V* *

So K(n) = n'14ji'23=0(modN), if iV is prime this implies either n'i4=0(modJV) or
H23 = 0(modA0 for which one can solve (4.3) easily [5].

It is not hard to see that in general a necessary condition for the solvability of
(4.3) is the condition (for convenience we uniquely label 0 g nhV < N if // < v) that the
greatest common divisor (g.c.d.) of n„„ and N [notation: g.c.d. («„„, Nf\ equa-s 1.
This is because (4.3) would imply the existence of lMVeZ such that x(n+Nl)=Q or

n=n + lN we can solve for s^ and rM by bringing h in the form (4.4) and using
K(ri)=0 as above (now as a genuine equation over Z, and not ZN).

It remains to prove solvability of /c(n+M)=0 for K(n)=0(modN) it g.c.d.
{n„v,N)= 1 or more general:

Lemma (4.1). If g.cd. (n^,N)-l we can find /„veZ, and qeZ such that
4n)-K(n+Nl)+Nq, 0 ( l ) dOZN

solvability of -^j-+ ^nMJltv+NK(l)=0. It is also sufficient because taking

Proof.

K{n + Nl)+Nq-

Put «J,=£Oknjn, 0 , = ^ * . &i = n,-4> bi=liA; so to solve:

Transforming to the standard form (4.4) we have g.c.d. (/!„„, N)=l iff g.c.d.
(n',3,n'u,/i24,iV) = l [since we use SL(4,Z) transformations only]. So to solve:

m'2b'2 + Jfc'^'j+k'2a'2 + N{a\ b\ + a'2b'2 + a'3b'3)+q=0,

choosing a\ = l, b\=Q, b'3 — b—a'2b'2 this boils down to solving:

fc>2 + a\k\ + a'2k'2
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for fixed m'2> k\,k'2, N. The solvability follows from the elementary algebraic
relation (a consequence of Euler's remainder theorem):

D (4.6)

We thus have the following simple corollary:

Corollary. When g.c.d. (n„ï,A0=l(0gn(lv<JV,jz<v) and K(n)=0(modN) we can
find Qh as in (4.2), satisfying the condition in Theorem (4.1). D

Before proving the existence of Q^ for the case N=p' we want to show that this
is sufficient to deal with the case of general N. We follow the method of Ref. 14,
splitting general JV in its prime factors: N = f]Pi' w e n a v e (© i s t n e direct sum, ®
is the tensor product): '

(47)

We thus decompose nMV and correspondingly QM as follows:

From the decomposition of Q^ and the assumed existence of Q^ belonging to
we have:

=cxp(2n « I Npr "««'J)W=exp(2«

There is however one vital thing we forgot to prove. For the existence of
OpeSVWt) we need «(«{,'»)«(KmodiV,). Let us write N=NtN2, g.c.d. {Nt,N2)= 1
then we can uniquely decompose «^veZN into nllll=N2n

l*y
)+Nln'$, nfteZNi, from

this we have

This necessarily implies K(«<())=0(modJVj), as one can easily deduce from the
general solution of Kin®). Splitting the AT/s up further we can deduce the general
case.

We now finish the proof of the existence of zero action solutions for arbitrary
orthogonal twist and N by the following theorem:

Theorem (4.2). If N equals a prime to some positive power e(N=p*), we can find
fi^eSUfAT) such that

[ö,,fiv]=exp(27t/n(lï/JV)

for all n^eZj, satisfying n(n)=(XmoóN).

Proof. We can write g.c.d. (n„v)=r• p1, g.c.d. (r, p)= 1, / e N . Let us first reduce the
case 2f>e to 2f£e. We have both ic(n) = / cp ' (>c(n)=0(niodN)) and /c(»)=/-py

(g.c.d. (n„v)=rp'f), so k contains p2f~' as a factor. Furthermore f<e so we can
define n;, = n^p" ( 2 y '" ' ) and iV'=iVp" (2 /"e )=p2(e" / ) , and it is easy to deduce
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K(n')=0(modN') and g.c.d. (n^-r-p""-'". So f'**e-f and e '»2(e- / ) . When we
can solve for fl^eSU(N') we choose Q)l = Q'li{<g>lN.)iN~N')"''. Thus we can assume
2/Ss e from now on.

There is a pair (n0, vo)fio<vo such that hltaVop~f is relative prime to p. We split
nM,eZN in n®eZNl (i = 1.2) (with N^p*'1, N2=pf) according to

and

n ( l ) = H n~t— k.oll~lt — — M<11 M ( 2 ) = — M ( 2 ) =

'V*
for the other pairs (/i, v). Now

ICO*»)-

and we can choose fc such that «(«'"^(XmodiV,). We can apply the corollary to
find flWeSUtJVj). Furthermore a } , 2 ' » * ^ , ij,2)-*,,„, gives G<,2>eSU(iV2) as in
(4.2). Putting things together ö^ = fl*l

1)®fi*1
2)eSU(JV) yields the desired com-

mutation relations. Q
The existence of Si^ as in Theorem (4.1) for each N are not only important for

zero action solutions, 't Hooft [5] also used them extensively in constructing
solutions with general twist, and in particular self dual solutions with minimal
nontrivial action.

5. Conclusions

We showed that 'tHooft's method for introducing gauge fields on the four-
dimensional box is equivalent to a principal fiber bundle on T* — Sl x S1 x S1 x S \
with structure group SU(Ar)/ZN. It is the invariance of the fields in the box under
ZN which gave us the rich topological structure we found. Equivalently we can
take as structure group the adjoint of SU(AT). Then the topological structure
associated with ZN is hidden in winding numbers.

One has a Pon try agin number expressible in the topological invariants of the
bundle. A new feature is that one can have configurations with equal Pontryagin
number but different topology. Intimately related with this is the existence of twist
eating configurations for arbitrary N and orthogonal twist as we proved in detail.
The explicit dependence of the Pontryagin number on the magnetic flux m is such
that one recovers the equivalent of Witten's result [4,13]; switching on the
^-parameter [12] gives a Ö-dependent electric flux. When we can do dynamics in
the box it is possible to study things like oblique confinement, introduced by
't Hooft [13] in the continuum theory, in the box.

It is hoped that our complete understanding of the topology of gauge fields on
the hypcrtorus will be helpful in constructing explicit solutions of the euclidean
equations of motion. We would like to be able to restrict ourselves to (anti-)self
dual solutions. The solutions 't Hooft [5] constructed are only self dual if the ratio
of the aM satisfy certain conditions. It is thus conjectured that if this is not the case
the solutions are unstable.
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Fig. 4. A generic choice of sets U\ satisfying the conditions in
the appendix. We suppressed two dimensions

Once we have the classical solutions one can do semiclassical computations of
e.g. the relevant free energies, and hope that the weak coupling results can be
pushed far enough to be relevant for QCD.

Appendix

Here we prove a general theorem for the 1st Pontryagin or 2nd Chern class of a
4-ditnensional compact manifold without boundary (generalization to other
manifolds is obvious). We apply the result to a proof of Lemma (3.1) and
P(QM)=v{U) [compare (3.18) and (3.19)].

Notation. Let M be a compact manifold of real dimension 4 without a boundary
and {U,} a covering of M with open sets.

We choose {l/J} a set of closed sets with \J\ C Ut, which still cover M, but satisfy
the following properties: L/JnUJ=öfJ,n5l/5 and

'jn U c
k=

consequently these are 3 respectively 2-dimensional submanifolds. (See Fig. 4 for a
generic situation.) Furthermore our convention is such that [C/Jnl /^ denotes
t/fof/j with the orientation of dU\ and [ t / fn l / Jn l /y , denotes Vc

ir\l}c
jnUc

k with
the orientation of 3[C/'nC/j],-. A local section of the connection 1-form on U{ is
denoted by COJ (= Mjfdxjj'). and ö1 = rfcü1+ü)iAö)j is the curvature 2-form on U,.
Here A is the wedge product of p-forms. The wedge product for n equal p-forms is
written as (p-form)". Finally at, transforms under a change of coordinate patch,
with transition functions g(J defined on U^Uj, according to

Lemma (A.I).

-fTr(flAÖ)=££ J
M i.J fV

+ i E J ^((gr/d9lJ)A((dgJk)gJk
1))

ijklVfVJUci

Proof.
X ƒ Tr^Afl^X ƒ dK,
i V', i V'i
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:' u!

ƒ (ijk) = - / i j i k ] = - / ( k j i l = / ( j l < i ) = - / l i k j ) = J l k i j )

ƒ ( u ' n u . n u j j i =

Fig. 5. Constructing the right sign in the expression lor Liit. We suppressed one dimension

where

TriQiAQ^dKi and Kt=Tr^Ac/tu.+fuJjAco,

A straightforward calculation gives, using iOj=gfjla)igij+gfjldgiJ:

Combining these results, we find:

-fTr(flAfl)«i£

i ft/Jl

J A/-
f ü j ]

i , i .* UijJt) Oik) (ikj) (*ij) (fcjO 0*0 i

I i J (VLJ,-i»*+I'«-I'«+jL/*)Bi I ^ L«»-
d. j . k lijkt i . j , * (O'«

(See Fig. 5, for convenience we defined (yk) = [l/JnU5nt/p,,)
Expressing u>j and a>k in CÜ{ and using the cocycle condition g^g^g^ to show

that

g^g^g-,J - gh((dg}k)gjk 'foj *

one finds that the cô  dependence drops out and we are left with:

So

4*+6 L J Aj* —6 2 , .
i,j.kUjki i.j,k\Ujk) (jki)

- * I ƒ
i.j.MOM

The 1st Pontryugin Number is defined for a real vector bundle with transition
functions gueGHN,V) by [10]:

ijk)9jk1)- •
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Wc have furthermore fl= - GM,dxM Adxv (in local coordinates) which puts (A.I) in

the form (1.3). Since we will always have an O(N) vector bundle [10], flf = - Q and
Lemma (A.I) gives P,(fl) in terms of transition functions only.

The 2nd Chern number is defined for a complex vector bundle with transition
functions gueGL(N,<£) by [10]:

C2(Q) = A J (Tr«2 A Q) - Tt(Q) A Tr(12)). (A.2)
W M

For SU (AT) vector bundles Tr(fi)=0 and we have C2(Q) - P, as defined in (1.3) in
terms of G„„. Since we claimed a general formula for C2(Q) in terms of the
transition functions only we have to deal with the last term in (A.2):

Lemma (A.2).

-rTr(fl)ATr(fi)= £ ƒ
U i<

Proof. We can use the same technique as in Lemma (A. 1), we now have
Tr(fl()=dTr(ct>,) so

Tr(Q,) A Tr(o,.)=</£,., K,=

Kj-K^dLfj, Lu-TrCfflJA

where we used that ( / T r ( ^ ' d ^ ) = 0 . Again define

The cocycle condition this time implies

and also guarantees here absence of o), dependence. We find:

L,ik=Tr(aJ »^y) A Trfeji 'rfffjj- Tr to; V

=Ly» - 4 y , 4 * = T r toy' dgu)

So as in Lemma (A.1) we have:

- f .Tr(Ö)ATr(f l )=!£
M i.

- h i [I Lijk+ ƒ LikJ).
Theorem (A.I), (i) The first Pontryagin number for an O{N) vector bundle with
transition function g^eOiN) on a four-dimensional manifold is given by: Pt(Q)
= P(gij), defined in Lemma (A.I).

(ii) The second Chern number for a complex vector bundle with transition
functions 0 ^ E G L ( N , C ) on a four-dimensional manifold is given by: C2{Q)=Q{gi-)
— P{g,^, Q defined as in Lemma (A.2). D

Let us now use this theorem for proving Lemma (3.1). For T* we take:

C/'o = {eZx^a.-e;^ 1,2,3,4},
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and for /* = 1,2,3,4

taking e-»0, with transition functions hOfl and gOll as defined in Sect. 2. We do not
need the explicit form of the other sets U] since the relevant intersections can be
described by the above alone.

ll is obvious that we can read off from Fig. 1 the different contributions to
PUjij) (in the limit e-»0, S-*0. In this figure U\ should be labelled different, but
there will be no confusion in the following). It is easy to see that we have for T4:

The second term in P(gh) needs somewhat more discussion. We will treat the case
where xe \J\r\JJ) has fixed x t and x2 and we can read off the contributions from
Fig. 1:

Tf(AoilA>i A (</*,,Jfcr3
l)«-.,+Tr(^-2

ld/i02 A (dg23)g23% -o
)fffj1),,« 0

)/ij31)J[l».1-(l«2). (A.4)

It is conjectured that in general one can eliminate hl3, gl3, h23, fl23 by using
(modZw):

9} 3 =9Öl(X2 =0)Éf02(JC
1 = %23 •

ö (
We will only specialize to the situations mentioned in the beginning. First we
compute P(fyJ as deflned in Theorem 3.1, see (3.18). By a gauge transformation we
can choose gOll- 't/(x/(=0), /IOM= C/(x^=a(1). Equation (A.5) implies thus hl3~h23

= 3 n = g 2 3 and (. ..4) is identical zero. So ¥(&„) equals the contribution in (A.3).
Comparing with (3.19) we find P(i2)1)=v(ü).

In proving Lemma (3.1) we choose gOtl = l, /IOM=Q^. Using (A.5) we can
eliminate /»,3, glit h2i, g23 in the following steps. Put into (A.4)
/ii3 = ftO2(x,=O)g23 and h23=h01(x2=0)gi3 to find for the second term in P(gy):

Tr((fl2-
l d!22)Xl .„, A (Qt dQj 1) iJ=0)

X l =a l)Ö,(x2=0))- V ^ x ^ =fl l)fi1(x2=0» A g^dg^)-^!).

Furthermore we have gl3=y23 and using the consistency condition (2.2) the
second term cancels the same term with 1 and 2 interchanged. Combining (A.3)
with the above result generalized from the (1,2) to the (/i, v) contribution, correctly
taking care of the orientations, we find the expression of Lemma (3.1).

While completing this work we found that M. Liischer [17] derived a formula
of the type in Lemma (3:1) in a completely different context.
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CHAPTER III

THE HAMILTON FORMALISM

FOR GAUGE FIELDS ON THE HYPERTORUS

ABSTRACT

Knowing the topological structure of gauge fields on the

4-dimensional hypertorus, we describe the Hamilton formalism

of gauge fields on the 3-dimensional hypertorus. The proper

definition of the Wilson loop is given and the physical

interpretation of the twist tensor in terms of electric and

magnetic flux. It is also shown how translational symmetry

is implemented. Finally we go from the Hamilton formalism to

the euclidean path integral for finite temperature, which is
A

formulated in terms of gauge fields on T .
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we discuss the physics of gauge fields on

the torus. For this one needs to understand the physical

Hilbert space and we hence work out the Hamilton formalism

on T3> The topology of gauge functions on T,

(fl: x £ T, -• SU(N)/Z ) allows one to introduce magnetic and

electric flux as topological properties. The electric flux

is similar to the usual 6-parameter of QCD.

The Wilson loop is an important operator for gauge theo-

ries. It is used to measure the heavy quark-antiquark

potential. But here we are mainly interested in using the

Wilson loop as a tool to measure magnetic and electric flux.

There is also an intricate connection between the 8-parame-

ter, the electric flux and the magnetic flux which we

discuss in some detail for the torus. Finally to be able to

calculate energies and vacuum expectation values of oper-

ators we introduce the path integral. The appendix deals in

full detail (for the abelian case) with its proper defi-

nition in Minkowski space. We are careful in treating the

gauge degrees of freedom, since they play an important role

in the topological features of the theory. Finally we will

introduce the gauge theory on the torus at finite tempera-

ture, which is most conveniently expressed in terms of the

euclidean path integral. It is at this point that the gauge

fields on T play an important role and it motivates the

analysis of the previous chapter.

We have not the intention to be completely rigorous in

this chapter. It would take an unreasonable amount of space

and time to do so. But let us give an argument along which

lines one could restore the rigor. Path integrals in field

theory are well defined for the lattice approximation of

space-time. Now at this level topology seems to be completely

lost. However we want to stress that especially for the

Pontryagin index a non zero value means the existence of a

nontrivial saddle point in the action, which is a local

minimum. It is these saddle points which should also be

visible within the lattice approximation. Furthermore twist
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can still be defined on the lattice (see ref. [16] of the

previous chapter).

2. THE HAMILTONIAN AND THE HILBERT SPACE

The Lagrangian of non-abelian Yang-Mills theories with

gauge group G (= SU(N)) can be written as [1]:

where

(2.2)

We take as a basis of the Lie algebra the generators T ,
a

satisfying the normalization condition:

Tr(*aab) = i6ab * (2-3)

The form (2.1) of the Lagrangian is particularly useful for

making the transition to the Hamilton formalism. Solving
2

for E. = F . gives the usual expression X = -jTr((F ) ) .

For more details of this way of writing the Lagrangian, we

refer to the appendix, where the abelian case is treated at

full length. The non-abelian case follows the same steps.

The fact that A does not have a conjugate momentum, implies

a constraint

o (2.4)
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which is Gauss's law. A plays the role of Lagrange multi-

plier. Going to the quantum theory in the Heisenberg picture

is achieved by interpreting A and E as operators with the

fundamental commutation relation:

In a functional approach:

1 X 5Aa(x)

The Hilbert space H will be given by the basis lA(x)>, which

is the eigenvector for the operator A:

Aa(x)|A(x)> = Aa(x)lA(x)> . "'"'"• ... (2.7)

However the A are restricted by boundary conditions.

Normally one would demand the states to have finite energy.

On T, this is automatically implemented, but the A need to

be periodic up to a gauge:

^ (x+a.) = fl j (x) Aj. (x) fiT1 (x) - in . (x) a^T 1 (x)

(2.8)

JK (x+a^ flk (x) ft., (x) ~1flk (x+a^) "
X = exp (2nin±^/N)

where T, is labelled by o < x. < a.. This means that the

operator A satisfies the same boundary condition (2.8), and

Êi(x+ak) = nk(x)Ê i(x)J^1(x) (2.9)

which is consistent with (2.5). For each set of boundary

conditions {«.} we have a distinct Hilbert space KQ.. This

is however not yet the proper Hilbert space since we still

have to impose the constraint (2.4).

In order for the Lagrangian in (2.1) to be properly

defined on T,, the Lagrange multiplier has to satisfy:
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AQ(x+ak) = nk(x)AQ(x)^
1(x) (2.10)

which also guarantees:

=" I (2ai)

T3 T3

The constraint DjEk is implemented in the quantum theory by
restricting HQ. to those states satisfying:

for all A satisfying (2.10). There is an obvious physical
interpretation of this constraint: only gauge invariant
states are allowed. To make this clear we note that from
(2.5) and (2.7)

To solve the constraint we therefore have to average the
-iAQ

state |A> over all gauge transformations of the type e
This is however not always sufficient since it is not
guaranteed that e ° e ° can be written as e °, with
A" still satisfying (2.10). Therefore the constraint is only
solved by considering:

= limP_ N|A> (2.14)

with

' \

in here DA is a G invariant measure, standing for the
properly normalized summation over all A satisfying (2.10)
For later purposes (in the path integral) (2.14) is the
most suitable representation, however from a topological
point of view the following equivalent expression is more
convenient:
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(2.16)

where Dn is a G invariant measure for the summation over all

gauge functions Ü, which are homotopic to the identity and

satisfy:

U(X+6LL) = s^MnMn^x)"
1 . (2.17)

Two functions fi and fl1, satisfying (2.17), are said to be
homotopic (n ~ n') if there is a continuous function
F(x;t), such that P(x;o) = «(x) and F(x;l) = fi1(x) and
F(x,t) satisfies (2.17) for all t £ [0,1].

To prove the equivalence of (2.16) and (2.14) for a ~ 1,
we show that each of these £2 can be written as a finite

—iA

product of gauge functions of the form e °. For this we
invoke the well known result, that there is a neighbourhood
V of zero in the Lie algebra of G on which the exponential
map exp: V -• exp V is a 1-1 analytic function. Let F(x;t) be
the continuous interpolation between fi(x) = F(x;l) and l =
F(x;o), then by coninuity. (and compactures of T ) there is a
subdivision; 0 = t_ < t, < t =1 of the interval [0,1]

O 1 j N
such that F(x;ti)F(x;ti_1) € exp V for all x. (We can
choose V such that gVg~ , for all g 6 G.) Because log:
exp V -• V (being the inverse of exp) is uniquely defined,
-iAQ(x;k) = log(F(x;tk)F(x;tk_1)" ) necessarily satisfies

-iA (x;N) -iA (x;2) -iA (x;l)
(2.10). Therefore n(x) = e ° e ° e ° ,
which shows that (2.16) indeed solves the constraint (2.12)
and is equivalent to (2.14). The above technical compli-
cation is circumvented if PJJ. is a projection operator. A
sufficient condition is that the Campbell-Bciker-Hausdorff
formula is everywhere convergent, which is true for U(l) but
not for SU(N). We will see later that this point is only of
academic interest and we therefore will not dwell upon it
any further here.

Our physical Hilbert space Hfi?
 v s is spanned by 11/> (A) > and

we have for fl ~ 1, l^([fl]A)> = I <f> (A) >. However not all a
satisfying (2.17) are homotopic to the identity. The homo-
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topy group turns out to be isomorphic to TU (G), which is

for SU(N). This is most easily seen by continuously

deforming fl, such that it is 1 at the boundary of T, (i.e.
-•3

fl (x) * 1 for x = (k1a1, k2
a2' k3a3* > k € Z ). This makes

effectively fi: flfo^] -* G into a map from S into G and

hence is classified by rr̂  (G). The homotopy type v is calcu-

lated by considering the fiber bundle on the 4-tovus,

specified by the transition functions fl = {si.,a}. Identify

v with the Pontryagin index P of this bundle (divided by -2N)

Note that a. does not appear in P, because all 9. are time

independent, as it should be since ü lives on T,.

Both if fl = 1 on the boundary of T_ and if all fi. are

constant, the expression for P reduces to the usual

expression for the winding number:

^ J ^ ^ ^ j ^ ) (2.18)

As usual one now introduces the 6-parameter through [2]:

|#e(A)> =P(9)|*(A)> * I e"
iv6|1(.([a

(v)]A)> (2.19)
v

where a ' is any representative of the v-th homotopy class.

P(6) is a projection operator satisfying:

p(e)P(e') = s(e-eI)p(e) (2.20)

and the states \iji (A)> have the property

l*e([fl
(v)]A)> = elv%6(A)> (2.21)

they are consequently invariant under all gauge trans-

formation of the type (2.17).

The CP-violating angle 9 is a conserved quantity, since the

hamiltonian

H = Tr | (Ê2+B2) (2.22)

T3
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commutes with P(0). 6 is only defined modulo 2n and it

parameterizes the representation of the homotopy group

acting on HJ?£ys.
One might wonder why we have to restrict ourselves to

gauge transformations of the type (2.17). For this consider

a general gauge function ft, then A' = [fi]A satisfies the

boundary condition A'(x+ak) » [n£(x)]A'(x) with

(2.23)

Hence in general IA'> will be in a different Hilbert space

HJJ f. Since gauge potentials are invariant under the centre

Z N of SU(N) the condition that |A'> £ üii± is:

2nik./N
a\ = e 3 JJ (2.24)

or equivalent ly :

2nik ./N ,
fi(x+a.)=e 3 ft.(x)fl(x)n71(x) . (2.25)

We already know from the previous chapter that the homotopy

is classified by ïï and P for the fiber bundle specified by

0 = ffi.,n}. To be specific, the twist tensor for this

bundle is given by:

' ni4 " ki ' (2-26)

For each sector 6 we want to choose a basis of P(e)HJ? ̂ s

such that for all n[U], satisfying (2.25),

9
li|«e(ft[k]A)> = e ° I*6(A)> . (2.27)

V*e have <p0(o,P) = P6 and furthermore (2.27) impl ies :

(P6 (ic,P) + <pe (t,Q) = «pe <£+?,P4<3) mxi 2n . (2.28)

This i s enough to fix <pn (5c,P).We can choose fl [e ] such
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M!
that ' - < "

A representative of the homotopy type 5c and P is then given

by:

;(.< (2.30)

For this ü, P =v -U.in/N and <po (1<,P) = k.tp. (e
( l ) ,P.) +

-»(il x

(mod 2n). Finally <p„(e1 i?^) is fixed by considering
xed by

ifl'°'[e^1^J)N which is of the form fi mi , consequently
N(p. (e ,P.) = - m. 6 mod 2rr. So we have (p. (e ,P.) =

b l l Ö i

-m.e 2ne.

—jj— + —rj—, with e. an integer defined mod N. The repre-

sentations of the homotopy group are labelled by 6 and e,

such that:

2tti %
|*9<e(fl[k]A)> = e N l#e,e(W> (2.31)

and li|i0 -»(A)> is constructed with the projection operator
P6(e):

SU ( O )Kk) (2.32,

3. THE WILSON LOOP

Usually one defines the path ordered exponential integral
m x to y b

{ Ak(x)dxk)

for a loop C from x to y by:
X/ y

(3.1)

Cxy
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where (3.1) is defined by

u(Cx,

for Ay small. U(C ) is the solution as a function of x, for

the parallel transport along the curve C , satisfying
xy

where x(t) parameterizes C with x(o) = y and x(l) = x.
xy

U(C -., ) is uniquely determined, together with the boundary

condition U(C xj Q. ) = 1.Under a gauge transformation Q, U(C ) transforms according
xyto:

(3.4)

which can be derived either from (3.3) or from (3.2) since

exp(i[n]Ak(y)Ayk) = J2(y) exp(iAk(y)Ayk)n"
1 (y) (1+

n(y)3k«"
1(y)Ayk) = fi(y) exp(iAk(y)Ayk)n~

1(y+Ay). If we have

a closed loop, U(C ) transforms as fields in the adjoint
XX

representation.

The Wilson loop operator, which is defined for these closed

loops, is given by:

W(C) =Tr(U(C )) . (3.5)

It is invariant under gauge transformations and independent

of the starting point x on the loop C. All this is obviously

true if the loop C can be embedded in one coordinate patch.

But as we saw in the previous chapter this is certainly not

true on the torus. Let us illustrate this by considering a

loop C »C., which winds around the torus once. Thenx,x+aj j
obviously for fl an allowed gauge transformation on T, of the

type (2.25) we have:
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-2niJc,/N • • J ( 3 ' 6 )

J

To guarantee that the Wilson loop is invariant under these

gauge transformations and under translations over a. , we

have to define

, x + ak(x)) (3.7)

with the transformation property:

v(c.) =

This is not completely invariant, but since there are no

fields in the fundamental representation the gauge group is

SU(N)/Z„ so the trace should be evaluated in the adjoint

representation, then W. (C.) = Tr.(U(C )n.(x)) is
A J A X , X*t'cl*i J

invariant. We prefer to work with the trace in the funda-

mental representation, since (3.8) makes more explicit the

role of Ti
Lq. (3.7) is a simple consequence of the fact that C. is

not contained in one coordinate patch. This can be seen as

follows? C. is not closed in the universal covering 3R of
3 J

T . To close it we have to make a transition to a new
coordinate patch, in the process of which one picks up the

transition function (see (3.3) where A is replaced by [g]A,

with g the transition function). Yet another way to visua-

lize things is to consider fig. 1, where x and y are in

different coordinate patches (V and V ). U(C ) can be split
x y xy

naturally into three pieces: U(Cyw), U(Cwz) and U(C ). Only
in U(C , ) there is an ambiguity; for one can choose A either

x

with respect to V or V . Denote these choices by ü (C )

and üy<Cwz) - gyx(w)U
x(Cwz)gyx(z) (where gyx = gxy is the

transition function: Ay = tg„„]A ). The demand that ü(C )
yx xy

should be independent of the choice of patch yields:
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(3.9)

figure I

4. IDENTIFICATION OF e AND m

We will now use this Wilson loop to identify m and e with

magnetic and electric flux. But we will first investigate

the abelian case, where flux can be measured by conventional

methods. We assume the presence of fields with unit charge,

which fixes the cocycle condition:

fik(x+a.)fi.(x)s^
1(x)n;j(x+ak)"

:l

As is described in the previous chapter, section 2, the

twist n.. in SU(N) is identified with an element of

/

(4.1)

J ^ J J for a square in the (i,j) direction. Similarly

we have for U(l) a twist tensor identified as an element of

ir.(U(l)) • 1. This homotopy type is invariant under gauge

transformations, and for each n.. we can choose a gauge such
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that:

a. (x) = expfni I 3d!j.) . (4.2)

We can now simply calculate the magnetic flux in the k-

direction:

a a.a

J ^ j V x ) = " nekijnij = 2 r a\ (4-3)

o o

where m. is defined as in (2.23). It is thus quantized, the

Dirac quantization condition [3], where M. is the magnetic

charge. That is, the boundary conditions simulate a magnetic

charge M. on one side and -M. on the other side of the box

(defined by n[o,a.]).

The electric flux however is not quantized. We can

repeat the analysis of section 2. The allowed gauge

transformations now have to be periodic, and are again

classified by j«, which here runs over all integers and

labels an element of n.(U(D) for each generating S of T .

A representative is given by:

O[Jc] = exp(2ni l - I J ) . (4.4)

There is no e-parameter and e is^defined mod l,but is not

quantized: I i/<g( [fl[ic]]A)> = e2nike|i|ig(A)>. The physical

reason why e is defined mod 1, is that there are ele-

mentary fields with unit charge present. Therefore IeI>% is

unstable against pair creation. Similarly in SU(N) e is

defined mod N, because of instability against gluon pro-

duction .

To measure the electric flux we introduce eigenfunctions

of E. and measure the electric flux in the usual way.

Because of the abelian character of the gauge group,

-neinjk. ^

exp^ei | X.dx^e ^ (4.5)
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is gauge invariant under gauge transformations a[o];

furthermore:

-2iriek. / v

e D we(cjj • (4.6)

Where in (4.5) one might have suspected ft.(x), the modifi-

cation guarantees that W (C.) is a proper function on T,,
(ki J /kJ

i.e. W (C. ') = W (C.) where C. ' equals C. shifted over a,,.
ej -̂  S -' -•

An eigenfunction of E with eigenvalue zero is clearly
given by

|<p> = ( DA |A> = j DA |î (A)> (4.7)

where DA i s a U(l) invar ian t measure, such t h a t obviously

ft [it] l<p> = I<P> and hence e = o. ft[k] i s defined by

5[ic]|iKA)> = l#([a[it]]A)> . (4.8)

With (4.6) we then f ind:

2niek.

and so e. = 6. .e. W (C.) l<p> is also an eigenfunction for

since

[yx),we(Cj)] = e.d|t) 62(3_3

Choosing x, (t) = x, + ö^ja.t the electric flux is simply

given by

a i a *

F. = E. dx.dx = e6 . . (4.11)

O O

Note that in the functional approach the wave functional is

given by <PQ(A) = W (C.) = <AIW (C.)|<p> and E. = T -rr—, frome e j e j K x "**!,

which the different properties are read off more

easily. W (C.) clearly creates a flux string in the box
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with flux e.

Thus boundary conditions can be mimieed by an electric

charge of ±e on either side of the box as for the magnetic

case. Also W (C.) maps states with flux e' into states with

flux eV = e'. + eS. . regardless if it acts on an eigenstate

f l X ij
or not. For this one uses the generalization of (4.9):

2niek. . / \ .
= e 3 w^c.Jn[ic] . (4.12)

It is clearly a gauge invariant way of identifying electric

flux, having its direct analogue in the non-abelian theory:

_ . v 2nik./N , v

ntic]w|c.) = c 3 w(c.b[ic] . (4.13)

A state !<(/. -»> is mapped by W(C.) in a state It' -*.-»(j)>.
o , e j o, e+e

However there still remains the question to what electric

flux IK -»> corresponds. Por e « o w e can repeat the
ü f O

analysis of the abelian case and construct the state lip> =

ƒ DA|A>, which has e = o and e = o and which is an eigen-

state of Ê? with eigenvalue o. For e f o (2.32) suggests

e„ = e -w— in; there is however an ambiguity since in is only

defined modulo N. We will shortly come back to this point.

To measure the magnetic flux the gauge invariant analogue

of (4.3) would trivially yield o since Tr(B. ) =0. (The same

is of course true for (4.11) since Tr(E, ) = o.) There is

however a different method, where we are inspired by the way

the flux can be measured for the 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole

[4] (e.g. in the Georgi-Glashow model). For this we con-

struct a closed "loop" in the unbroken gauge group (U(l)) by

means of the Wilson loop, see fig. 2a and ref. 5 for details.

Explicitly this loop is given by L:t€[o,l] i-»W(Ct)€U(l) and

its homotopy type defines the magnetic flux through the

surface traced out by C. for t going from o to 1, which is
2S (the two sphere r = const., for r -» ») .
In fig. 2b the situation for the torus is shown. First

consider the abelian case and define:
ai

L:t -* w(c,.<t)) = P exp(i |Ai(x{s,t))ds)oi(x(o,t)) (4.14)
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a. Monopole b. Torus

figure 2

with x.(s,t) = s,x.(s,t) = a.t, x. = o. The homotopy type
l ] j K

can be easily calculated by considering

1
2"nT I dt lIi w( Ci't)) |dt- A f t e r s o m e calculation one finds

o

.. In the non-abelian case we can take the same

expression for the loop L in (4.14), its homotopy type is

now classified by it1(SU(N)/zN) and using (3.8ii) this is also

given by n.. = ~mk« here defined mod N. This construction

avoids working with 't Hoofts disorder operator [6] B(C), to

map states with magnetic flux m into those with flux m + 1

[7]. The operator B(C) does not preserve the boundary

conditions, and maps one Hubert space into an other, which

is not properly defined in the Hamilton formalism.

To discuss the 8-dependence we will use the freedom to

pick a gauge in which the fi. are constant (in chapter II it.

was shown that this is always possible). We call it the

constant gauge. Equations found in one gauge can be

translated to any other by just applying the appropriate

gauge transformation. Using the results of the previous
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chapter we have P = - ^ / d 4
x T r ( G p v ^ v ' = ^ 2 ' d 4 x \ V

with Ku = 2 £ y v a B Tr(Av3aA0 - 3I A v A a A g ) . In the constant

gauge K.(x.=a.) - K.(x =0) = o, as one easily checks.

Therefore

(4.15)ƒ
T3

Note that also K,(A) is a proper function on T, in the

constant gauge; it is independent under translations over a..

The following operator is therefore correctly defined on

T

it satisfies the important relations:

(4.17)

From (4.17) we see that V maps states with e,e into states

with e,e + üi. If 6 runs continuously from o to 2IT, we would

write: n[k*] U 3 , > = e
2n:tk-(e"m)|i(.2 ,„>, but this state can

also be interpreted as having 6 = o and e' = e-m. To

understand that physics is periodic in 6, with period 2n, we

note that e.g. the energy spectrum should be the same for

6 = o and 6 = 2n. Therefore changing e form o to 2it,

permutes the energy levels (when 9 runs from o to 2nN there

is no permutation for any in) .

In fig. 3 (due to 't Hooft) this is scemetically indicated.

We incorporate parity which maps 6 into -6 and guarantees

degeneracy for opposite electric fluxes. We will come back

to this point in section 6, where we show how to calculate in

principle EOfejin.a^^), the energy of the ground state.

If we want to study the operator Ê^ in a certain e sector
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±3

±2

±1

el=° _I—-^^

______

«=̂ — -ï
^ ^ — — —

±3

±2

»=6,m=(l,0,0)

e2=e3=0

2n

figure 3

Ethis is equivalent to studying E. - —:=•
1 4n

sector, since from (4.18) we have:

Te,o

B. in the e

(4.19)

and in particular for:

Itpe>

l«Pfl> - - - 2 j B^(x) lip > .
6 4n2 1 8

(4.20)

(4.21)

Therefore suppose that there are operators M. and F. , where

Fk is a functional of Ê which is gauge invariant under

allowed gauge transformations £2 ~ 1 and M, is the same with

Ê replaced by B. Suppose: MjJ'I'g Q> = 2nmkli|ig > and

? k ' ^ o > = *****(>*' then K^ty = 2nink'*se> and

F- 11̂-» „> = (e. - -s— m. )|I/Î  >. To the best of our knowledge

these operators do not exist in non-abelian theories.

In the abelian theories where there is no 6-parameter, the

operators A, and F. exist, see (4.3) and (4.11). But even

here the electric flux is not unambiguously defined. The

spectrum of F. is ffi, whereas e. is only defined mod 1. We
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already explained this discrepancy. However one might argue

that Fk is conserved since [Fk»H] = o for 5 = 1 / (Ê^+§£),

but the charged field which forces the quantization of

magnetic flux has to be incorporated in the dynamics. If

this is done correctly F, is not conserved.

One could also follow the point of view advocated by 't

Hooft [8], that in some effective approach, integrating out

non-abelian degrees of freedom, one is left (for long range

interactions) with abelian fields. Then there are N-l U(l)

components, for each of which we can use (4.3) and (4.11) to

measure magnetic and electric flux. As function of 8, one

then obviously finds F.(e) = F. (o) - —=• M . The boundary
JC K Art

conditions must be in the abelian gauge too, and with

a proper choice for the algebra of the abelian subgroup (see

chapter II, eq. (3.4)) M. is quantized. There is a large

ambiguity for given m (mod N).

For the above to work the box must be large enough.

The point we wanted to make therefore is that electric

flux is not well defined and there is no use in identifying

(for 8 not a multiple of 2TT) e - •y- in as electric flux in a

pure non-abelian theory.

To end this section we note that the spectrum of H in a

certain e-sector is in 1-1 correspondence to the spectrum of

H in the (6-w)-sector, where:

Now let \i>g> be the ground state in a certain 9-sector, then
/I» ) -4.

I** > = Vu0 l<|<a> i s a s t a t e in the same s ec to r , and
ö (VS ~ Ck)

t h e r e f o r e should s a t i s f y < ^ ' |H|*„ ; > > EQ , where H\<\iD> =
0 8 ö Ö

E |<p >, that is E is the groundstate energy. Hence

«V^k-VV*0 (4-23)

for all k. Working out (4.23) with (4.22) yields:

2n|< [ Tr(f.B+3J)>el < <[ Tr(B
2)>*' (4.24)
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where < >e stands for the 6-vacuum expectation value. Note

that S.S+S.2 is just the topological charge density. (4.24)

implies for example <Tr ƒ B"> > o for all 6. This may seem

obvious but we must remember that equal space-time products

of certain operators need to be regularized. We will not

work this out in detail, but we assume that the results of

this chapter do not depend on this.

5. TRANSLATIONAL INVARIANCE

The gauge fields on T are defined by first considering

the universal covering IR of T and then impose boundary

conditions ("periodi ,ity" conditions). Operators-have to

preserve these conditions to be properly defined on T . We

already discussed three examples of this: H, W (C) and V .

Obviously for these operators boundary conditions are

preserved because of the gauge invariance (For V in a more

subtle way). The momentum operators P. also have to satisfy

these properties. But they generate translations, therefore

every state |iji> e H*? y s should be invariant under trans-
ilation over the periods a.:

exp(iaiP.)| (5.1)

Furthermore the P. have to satisfy the proper Poincarê

algebra:

o . (5.2)

(5.2) need only be valid in the physical Hubert space.

First consider the definition following from the Lagrange

formalism, which is simply realized on M :

- 2 J Tr^Maij^x)) . (5.3)
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IA> = |A'> ; A'(x) = A(x+e) . (5.4)

However Tr(E.(x)3.A. (x)) is only properly defined on T^ in

the constant gauge. Furthermore |A'> is not in the same

Hubert space as |A>. Also here the constant gauge is an

exception, since A'(x) satisfies boundary conditions with

It is advantageous therefore to consider things first in

this gauge. After some calculation one finds (in H„ ):

= o , [^^]
With (5.4) we obviously have the following identity (no

summation over j):

(5.6)

Now we use that fl.. is of the type fl[k]:

2nin /N

n = 0,0.0/ e ^ (5.7)

so from (2.25) we find:

K - nJO . (5.8)
Since Q. is constant P = o, and using (2.31) we conclude

that for any state |tf> >:
a ,e
2 t T i e £ n i / N

Thus 3P. has all the desired properties.

However there is more to learn. Substituting the defi-

nition for the magnetic flux we find:

2ni(exm)./N

V r = e l*Br •
 (5

This is not a pure coincidence. To understand this result

write:
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>.= -2 { « { V A ) = 2 j Tr((2 xS)i - ̂ A . ) . (5.11)

Gauss's' law IP. Iip> = 2 ƒ Tr(Ë «1) . |iji>, and therefore:With

(5.12)
T3

since —r^- is the properly normalized magnetic flux, this is

exactly what one should expect.

We could just as well have taken the momentum operators to

be:

h - £ijk I 9 5 • (5-13)
T3

E?(x)B?(x) is a proper function on T_, it clearly preserves

the boundary conditions and is therefore the obvious candi-

date, regardless the gauge we work in. Doing the proper

alaebra one finds:

(5.14)

2i

Both expressions are zero on 11$.ys.

There is an intuitive way to understand that P. is the

proper operator. If a. is not constant the difference between

IP. and P. exactly generates the gauge transformation which

brings IPJ |A> back to the correct Hubert space. To show

this consider (5.4) with e infinitesimal. We look for an

infinitesimal gauge function a = 1 + iA which brings Si', (x) =

ft.(x+£) back to a.:

si.(x) = n(x+a.)n!(x)n (x) . (5.15)

Working this out in first order in e we find:
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A(x+a.) « n.MAMfl^x) - iRj(x)ïi'.vnT
1(x) . (5.16)

One solution to (5.16) is clearly given by A(x) = 'E.S(X) and

that is exactly what eq. (5.11) tells us.

6. FINITE TEMPERATURE ON THE TORUS

For finite temperature we are interested in the partition

function

(6.1)

with (3 = 1/kT, T the temperature and k Boltzmann's constant.

H is the Hamiltonian acting on the Hubert space H p y s. If

this space is spanned by the states I IJJ > we have:

Z6 = I <^ nle"
e HlV • . (6.2)

The usefulness of Z. becomes clear if we take |i(i > to be the

eigenstates of H. In that case: (E < E ,)

-8E_
Z6 = Ie

 n . (6.3)
n

If we assume that the lowest state (called the vacuum) is

discrete, that is E^ - E Q is strictly positive, then

E = - lisa 4 in Z. . (6.4)

Furthermore it is not necessary to sum over all states to

find E . If

still have:

find E . If we pick the state |ip> such that <* |«p> ̂  o we

lim | in «ple~BH|cp> (6.5)

this can be simply proved by inserting the completeness
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relation:

<cp|e~3H|ip> =

n <* l ! * >
n , m

2 ~ B E n 2
l e n = l<wlif>>le n = l<wlif>o>l e { ^

— 8HWe next note that the matrix element <tp|e |tp> is rather

similar^to the matrix element of the evolution operator
— iTK

«pie lip> so that we can calculate it by means of a path

integral. Repeating the analysis of the appendix it is easy

to show that for gauge theories on T3 (see eq. (A.20))

S(x)ldet{C/X}l

p

exp(} d3x

(The correct dependence on the coupling constant g will be

inserted later.) We can again perform the momentum inte-

grations but things go a little different than in the

appendix, because 6 is real. One has

and the following identity is found O o *
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k 3
N J DÂ  6(x)ldet{C,X}lexp(- ± j dr f d3x \ 3 * ^ ) ) (6.8)

K g° ° T3
J
K
o

with F = F S ,6 ,F . .. So we have the euclidean instead
yv yv vu' vv p v'

of the Minkowski metric and it is obvious why we call (6.8)
the euclidean path integral. The parameter T can be seen as
the imaginary time and B the imaginary time interval iT.
Furthermore since the term A D.E,, comes from the projection,
which is already inserted an infinite number of times, we are
free to choose boundary conditions for A . Repeating the
trick to get rid of the 6(x) factor (this time the gaussian

1 0
factor is chosen exp( * ƒ Tr(P ) )r compare eq. (A.24)) and
introducing the Faddeev-£opov ghosts, we find:

A"

u 3
j e x p [ - ± ƒ d x ƒ d 3 x ( i T r ( F ^ v ) + T r ( x

2 ) + # 1 ]
A' 9O o T3 (6.9)

What i s of s p e c i a l i n t e r e s t i s t h e energy E ( e , e , m , a . )

E(e,e,m,a.) = - lim <•? in Tr.

The m dependence comes from the boundary conditions (2.8),
specified by {fl*}.-., -, , - The a* dependence follows from

' ' ' -6H
the size of the Torus and TrQ -»(e ) stands for:

e ,e
v , (n) , -BH.,(n)n

2ni t* ,-» -».

(6.11)
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This means that we have to evaluate the following euclidean

path integrals:

e

[- -̂  ƒ dx ƒ
go

exp[
go o

with as boundary conditions in the T direction:

i (x,o) . (6.13)(

In here fi[k\p] = £2 [jt] (see (2.30)) or any other represen-

tation in the same topological class. Putting T = x. and

A = A., gives exactly the twisted boundary conditions on T.

with fl- = ntU,P]. Finally the path integral does not depend

on the particular gauge in which we work. That is Q. need not

be independent of x.. We can pick any convenient choice for

the functions Si . This is extremely helpful since the inte-

grals are evaluated by expanding around the classical so-

lutions of the euclidean action S = — * J Tr(F ). These
2g2 «p\ yv

classical solutions can look very ° complicated in

the "wrong" gauge. The next chapter will concentrate on a

particular set of solutions, with constant field strength.

APPENDIX

In this appendix we treat the case of abelian gauge theo-

ries (QED) , and neglect details about boundary conditions.

To define the path integral A it is most convenient to have

a full understanding of the classical phase space. He will

also indicate the connection with the approach which works

more directly with the quantum description (the A = o

gauge).

The Lagrangian of QED is (coupling constant g = 1)

(A.D
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with:

n = diag (-1,1,1,1)

F = 3 A - 3 A . (A.2)
HV V V V \X

To find out the variables which describe the phase space we

rewrite (A.I) in terms of a second order expression [1]:

where B, is the magnetic field strength:

Bk - *ckijFij • (A-4)

We can solve (A.3) for E, = F . , which gives eg. (A.I).

Assuming finally that boundary conditions are such that

ƒ ^ W ^ d
4* ~ ~ I A o

3 k E k d 4 x w e c a n rewrite (A. 3) as:

Clearly E. is the momentum conjugate to A. , whereas A does

not have a conjugate momentum. The Euler-Lagrange equation

•5^— = o gives exactly Gauss's law (no charges present)

C = 3 kE k = o . (A.6)

This is a constraint for which A is the Lagrange multi-

plier. Classical phase space is therefore described by

(Ak(x),E^fx)) and the Hamiltonian is obviously:

H d3x (g(x)
2+B(x)2) . (A.7)

But the constraint (A.6) eliminates one degree of freedom.

We will now show how this can be properly incorporated in

phase space. If we use the following convention for the

classical Poisson brackets:

{B ±6C) A. <y)} - - S±t&3(x-y) (A.8)
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we find that the constraint C is a constant of the motion:

{C,H} = o . (A.9)

In Dirac's formalism [11] it is called a first class con-

straint. The constraint C = o defines a 'hyperplane' r* in the

phase space r. r* is invariant under H; solutions of the

equations of motion, which are orbits (E, (x,t), A, (x,t)) in

r and for t = o are in r*, will be contained in r* for all t.

But there is more: r* is divided into fibers along which H

is constant. As is suggested by eq. (A.9) these fibers are

generated by C. Let us denote the fibers by (E. (x,A),

A, (x,A)), then they are determined by:

dE. ac dA. 3C

dA aÂ . ' dx 3^ • KA-1U'

As for the equations of motion, which guarantee that H is

constant along an orbit describing a solution, C is constant

along these fibers. Using eq. (A.9) one easily checks that

indeed also H is constant along such a fiber.

Now C exactly generates the infinitesimal gauge trans-

formations. That is (E, (x,A), A, (x,A)) is gauge equivalent

to (E. (x,o), A,(x,o))for all A. For the electric field

(conjugate momentum) this is obvious since from (A.10)

E, (x,A) does not depend on A (for QED only). To clarify the

situation for A. we replace the constraint C = o by the set

of constraints

QA = J A(x)C(x)d3x = o . (A. 11)

A runs over all functions, with boundary conditions such

that partial integration in (A.11) is allowed, yielding:

QA = |

dA, 3Q
This obviously gives the following solution for —JT£ = -^~-:

A^X,*) =Ak(x,o) -
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which indeed is a gauge transformation: 3.A.(x,A) -3.A.(x,A)

is independent of A. Hence a fiber is the collection of all

gauge equivalent field configurations. The only relevant

•physical information is to describe in which fiber a state

is contained. Physical phase space (r**) is obtained by

dividing out in r* the gauge transformations. The fibers are

the orbits of a point in phase space r* under the action of

the group of local gauge transformations. These orbits are

the points of r**, the physical phase space.

I"** = physical phase space =

collection of fibers in r* =

r* modulo gauge transformations . <A.i4)

An operational realization of r** can be given by identi-

fying each fiber with a particular point on that fiber. Por

this we introduce an extra constraint X(E. /A. ) = o. Each

fiber should, at least locally, intersect the hyperplane

X = o only once, which gives the transversality condition:

{C/X} f O (A.15)

i.e. x is n°t locally constant along the fiber. In fig. 4 we

have sketched the situation. The fact that it is not always

possible that also globally each fiber intersects the hyper-

plane x - o only once, is exactly the Gribov-ambiguity [12],

which is also present on the torus [13]. In this work we

will ignore that problem.

In the usual gauge-theory terminology x is the gauge

fixing term and {c,x} is the variation of x under infini-

tesimal gauge transformations. The functional determinant

det {c,x} is exactly the Faddeev-Popov [14] determinant. We

will now introduce coordinates (E?,A*)._. _ which parame-

trize r** in such a way that the transformation:

is canonical. Using the invariance of Poisson brackets under
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r(phase space) **

r (c-x=o)

r*(c=o)

fiber

figure 4

canonical transformations we can solve for ET from C = o:
Xj

fc,x} = J=- to . (A. 17)

This allows us to express the Hamiltonian in the uncon-

strained variables E* and A*. Denote this Hamiltonian by

H*( E | , A | ) ; it obviously has a positive definite quadratic

part in Ef and a potential which is bounded from below. For

those situations the path integral is properly defined:

(A*)" - T

= f DE*DA* exp
(A*)'

A j dt (| d3x I E|A| - H*(E*,A*))
go o *

(A. 18)

The path integral measures D are defined by making space-

time discrete. In the limit where the lattice size goes to

zero we get typical "ultraviolet" divergencies, which for a

renormalizable theory, can be absorbed in the coupling

constant g . We will not work this out here. But one has to

remember that all manipulations are well defined within the

lattice approximation. If there is any doubt whether

continuum manipulations are correct, they can in principle
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always be checked by going back to the la t t ice .
We will now use the following identities:

6{C) = n 6(C(x)) = [ DA expf-i j d4x AQ(x)C(x) J
* J (A.19)

n 6(C(x))6(x(x)) ldet{C,x}l
X

where we applied eg. (A.17). Substituting this in (A.18) and
inverting the canonical transformation (A.16) yields:

ldet{C,x}l

-i } dt } d3x [ E ^ - i ( ^ ) +Aoc]) . (A.20)
go o

Integrating over the momenta, which can be done exactly
(through the gaussian form) , we find:

T
Z = N DA <S(x) |det{C,x}l expf-̂ jJ p p'JV <j xj . (A.21)

''oo

N is a normalization constant, which is infinite in the
continumn limit.

Finally we want to get rid of the explicit 6-function [15].
Since the whole analysis should be independent of the choice
of x (as long as the transversality conditions are satisfied)
we can just as well take

Xp - X-P (A. 22)

with P an a r b i t r a r y function not depending on E. and A. .
Furthermore:

{C,xp} = {c,x} . (A.23)

So we a l so have:

DP <5<x-P) ldet{c,x}l
T

'o o
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N I DAylW exp(4 }
 d
4* (FVVFPV

 + ix2 +5^*) (A.24)4
go

in the final expression we introduced the Faddeev-Popov

ghosts I(I, with M . = {c,x}- In practice one can determine

M . î  by considering the change in x in first order in E for

the gauge transformation e and replacing A by i|i.

i)/ is a so-called Grassmann variable (anticommuting field)

such that:

4
go

= detfCx} . (A. 25)

It is very convenient for perturbative calculations, where

each ghost loop gets a factor (-1). They behave in a way

similar to fermions.

As promised we shall make contact with the A = o gauge

approach. Let us first explain the meaning of Z in equation

(A.18). The variables A? and E? are gauge invariant and we

can span the physical Hilbert space, on which Êf and A? act

as operators, by the states IA|(x)>. They are defined in

the Heisenberg picture by:

A*(x,t=o) |A*> = A*(x) |A*> . (A.26)

Then Z is the matrix element of the evolution operator:

(A.27)

The problem is however that A* is a complicated functional

of A. and E. . It is therefore convenient to find another

basis. For this we choose, what is called the A = o gauge.

The configurations are described by A, (x) and we can con-

struct a Hilbert space If, with the eigenstates for the

operator A.(x,t=o)

U . (A.28)
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These are however not gauge invariant. The remaining gauge

freedom in the A = o gauge are time independent gauge

transformations. They are generated; as in the phase space

formalism, by C = SJÊJ. Here Ê. (x) is the conjugate mo-

mentum operator satisfying the canonical commutation re-

lation:

(A.29)

In the following the operators are always understood to be

defined for t = o. Using (A.29) one easily checks that:

\ exp(iQA)|Ak> = ( V3 kA)exp(iQ A)l V (A.30)

with QA defined in (A.11) and (A.12).

The physical Hilbert space H . consists of states

invariant under gauge transformation. That is for A(x) and

|i|/> £ H , we must have (ip a real number)

^A
\\j» = e \i» . (A.31)

If A (or better exp(iA)) can be continuously deformed to o

(resp. 1) we find:

Q, |I|I> • o o r C|ij>> = o . (A.32)
A

Embedding It . in the Hilbert space H (spanned by IA. >) we

can define H o h v s by projection of H onto gauge invariant

states. Any state in H can be made gauge invariant by

averaging over all gauge transformations. The projection

operator is therefore:

^ ) (A<33)

So a basis for H . is given by P|A. >. Note that

orthogonality is obvious, but completeness is certainly not

of the usual form
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f P (A.34)

since this corresponds to grossly overcounting the states of

II h . Clearly it is at this point where the gauge fixing

condition comes in and we have:

J D^ 6(x)|det{c,x}lP'lAk> ̂ I P = P . (A.35)

Here x is assumed to depend on A.(x) only, to be specific
choose x = 3tA],é This will not be worked out here. (Compare
ref. [10] and references therein.) We now can write:

P e"1™ P

lim <A]Jf" iHe)

(A. 36)
wi th

(A. 37)
t - 16 - i ï

Next we introduce as an aux i l i a ry bas i s for It the eigen-
s t a t e s for Êk :

Êkl V = ĉ1 V • (A>38)

Consistency with the commutation relations guarantees that:

~ exp (-1 | d ^ J^GÖ^Gö) . (A.39)

Using t h i s we can w r i t e :
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(A-40)

Substituting (A.36) one immediately retrieves the ex-
pression in eq. (A.20) [1], or:

T

go o

(Usually one absorbes N in the definition of the measure.)
For the non-abelian case one has to be careful with ordering
of operators in (A.40). It is clear that in eg. (A.20) the
factor expf-^- ƒ dt ƒ d,x A C ) comes from P and plays the

NCI'S O •* ° /

role of projection onto H . (with A • A in eg.
(A.33)). Note that in eg.. (A.36} P is inserted an infinite
number of times, so it is of no harm if P ? P (with P
defined in eq. (A.33)). In that case, only lim P is a pro-
jection operator, as noted in section 2. He explicitly
verified that this has no influence on the path integral.
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CHAPTER IV

SU(N) YANG-MILLS SOLUTIONS WITH CONSTANT

FIELD STRENGTH ON T4

ABSTRACT

We study for T the class of solutions to the SU(N) Yang-

Mills equations with constant field strength. The fluctu-

ation spectrum is explicitly calculated in terms of gener-

alized Riemann theta functions. We show that if these so-

lutions are stable, they are necessarily (anti)selfdual, in

which case we verify the index theorem.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Euclidean solutions to the classical equations of motion

(instantons), play an important role in the nonperturbative
4

analysis of gauge theories. For S the most general solution

is known now (ADHM construction [1]} using advanced mathe-

matical results. It was hoped that they could be used to

understand confinement, however Coleman's argument shows

that instantons have no effect on the Wilson loop, which is

used to measure the static quark-antiquark potential [3],

For the torus this argument is no longer valid, because

twisted boundary conditions [2] force electric and magnetic

flux through the box. Nevertheless one will encounter as

always severe infrared problems. Physical quantities are

expressed in terms of the running coupling constant, which

for small box size L is proportional to (-En L) . So if L

increases, the running coupling constant increases and

perturbation theory breaks down, not only in the pertur-

bative but also in the instanton sectors. Including

instantons however can give an earlier signal for the cross-

over. Moreover the analysis of Lüscher [4] shows that the

energy of the ground state is independent of the electric

flux e (the central sectors) to all orders in perturbation

theory. Confinement would be signalled by an energy differ-

ence, between the ground state levels in each central

sector, proportional to L. Since "twisted" instantons lift

the degeneracy they might be crucial to detect this

behaviour. This work is intended as a first step in that

direction.

We will concentrate on gauge fields with constant curva-

ture. Such solutions were already considered some time ago

by 't Kooft [5] for SU(N) on T with twisted boundary

conditions. Only if the sides of the box representing T

satisfy certain relations, these solutions are (anti)-

selfdual. For small groups and arbitrary compact manifolds

(including SU(2)(SO(3)) bundles over T ) stable extrema of

the action are (anti)selfdual [6]. It is therefore no

surprise that in SU(2) an explicit calculation shows that
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constant solutions which are stable are (anti)selfdual (the

reverse is obvious).
4

For constant gauge fields on El this was already

established by Leutwyler [7]. The boundary condition is

given by requiring the action to differ by a finite amount

from that of the constant background field. There is an

infinite degeneracy in tha fluctuation spectrum, which can

be understood by the lack of control over the topology of
4

the field configurations. On the hypercube (T ) this problem
is resolved, but complicated boundary conditions is the price

we have to pay. For the boundary conditions that we choose

(which are of the abelian type), the Riemann e-functions

provide a natural (from the mathematical point of view) so-

lution to this problem. In the case of SU(2) each set of

boundary conditions admitting constant solutions is gauge

equivalent to an abelian set (appendix B), but for SU(N),

N > 2, this is no longer true.

Constant field strength configurations also played an

important role in the Copenhagen vacuum picture [8]. One

starts from a constant chromomagnetic field in the z-di-

rection. This is certainly not selfdual and thus unstable

(unlike in the abelian case). Including the unstable mode

yields an effective Higgs type potential. In analogy with

the abelian Higgs model one minimizes the potential by

assuming the formation of a lattice structure orthogonal to

the z-direction, with size of the order of the inverse of

the effective Higgs mass (<* \/2g|Bl , B the background chromo-

magnetic field strength). The reason for considering this

type of vacuum is that, when including ("static") quantum

fluctuations and minimizing with respect to the background

magnetic field, the energy is smaller than that of the

perturbative vacuum. Furthermore phenomenology indicates
2

< olB |o > > o, and the bag model gives similar results.

It has been shown by Ambj^rn and Olesen [8] that their

lattice structure is equivalent to imposing twisted boundary

conditions on the un~t cell in the x,y direction. In essence
2

one considers gauge fields over the 2-torus T , the unstable
2

mode is then given by the 6-function on T (up to an ex-
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ponential factor). It is therefore not really surprising
4

that our analysis on T is also based on 9-functions.

Whereas the classical e-function on the 2-torus (due to

Jacobi) is well known, its generalization to a 2n-torus (due

to Riemann) is not.

This article will mainly concentrate on giving the necessary

technical details.

As for the 2-dimensional case, there is a specific complex
4

structure on T in which the e-functions are most easily

expressed. This suggests looking for the most general (anti)
4

selfdual solutions on T . It is amusing to note that for JCP,
2

on T , the exact instanton solutions are expressed in terms

of the Weierstrass a-function [9a], which has a simple

relation to the 8-function [9b]. Also the solution of Gürsey

and Tze [10] is based on elliptic functions (the generali-

zation of the Weierstrass c-function to quaternions). It
4

seems to be a candidate for an instanton on T with unit
Chern number. However one simply checks that the gauge

2
invariant quantity Tr(F ) is not periodic and it can

therefore not yield a solution on T . Explicitly their so-

lution is of the form: (aa the Pauli matrices, n the 't

Hooft n symbol [11]) :

with

where L is the lattice (minus the origin) spanned by q =
v 4 v

o> n , with near and det CJJ*O. p is pseudo periodic: p (x+q) =

p (x) +xa +b , but

Tr(F2v) = - D O £ n p , (1.3)

with D the four-dimensional Laplacian, is not periodic.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows.

In section 2 we will set up the notations and the fluctu-
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ation equations. We will use SU(N) gauge fields with twisted
2

boundary conditions, which is equivalent to SO(N -1) fiber

bundles over T [12]. In section 3 we will «rive the fluctu-

ation spectrum. Self duality and stability of the solutions

will be treated in section 4, together with the index

theorem. Section 5 gives a discussion of the results and an

outlook for further research. Technicalities on the $-

functions are collected in an appendix.

2. THE SOLUTIONS AND THEIR FLUCTUATIONS

We will first review how to put gauge fields on the hyper-

torus. These gauge fields will be in the fundamental

representation of SU(N) and are hermitian. The curvature or

field strength is given by

The 4-torus will belabelled by a 4-dimensional hypercube

{X€IR4IO<XIJ <a y}, with the standard metric of 3R
4.lt is not

really essential that the hypercube is rectangular, but for

physical applications [2] it is more convenient. From a

mathematical point of view it is more appropriate to view
4 4

I as IK modulo some 4-dimensional lattice L. So with:

•{'x£3R4|x = nya(v) ; nez 4} (2.2)

4 4 (u 1
we have T = IR /L.Here a M is a vector in the p-direction

with length a , they form the Z-basis of the lattice L.

To define gauge fields on T , we take gauge potentials on

IR and demand that all gauge invariant quantities which can

be formed out of them are periodic over L. This implies

that the vector potential satisfies:

. (2.3)
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In the terminology of fiber bundles over the torus S2 (x) is

the elementary cocycle E

En(x)Ax(x)

(x) and in general we have:

(2.4)

where the cocycles have to satisfy the cocycle condition:

„(x) . (2.5)E . (x) = E (n+m n\x+m (m

This clearly implies E (x+m)E (x) = E (x+n)E (x) and one

easily shows that given the elementary cocycles E / M) this
e

identity is satisfied if E (x) is defined inductively by
(2.5) and if:

»
(2.6)

Since [Zn ] = [ft ] , for Z an element of the centre of SU(N),

identity (2.6) implies:

(x+a(v))fi (x) = Z a (x*aiv)\ (x) . (2.7)

Z v is an element of the centre of SU(N) defining the twist

of the bundle [2,12]. It is a topological invariant, which

is conveniently labelled by the twist tensor n :

Z = exp(-2nin /N)pv ^ yv (2.8)

n is an antisymmetric 4x4 matrix with entries in 2 (mod N ) .

Together with the Pontryagin index P., this specifies the

topology of the fiber bundle:

16n'
i^ [ Tr(G G )d.x =
7 J W pv' 4

N-l
N

(2.9)

where G is the dual of G:
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yv ~ yvaf3 otf3

Pf(n) is the Pfaffian of the twist tensor:

n n = 4
yv yv

Pf(n) =in n = 4 n n „e . (2.10)
yv yv 8 uv a6 yvaö

and v is an integer, the "instanton number", see [12] for

details. P, is always an even integer; C_ is also integer if

there is no twist (Z = 1 or equivalently n = o mod N).

We will restrict ourselves here to pure abelian boundary

conditions; to be specific [12]:

/ • n x \

n (x) = expf- ?± I -^pi Tj (2.11)
^ v v '

with T the generator in SU(N) which "contains" the centre of

SU(N):

T = diag(l, ,1,1-N) . (2.12)

For these configurations v = o, or C_ = -~- Pf(n). An

obvious solution to the Yang-Mills equations of motion:

D G° - 3 G° + i[A°,G° I =o (2.13)
\i ]i\l V \IV I V |JVJ

satisfying the boundary conditions (2.3), (2.11) is:

n x
O IT r yv V „
v = " N i T T T

_ " v (2.14)
r° - 2l(I W rn
Gyv--NaT;- •

One of the reasons which enables us to explicitly compute

the fluctuations around these solutions, is that they are
4

sections of certain well-defined U(l) line bundles over T .

For this purpose we expand A as follows:

(N-i)2 N-l

(N-i) „ N-l / , \

A°+ I b ^ + I \/2"He(caJ ) (2.15)
v a=l y a a=l ^ p ̂
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2
where b is real, c is complex, T for a = 1 up to (N-l) -1

are the generators of SU(N-l) embedded in SU(N) in the upper

left corner, T,„ ,,2 = (2N(N-1))~^T and (ZJ,O = <SV=6OM.

The generators T supplemented with T/N_ij2+2 +i
 =

%(!+!) and T(N_1)2+2a
 = T^a^a^ ' ^ o r m t h e algebra of

SU(N) with normalization Tr(TT, ) = %6 . . Using the commu-
a o ao

tation relations!

M - «.
[T.Z^] = <+a (2.16)

[T,TJ = o

one finds that the boundary conditions on A are satisfied

if and only if:

!{«
(2.17)

a,-m I -j—) c (x) ..

So obviously b is a section of a trivial U(l) line-bundle

and c a section of a non-trivial 0(1) bundle with its first

Chern class in 1-1 relation with n. Again we can define for

this bundle a cocycle e (x):

en(x)c(x)

e . (x) = expf-ni J ^v VJ (2.18)
e ^ v a v

Explicitly we have:

/ k n x \
= ejq?(~TTi I ** J a(k)

w ' v V ' (2.19)
a(k) = exp/ni I k n k )

^ n^\i MM /|i<V
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We are now in a position to formulate the fluctuation

equation, by expanding the action around the solution (2.14)

/ 2
Tri 6A D óA -6A D D 6A + 2i6A

\ p v p p p v v v

+ 2 i Tri 6

where A = A° + SA and D = 3 + i A °,* - Furthermore we

introduce as usual background gauge fixing, D 6A = o, so

that in general the action including the Faddeev-Popov

fields is given by [11]:

(2.21)

with:

t<v=-« D2- 2i[c° ,.]
(2.22)

If we substitute for 6A the expression in (2.15) and expand
the ghost fields according to :

è = y A + y \/zf.*ay +l*a'HJ~1y 1 ̂  (2.23)
a L ¥ V ' La |T Lai /

â l aFi

with the appropriate boundary conditions:
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(2.24)

then the action takes the form:

( V a b ) ( p ) } {2-25)

with: '

S -% fd.xTr(Go2) = ̂ % i L F 2VO J 4 \ yv / N yvS % f d . x T r ( G ) %F
O J 4 \ yv / N yv

n 4
Ü L , V = n a

M = ( i
O \ i

(2.26,

M = ( i 3 -TtF x ]n \ i u yv v/

Before we will construct the spectrum of these operators,

let us briefly discuss the generalization for an arbitrary

gauge group H. For convenience we will restrict ourselves to

a simple and simply connected group (like SU(N)). Generali-

zation to semi-simple, multiple connected groups and details

can be found with the help of Goddard e.a. [13] and

Humphreys [14] (see also [20]). One can always choose the

following basis of the Lie-algebra of H:

Ti V E±« ( 1 ) EJS) (2-27)

where r i s the rank of H (for SU(N), r = N-l, s - »iN(N-l),

E = E+, T+ « T) and
-a a
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[VEJ • «A
[T^T.] = O . (2.28)

The er ' are called the roots and they span an r-dimensional

space, whose metric is given by the Killing form K( X , Y ) =

Tr J ( X Y ) restricted to the maximal torus (or Cartan sub-

algebra, spanned by T....T ).

One can choose normalizations such that this metric is 5

Trad(TiTj) = ^ T r ( T i T j )

The abelian boundary conditions are now:

„k

ij'

(2.29)

f n x »
Q (x) - exP(-ni I -J^-2- T ) (2.30)

v v

and the cocycle conditions imply:

Z(H) . (2.31)

Using (2.28) one easily finds that this is true if and only

if:

exp(2ni nk
vak) = 1 or n^-a € 2 (2.32)

for all roots a. So for each y,v -^- is a weight for the

"dual" of H [13], which is nothing but the Dirac quanti-

zation condition (eq. (2.31) is the condition for the

"single valuedness"). The solutions of the Yang-Mills

equations of motion are:

nkx

a a
(1 V (2.33)

nk

U V
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Expanding around these solutions to implement the boundary

conditions on the fluctuations we find:

A =A°+bkT. +-^-caE

t/x+a(u)j = b(x) (2.34)

And (2.32) again implies that we have sections of line

bundles with a first Chern-index a.n . Furthermore we have:

which is again twice an integer.

3. THE FLUCTUATION SPECTRUM

We will introduce suitable complex coordinates, in which

the fluctuation equations obtain an especially simple form.

This is also suggested by Leutwylers [7] analysis, but the

amazing thing is that the boundary conditions are compatible

with this choice and the whole analysis becomes canonical if

one realizes that F (see (2.26)) introduces a positive

definite hermitian form H. To be specific we first introduce

coordinates:

x = Sx , S e C(4) (3.1)

which brings F in the standard form:

SFSfc = F = [ "I , f . > f _ > o , (3.2)
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The complex coordinates will be chosen according to:

. (x) = (zr*2) = ± (^-i^-i^) (3.3)

and the positive definite hermitian form will be given by:

H(z,w) = 2(zJ£^1
 +z2

f2"2) = w+hz (3"4)

with h = 2 diag (f.jf-)1. If we furthermore define:

(

(3-6)

we find (see (2.26))

*k = {a,a+} (3.8)

Clearly the operators a. and a. are annihilation and creation

operators, since:

Therefore the spectrum of M is given by2

1 If on* prefers to work with U(z,w) • z hw one should replace (3.3) by
z - (Xj+iXj.Xj+ix^)/^.

2 For Che ti«e being we atsuMe i^°> so H non-degenerate.
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where x is the ground state, uniquely determined by:

( 3 a 2 )

and the boundary conditions. Explicitly:

XQ = e f (z) (3.13)

where f (z) is any holomorphic function, such that xo

satisfies the boundary conditions.
<zk) (zk)

Let us define unit vectors e and e , with the prooer-
(i ) t (z K * u (z ) y (z )

ties e - ( . k ) and e^ = 6 ^ , e^ - o.

Explicitly with respect to the x basis in (3.1) we have:

ê = — (l,o,-i,o) = je

Jz2) - '^ * <3'14>i r.<z2h
e " = — (o,l,o,-i) = e ^ .

Then the spectrum of M 6 -4ni F is also easily determined:
r n pv uv J

For Leutwylers analysis [7] the boundary conditions are

that x is square integrable, but this means that f(z) in

(3.13) can be'any holomorphic function, whence the infinite

degeneracy. In our case f has to satisfy the boundary

conditions f(z+q) = u (z)f(z), with u (z) the appropriate

cocycle. In order for (3.13) to admit a non-trivial so-

lution the cocycle u must necessarily be a holomorphic

function. That this turns out to be the case is not really

a surprise since the spectrum of a bounded hermitian
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operator can never be empty. Thus we look for holomorphic
4 2

sections on a complex torus: T « £ /L. The canonical

objects for these are the (Riemann) 6-functions. For the

theory of 9-functions we refer to Igusa [15], whose

notations we will roughly follow.
2

The crucial thing for the complex structure on 0 /L with

hermitian form H to admit e-functions as holomorphic

sections is that:

E(z,w) = Bn H(z,w) (3.16)

restricted to the lattice L = {k c ( u )|k€Z 4, z (w) = z(a(p))l

takes values in the integers. With respect to the real basis

one can simply express the hermitian form explicitly:

H(z (x), z (y)) = x^ IF I pvyv + i x ^ F ^ (3.17)

2 k
where IFI = (-F ) . To prove this, first express things in

the x basis of eq. (3.1), where (-F2) * = diag (f 1»f2»fJLr f2* •

So E is nothing but F and E/L = n:.

(3.18)

The elementary cocycle of (2.16) can also be expressed in

terms of E and z:

e (y)(x) - exp(-ni E ( C
( M \ Z ( X ) ) ) . (3.19)

The boundary condition for x o is therefore:

* O (
Z 4 V ( M ) ) " ̂-^ Kv'"*'8)) a(n)xo(2)

(3-20)

Note that, as it should be, x m as defined in (3.11) satis-

fies the same boundary conditions. For this one uses the

property:
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a+(z4q)eg(z) » eg(z)a
+(z), q e L . (3.21)

To make the holoraorphic structure visible we finally write

down the boundary conditions on f(z):

f(z-tq) =a(q) exp^j H(q,q) + nH(z,q))H(q,q) +nH(z,q)Jf(z)

• U (z)f (Z) , q Ê L (3.22)

where a(q) is defined in (2.19). It satisfies:

a(q+r) = a(q)a(r)exp(niE(q,r)) . (3.23)

The holoitiorphic cocycle u is also called an automorphy

factor. Any a defined on L satisfying (3.23) and having

values in U(l) is called a second degree character strongly

associated with E. Then all functions defined by (3.22) are

called 8-functions of type (H,a) they form a complex linear

space L(H,a) of dimension |Pf(n)l, see [15, chap. II] for

details, some of which are collected in the appendix.

We assumed that H is non-degenerate (fjyf^o), this is not

really necessary. If f, = o, f^o, (3.11) still generates

part of the spectrum (m- • o ) , especially the m = o modes

are still given by 6-functions. The dimension of L(H,a) is

in this case the greatest common divisor of the entries of n

(g.c.d.(n ) ) , see the appendix for details. There is one 6-

function in L(H,a) which has an especially simple form (for

H non-degenerate):

f (z) = I a(q)exp(H(z,q) - TjH(q,q)) . (3.24)
q£L v

We will call it the intrinsic e-function [16]. That the

analysis of the spectrum of M is indeed canonical can be

found in [17] and references therein, where the spectrum of

the Laplace-Beltrani operator (M up to a constant) is

constructed.

Let us finally collect our results to give explicitly the

eigenfunctions and eigenvalues for the operators in (2.22):



£i-o

2 1

X<o only

V A = X«

e<„VP,a)

(z. ) (m,r,b)
e K 4>

(z. ) (m,r,b)
ie K 4>

<z ) (m,r,b)
e *

(z. ) (m,r,b)
ie *

e(u)|Ji(p,c)

(z ) (o,r,a)
e X *

(z.) (o,r,a)
ie * *

; 6A = \/S Haf

X

2
2TI( l (2rai+l)fi-2fk)

2
2n( I (2mi+l)fi+2fk)

V V P '

X = - 2 1 ! ^

, t a . r . W

^(m,r,bfN-l)

X

u ^ aw '

2
2n J (2m.+l)f.

2
2n X (2m.+l)f.

•j—l !• *

P V '

(3.25)

00
CD
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where a ,b ,c ,k ,m,p and r have the range:

a = 1, (N-l)2; b • 1, (N-l); c = 1, (N2-!);

Jc = 1,2; m € IT ; p 6 2 ; x1 = o (e.,-1); r~ = o ^o"1^ *

We used the following definitions for the normalized eigen-

functions ([ "2a+i_N
 for a

, 2ni p x /a
<Hp,a) = i e " " W

7

' r > a ) = ! .

' %Zl - ̂  (ViS3,i)

(Z2] 1 / \e * = — f S2 -iS4 ) .

The x form an orthogonal basis for ax = o (3.13) and are

defined in the appendix (A.23).

The generalization to the solutions in (2.33) is straight

forward and will therefore not be worked out in detail.

4. STABILITY AND SELFDUALITY

Using the results of the previous section we find 2(N-D*

|Pf(n)| negative eigenvalues* (A = 2n(f2~f1)) if and only if

f./f~ (by construction we choose f > f, > o). The duality

equation is invariant under 0(4) transformations S. If det S

= -1 self and antiselfdual configurations are inter-

changed. Thus the constant field strength solution is (anti)

selfdual iff f. » f,. (In the x coordinates the solution is

* This is consistent with the bounds given by Taubes [24, theorem 3.8].
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always antiselfdual). We can conclude from this that the

constant solutions are stable if and only if they are (anti)-

selfdual. Selfduality imposes for a given twist tensor n

constraints on the sides a of the euclidean box which

parameterizes the torus (or equivalently the a determine

the scale of the coordinates). But there is also a

constraint on n itself to admit an (anti)selfdual solution.

It is necessary and sufficient that sign (n ) is self or

anti-selfdual. If n f o for all v j* v a is fixed up to an

overall scale (no summation):

v
n n „
ay yig

n n
a (4.1)
v

where n,v,a,e are all different. In general the number of

undetermined scales is one more than the number of zeros in

(n, 4,n_ 4,n 3 4). These are similar conditions as found by

't Hooft [5], His boundary conditions are however more

complicated for N^2. But. we are confident that a similar

analysis can be performed. One needs a generalization of the

e-function, where the bicharacters a(k) take their values in

SU(N).

We will now use the symmetries of the solution to describe

the degeneracies. With (2,14), (3.2) and (3.5) the solution

in complex coordinates is given by:

The connection 1-form A = A dx is given by A = A Z idz. +

Az-dz.. The solution is therefore obviously invariant under:

1. the unitary coordinate transformation z -» Uz which leaves

h invariant and 2. the global gauge transformations which

commute with the holonomy group of (4.2) 3. These gauge

3 The holonomy group of A is given by Pexp(i/ A dx ), where c runs
M Q i* y

over all closed loops, with a fixed base point, see [18,20].
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transformations form the group generated by T for a=l
2

(N-l) with covering U(N-l). The unitary transformations

leaving h invariant form the group U(l) *U(1) for £, ̂  f.

and U(2) for f. = f2. In the real x coordinates the group

U(2) is SO(4) n SP(2). Explicitly it is generated by:

(4.3)

-ifa2 ® a,, Twhere the tensor product ® is such that F

and To generate the subgroup U{1) x U(l). The fluctuations

have to be representations of these groups, which explains

roost of the degeneracies in the eigenvalues.

Assuming from now on selfduality (f f_«f) we find the

following eigenvalues (X) and degeneracies (y):

f=o

«A

4nflkl

i a-f

y

4(N-l)lic.Pf(n)l

4 (N-l)2

4(N2-l)

A

4nf|kl;k?to

/2np N2

v v y '

M

(M-Dlk.Pf(n)l

(N-l)2

(N2-!)

(4.4)

where k 6 1 and p £ 2 and k = k + 6
k,o'

From now on we will only concentrate on the zero-modes.

Explicitly they are given by (see (3.25), (3.26)):
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f=o

v-% e (M) T a

a

A,

(4.5)

where k = 1,2; a = 1 (N-l)2; b = 1 (N-l); c = 1

o (e,-l); r- = o ^e9~1^ an(^ ̂ 1,2,3 or 4.

Before we will discuss which modes are physical we work out

the index of the appropriate operator to check the index

theorem, which has been calculated in the literature for

arbitrary base manifold and gauge group [18,19]. If T is the

following operator (in the selfdual sector):

T: 6A Dr ÖA ,, D SA[p v] v vj (4.6)

and if f is an anti-selfdual 2-form with values in the Lie

algebra and g also takes values in this algebra, we can

define the inner products:

(ÖA,dA') = Tr / W
(4.7)

With respect to these inner products we can find the adjoint

of T:
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T+: (f,g) - - ( V ^ g ) . (4.8)

After some calculations one finds:

TfT = ̂  (4.9)

and

T+(f,g) = (-D2f,-D2g) = M^(f,g) .ÏT+(f,g) = (-D2f,-D2g) = M^(f,g) . (4.10)

4
On T , g and f satisfy the same boundary conditions as 6A.

So we find:

index T = dim ker T - dim ker T

= dim ker T+T - dim ker TT+ = dim ker J^ - 4 dim ker M U

(4.11)

and with the results from eg. (4.5) this implies:

index T = 4(N-1) |pf (n) | , (4.12)

which is exactly the number of non-aonstant zero modes. This

corresponds with the general result for T [18], which

easily extends to the twisted case too:

index T - -4NC2 = ZBX . (4.13)

To see which modes are physical we first consider the topo-

logically trivial case with zero twist (n =o) and periodic

boundary conditions. There we can easily write down the most

general solution [4]:

N
A
M

where two solutions A and A' of this form are gauge

equivalent (allowing periodic gauge transformations only) if

and only if for all p and i:
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2n) (4.15)

with a some N-permutation. All solutions are gauge equiva-

lent to the above ones. Wilson loops which wind around the

torus should be left invariant under gauge transformations,

we therefore allow for periodic gauge transformations only1*.

For almost all solutions (4.14), i.e. ip(i) f ip(^ (mod 2n)

for all i^j, MA has 4(N-1) and M ^ has (N-l) zero modes.

Those of MA are to be treated as collective coordinates.

Those of M v are a consequence of the constant gauge

transformations which leave A invariant, they are deleted

from the spectrum of M . (see [18] for details, a factor

(volume HA) enters the path integral, where H. is the
A A

group which leaves A invariant).

In the topologically nontrivial case with non-zero twist

we do not know the most general solution, but we can at

least exhibit the most general abelian solution:

where again two solutions are gauge equivalent if and only

if for all (j and it

(mod 2ÏÏ) . (4.17)
H M

However in t h i s case the permutation a should l eave N f ixed 5 .
This cons tra in t on a comes from the f a c t that the allowed
gauge transformations have t o be p e r i o d i c and l eave T f i x e d .

** Equivalectly: Allowed gauge transformations (SI) have to satisfy
ft (x) - fl(x+a )« (x)S2(x) mod Z„, therefore leaving the boundary
conditions invariant.

4* Wilson loops winding around T have to be invariant. See also footnote
4. The appropriate Wilson loop winding once around the torus in the
v-th direction is now Tr(P exp(i i A dx )il (x)).
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We leave it to the reader to show that also for the so-

lutions in eq. (4.16) the fluctuation spectrum can be found

explicitly. In particular for almost all solutions (4.16),

(i.e. <p(i) f (p(j) (mod 2it) for all ij*j) Mn has

4(N-l)(Ipf(n)I+1) and M . has (N-l) zero-modes. The non-

constant zero-modes of M are again given by e-functions,

this time with shifted arguments and modified bicharacters a.

Let us digress to the case of SU(2). We want to determine

the number of parameters for an (anti)selfdual solution if

our abelian solution is not (anti)selfdual. The number of

zero-modes in M A cannot be smaller than the index of T. If

it is larger dim ker M , is necessarily non-zero. So let us

investigate solutions * (with values in the algebra of

SU(2)) of 0 I|I = o (if there are nontrivial solutions the

kernel of M . is not zero). This obviously implies

[D ,D^]tji = o or equivalently:

[Gvv,#] = o . (4.18)

We find therefore in SU(2):

where f (x) is an (anti)selfdual 2-form with real values.

The condition that G v satisfies the Bianchi identity and

the Yang-Mills equations of motion imply:

So f is the field strength of an abelian gauge field b :

pv p v v p

Obviously the nonabelian gauge potential

A = b * (4.22)

gives rise to (4.19). The general form of A is therefore a
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gauge transformation a of (4.22) which leaves (4.19) fixed,
so fli|in = i|». This implies that $23 n~ is proportional to i|»
and thus it only changes b by an abelian gauge transfor-
mation and A is still of the form (4.22). Finally we have
to implement the boundary conditions with (see (2.11))

(4.29)

(4.24)

This is only possible if i(i (x) is a multiple of a,, but then
A is necessarily of the abelian form (see (4.16))

(4-25)

Since we considered the case that this solution is not
(anti)selfdual, we conclude that the number of zero modes
for MA, with A (anti)selfdual is 4(N-l)Ipf(n)I and M n has
no zero-modes.

There is a nice intuitive picture which explains the
enlargement of the (anti)selfdual solution manifold for
(anti)selfdual F = . 1 V . For convenience fix n,, • n-. = e,
n,2 = n,4 = n_, = n,4 * o and put y = a,a,/a2a. which is
variable. For an anti-selfdual solution we must have y « 1.
The action of the abelian solution in (4.25) is:

Sa - 2n
2e2(y+y"1) . (4.26)

a

This is depicted in fig. 1. The unstable solution for
joins together with the anti-selfdual solution at y = 1. At
this point the solution manifold is obviously enlarged. As we
computed there are 4(N-l) extra zero-modes. In ref. [18] one
can find that the contribution to the path-integral, in so
far it depends on the coupling constant is:
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- S/(2*er

Fig. I: The action S as £ function of y. The dotted line is

the abelian and the full line the antiselfdual so-

lution.

(4.27)

where a (F) * h ^ F ) - hQ(F) - (hjCo) - h Q(o)), with h± •

dim ker Mft and h Q * dim ker M g h > So o(F) - 4|pf(n)| if P is

(anti)selfdual and o(F) - 4|pf(n)l - 3 if F is not. Thus

tunneling through (anti)seIfdual solutions in the case that

conditions (4.1) are not fulfilled is suppressed by a factor

5. DISCUSSION

We considered on T 4 abelian solutions of the Yang-Mills

equations of motion, satisfying abelian boundary conditions.

In appendix B we prove that this saturates all possibilities

for SU(2) (up to a gauge), but for SU(N), N > 2, 't Hooft's
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analysis [5] shows that abelian solutions exist which do not

satisfy abelian boundary conditions.

Our computations suggest that the (anti)selfdual solutions

which contain an abelian sector, dominate the path integral.

Perhaps it is sufficient only to consider these situations.

Furthermore in this case the valley in the action functional,

describing the local minimum, is widest near the abelian so-

lutions of the form A = - £• F x T. It is then feasible that

one only needs to expand around these solutions. For this

situation one can already check that the correct

renormaliEation group behaviour is obtained, by explicitly

using the results of eg. (4.4). Also the quasi-classical ex-

pansions for M. and M , given in [21] can be used.
gn ^

However since the "instantons"6 on T (after transforming

to the A = o gauge) do not in general represent tunneling

between vacuum states, it is not guaranteed that the

"instantons" we suspect to dominate the path integral,

interpolate between states with nonzero overlap with the

vacuum states. In that case one is computing energy splits

between excited states.

Alternatively one can try to find all euclidean solutions

explicitly interpolating between Lüschers'vacuum configu-

rations. This seems as difficult as constructing the general

"instantons" on T . The subject is presently under investi-

gation.

Finally we hope that our work is also of mathematical

interest. It is suggested that 6-functions are the natural

objects to construct the "instantons". Since 8-functions are

algebraic objects on a torus; an algebraic construction,
4

somewhat similar to S (see [22] for a review), might be
4 4

possible. Unlike S , we have on T a "preferred" complex

structure. One can even view our abelian solution in the

holomorphic gauge Az. = inf.z. as canonically associated

with the metric on the U(l)-line bundle, admitting the 6-

functions f as sections. The norm n is given by:

6 Instantons between quotation marks, since we include twist.
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n(f(z)) = |f(z)|e " (5.1)

and the connection in the holomorphic gauge is then found by:

5-H(z,z) . -ÏH(2,z)
IA, - eJ •*£- e Z . (5.2)

2i 3zi

APPENDIX A

We will discuss the necessary details to prove the

following formula (remember that L(H,a) is the linear space

of 6-functions of type (H,a), and not the line bundle

determined by (H,a)):

L(H,a) = lpf(n)l (A.I)

and to construct explicitly an orthonormal basis for L(H,a)

For the time being we assume that H is nondegenerate. An

obvious generalization of the intrinsic theta function f

(3.24) is:

f.(z) = I ct(q)exp(nH(z+t,q-t) -5 H(q,q) +£ H(t,t))

(A. 2)

E(t,q) e % v g € L •

Explicitly the condition for t is:

n t 6 t . (A.3)
uv v

Equivalently one can define f. through:

-•ÏH(t,t)-nH(z,t)
ffc(z) - e

 z f
o
(z+t) ' (A-4)
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Therefore t is only defined modulo. L. Clearly, t satisfying

(A.3), form a lattice L n which contains L. If (A.I) is

correct, then not all these e-functions can be independent,
2

since L /L has det(n) = pf(n) points. In the following we
will show how to single out the appropriate set.

But first we will discuss the classical e-functions which

will yield a canonical orthonormal base for L(H,a). We

remind the reader of the fact that n can be brought in the

Frobenius standard form by an SL(4,Z) transformation!

[15,p.71]:

(A.5)

Let the /-basis of the lattice L w.r.t. which n is of this

form be C (y) , i.e. E ( S ( M ) , £ ( V ) ) = n° v, or equivaiently

€ = T c and choose a £-basis according to:

Using Im H(z,w) = E(z,w) and E U ( 3 ) , C < 4 ) ) = o, we find that

ï = ü hü is real and symmetric, so we can define the

symmetric ^-bilinear form

S(z,w) =-ïïïw . (A.7)

Next we introduce the mixed quadratic form:

Q(z,w) = H(z,w) + S(z,w) (A.8)

and transform the 8-function f of type (H,a) to the e-
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function a of type (Q,a):

(A.9)

8(z+q) = u (z)e(z) ; q £ L

(A. 10)

TtQ(z ,q) Ja(q) .

It is obvious that the transformation between (H;o) and

(Q,a) is 1-1. It is introduced because of the property:

OLil)

or that Q(z,w) vanishes for w. real. So for q € L of the

form Pj£ + p25 ,u (z) = a(g), and 8 is almost periodic in

the real direction. To work this out in more detail, we

introduce the so called characters m and £ of a:

a(q) = exp^niB^qJjBtg) (A. 12)

where exp(niB(q,q)) is a bicharacter as in (2.19) but with

respect to the Frobenius bases (c ) of L; if we denote the

components by q ( )

2
B(q,q) = I e-q£±+2 <A-1 3)

S(q) is now obviously linear in g and this defines the

characters of a:

B(q) - exp(2ni ^ (*&*-*&)) - CR.14)

For a given by (2.19) m and 8 can always be chosen o or ^.

With these definitions one easily verifies that the holo-

morphic function7:

(o' e j ' »•
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6 (z)exp(-2nim.e~lz) (A.15)

is periodic for "z real, with periods (ewe-). Therefore e

has the following unique Fourier expansion:

9(2) = I c(r)«ip(2ni(r+m).e~1z) . (A.16)

rez2

We s t i l l have t o s a t i s f y (A.10) fo r q = P j 5 ( 1 > + P 2 5 ( 2 ) :

e(z-fp) = 9(z)exp(-2Tti(p. (z-rt)+Vp.Tp)) (A.17)

where we used the following identity:

Using (A.11) this implies Q(z,q) = -2ip.z. On the other hand

^ ( ) l j M =o (i,j=l,2) implies that

T ± J • 2io(5
(i),e(j)) (A.19)

is symmetrie, T as defined above is called the period matrix

and one easily verifies that

I x4, *~— (A.20)

and that lm Tis positive definite:

•K"1 . (A.21)

Substituting (A.16) in (A.17) gives a relation between the

Fourier coefficients:

c(r+ep) = expf2ni(ig?.Tp+(r+in).e~ Tp+p.S) J c(r) (A.22)
2

and so we find:
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a(z) = I d(r)e (z)

e
r^

z) = 1 eWni p+e~ (

+ 2ni (pte"1 (m+r)). (z-n )) . (A. 23)

By construction we verified (A.I) since pf(n) = e.,e2,

but furthermore the 6r form an orthogonal set of 6-functions

each with the same length, where the inner product is

defined through:

< 8 l ' e 2 > = J d
4x ejfzjëJïzTeasf-nRefQfZjz))) (A.24)

T4

or i f we wr i te things in terms of the o r i g i n a l U(l) sec t ions :

X = e ^ - i Q(z,z))e (2) (A.25)

i t i s the standard inner product < x 1 # X 2
> =

ƒ d.x x,(z^Xo( z)• For the proof of:
rp<t * L z

<e r,es>=6 rs<6o,eo>=« rsiieoll2
 (A.26)

canonical basis for the zero-modes of H is therefore given

we refer the reader to the literature [15,p.80]. The

canonical basis for the

by the orthonofmal set:

xr = e*p(-jQ(z/Z))er(z)/leol
(A. 27)

r = (rx,r2) , r± e Z , o < r ± <|e±|

which is still true if H is degenerate {e~=o), e is called
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the reduced Pfaffian [15] 8.
There is one disadvantage concerning the above con-

struction and that is its complexity. The intrinsic 8
functions (A.2) are on the other hand in general not
orthogonal9:

(A.28)

so they a l l have the same norm, but cannot a l l be orthogonal.
Let us at least constitute a basis for L(H,o), using these
intr ins ic 8-functions. First we have:

" 1 SlZfZ)
f t(z) = e 2

using (A.4) we find:

- 5 Q(t,t)-nQ(z,t)- £ S(z,z)
ft(z) = e * * I cQ re r(z+t) . (A.30)

A s e t o f l p f ( n ) l d i s t i n c t t £ I<n/I<r such t h a t Q ( « , t ) = o i s

g i v e n by:

E<3) AA)

With (A.23) th is implies:

- -5 S(z,z) 2ni(m+-r) .e"1?
ffc(z) = e z I c^e er(z) . (A.32)

8 In (A.6) replace e2 by 1 then following the analysis one finds (A.23}
with all 2 comp. vectors replaced by their f irst component. So 8r(z)
is independent of 2*,.

9 (A.28) is found by explicitly working out the double suns, and using
periodicity of the integrand.
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/ \
det c = explni J m. (e. -1)) n c n

V, k 3c Tc / r or S i > k > 8

/ 2nik/e, 2nifi/e,x
n (e -e ) j ' o . (A.34)

And so:

c t r = e3<p(2ni ( m f r ) • ̂ ^ o r ( A '3 3 )

f (z) form a bas is for L(H,a) i f f the square matric c. in
{A.29) i s nonsingular. Or:

2nik/e
e x

So c j^ o v r i s necessary and su f f i c i en t . We leave t h i s to
the reader to verify [16,5 4 ] .

Note that < f ,f > = £ | c | 2 16 1 2 indep. of t , cons is tent
with (A.28). Usihg (A.4) only, a somewhat simpler version of
(A.28) can be es tab l i shed :

< f t , f s > - e " ï ï i E ( t ' s ) < f t _ s , f o > • (A.35)

- j H(t-S,t-S)
Also with (A.4) we have ft_g(o) = e fQ(t-s). So

knowledge of fQ(t) enables us to find with the Gramm-Schmidt

procedure an orthonormal basis, using (A.28).

We will end this appendix by mentioning a simple conse-

quence of (A.28): All f orthogonal to f have to vanish in

z = o, and therefore on the whole of L.

APPENDIX B

In this appendix we will answer two questions about

SU(N)/ZN fiber bundles over T
4.

(i) Given a solution of the Yang-Mills equation (D G = o)

with constant curvature, is there a gauge in which the
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boundary conditions are of the abelian type?
<ii) For which values of the twist tensor n and

yv

Pontryagin-index P, is there a gauge in which the
boundary conditions are of the abelian type?

Let us first consider SU(2) and neglect the boundary con-
ditions. In that case it was shown by Leutwyler [7] that all
constant curvature solutions are of the abelian type up to
a gauge:

A = - &3 x ; G = nF a, . (B.I)
y yv v |JV |iv 3

Now we impose the boundary conditions and write:

n (x) = expfer I x F a a \ (x) . (B.2)
v *\ 2 *• |j yv v 3/ v

From eg. (2.3) one deduces:

D ^ = o . (B.3)

With a similar observation as in (4.18) we find:

° • (B-4)

So u commutes with a.. Combining with (B.3) this implies
that u is a eonatant gauge function of the form:

u>v(x) = exp[i ip,o,) ; «p„ constant . (B.5)

Finally we transform to to the identity by the gauge
transformation:

R(x) = expf-i I -—• a-J (B.6)
x y y '

under which A changes into
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which is exactly the general abelian solution fcr SU(2) (ses

(4.14) and (4.16)). Note that the cocycle condition forces

Fpv t o b e o f t h e f o r m %v/anav-

For SU(N) (N > 2) we assume the constant curvature so-

lution to be abelian (for SU(2) this is automatically satis-

fied. Whether this is also true for SU(N), N > 2, is not

relevant for the point we want to make):

In a suitable gauge we have:

with boundary conditions:

• ( B a o )

Again u is a constant gauge function satisfying:

[vG»x] = ° • (B'n)

Imposing the cocycle condition gives:

There is a gauge transformation which bring u> to the

identity for all v, if and only if [u ,u ] = 1. The possi-

bility to have [to ,u ] j* 1 enabled 't Hooft to construct

constant curvature solution with Chern index 1/N [5], So our

first question can only be answered by yes for SU(2). Note

that for [u ,w ] = 1 the generalization following eg. (2.27)

is applicable with A = A° + — diag (V X ).. .<p(N) );

I q> = o (compare (2.33)) as general solution.

The second question will be considered for SU(2) only (see

[12, lemma 3.2], also for N > 2). The abelian boundary

conditions (4.23) uniquely fix C, to be *jPf (n). Therefore if

n = o mod 2 (no twist) C, is always even. There is no
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constant curvature solution with odd Chern index. Por unit

Chern index there seems even to be an obstruction for the

existence of any solution satisfying the duality equations

on T. [ 23]. For C«> even, there certainly are (anti) self dual

solutions however. Finally if the twist is non-zero (nj*o

mod 2) it is not hard to see that each value of C,

compatible with the given twist can be reached. So to answer

the second question: Only boundary conditions yielding

n = 2m and P1 = 4 (2k+l), with arbitrary in and k, are not

gauge equivalent to abelian boundary conditions.
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CHAPTER V

SURVIVING EXTREMA FOR THE ACTION ON THE TWISTED
SU(~) ONE POINT LATTICE

Abstract. We give a simplified construction of "twist eating" configurations,
based on a theorem due to Frobenius. These configurations are defined
through the equation: l/„l/yU+Uv

+ =«exp(27iin)(V/Af)with t/„eSU(JV),/i-l tod
and nMY an antisymmetric matrix with integer entries. In the (Twistcd)-Eguchi-
Kawai model they yield extrema some of which survive for N-*oo.
Comparison is made with the Monte Carlo data of the internal energy in the
small coupling region.

1. Introduction

The recently introduced Twisted-Eguchi-Kawai (TEK) model [2] combines four
powerful approaches to the strong interaction theories. The 1/JV-expansion [3],
the lattice approximation to space time [4], the twisted boundary condition for
gauge fields in a box [5] and the loop-equations [6]. For the Eguchi-Kawai model
[1] to work, one needs zero vacuum expectation values for all open loops. This is
only guaranteed in the strong coupling region. Quenching [7] has been introduced
to extend it to all coupling. It. however considerably complicates calculations,
unlike the twisted version, where the model is deilned by a simple modification of
the action:

S - I T^l-Z„,UfU,U*U*). (1)

Here U^ are the SU(JV) link variables on a one point lattice and ZIIV=Z*II, an
element of the centre ZH of SU(iV), is the twist. It is labelled by the twist tensor «„„
through:

(2)

where n^ is an antisymmetric 4x4 matrix with integer entries defined modulo N.
The lower bound of the action (1) is zero and is saturated if and only if there

exist four elements QM of SU(W) satisfying:

O„Q,fi ;f lv
+=Zv». (3)
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These configurations are called twist eating [8] (zero action solutions with
nonzero twist) and were first discussed in the context of the continuum [9].
Because of the revived interest in the solutions to Eq. (3) we think it is useful to
present a more straightforward construction for these solutions. It is based on a
number theoretic theorem due to Frobenius, which brings nMV in a suitable
standard form. This can be found in Sect. 2, along with relevant examples in Sect. 3.

In Sect. 4 we study the stationary configurations of the action (1).
Configurations satisfying Eq. (3), but with n^ replaced by any allowable twist
tensor m)lv obviously are stationary, they are similar to the ZN excitations
discussed in [IS]. They are stable (to all orders) if m is "close enough" to n and
describe flux-like excitations which we prefer to call fluxons1, to be contrasted
with the torons of [17] and vortices on an infinite lattice [15,19]. We show that in
the Twisted-Eguchi-Kawai model there are surviving fluxons for JV-+00, because
their action is proportional to l/N. They can be compared with the continuum
solutions in a box with twisted boundary conditions [10]. There are also
stationary points which are not of the above simple form. In Sect. 5 we deal with
some relevant applications to the TEK-model and compare with existing Monte
Carlo data [2], for which there is reasonable agreement.

In Sect. 6 we give conclusions and an outlook for further progress. The
motivation for this work is the "standard" belief that fluxlike excitations are
responsible for confinement. Work is in progress to use the fluxons for a better
understanding of this problem.

An appendix deals with a technical point on the solution space of Eq. (3), which
is completely categorized. A formula for its dimension is given in terms of nwv and
N only.

2. Construction of Twist Eating Configurations

We will first concentrate on the 4 dimensional case. Some comments on
generalisation to any dimension d^2 are made at the end of Sect. 3. From the
continuum we learn that the existence of a solution to Eq.(3) implies [5, 11]
"orthogonal" twist: K(IJ)=OmodN, where K(N) is the Pfafflan of n:

K(") = 8WJ«v"a/>- (4)

The converse has also been proved [10, 11], that is construction of solutions to
Eq.(3) for all [11] N and orthogonal nMV.

We can view n„v as an alternating form on the lattice spanned by the four basis
vectors (e*)v=S)lv. A slightly adapted version of the Frobenius theorem [12] tells
us that for any nonzero nMV there is a base (f)v such that n„v is of the form:

e. 0 '
e 0

" A

0 -e2

1 Sometimes used for "vortex" continuum solutions [18]
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with e, the greatest common divisor (gcd) of the absolute value of the entries of nM

[e, =gcd(|nMV|)]. All this implies that

„ v> (6)

is an invertible 4 x 4 matrix with integer entries. Therefore both deiX and
det(X"1)=(detAT)"1 are integer, so detX= + l. Now K(ri)={detX)x(n)= -ele2,
and we simply force detAr = l by choosing e2 = —K(n)/ev Note that the greatest
common divisor is invariant under SL(4, Z) transformations, so el divides e2. [If
K(H)=0, we are free to choose det X = l.~]

We will now use a trick, also employed by Brihaye [14] in a more restrictive
case, to split N into the product of Nl and N2, which divide, respectively, e, and
e2, which is possible since e^eJN is an integer. When e2=0modN, we can
immediately apply 't Hooft's procedure [10], which is contained in the following
by putting N2=N and Nl = 1, with P, =QX = 1. A solution to Eq.(3) is:

with

'*-&-%i. t^^-(X-\3, yil=(X-%2,

(8)

and PM, QM SU(Af) matrices satisfying [10]:

. (9)2

Equation (8) is just one of the possible solutions to:

(sHt, - svtl)/N2 + (y^ - yvzll)/N1 =nJN,

which can be easily checked using (5) and (6). With this information it is not hard
to verify that (7) yields a solution to Eq. (3). In the appendix it is shown how this
generates the most general solution.

Since knowledge of the matrix X is essential in the construction, we will
give a recipe (the interested reader can infer from this the proof of the Frobenius
theorem as we stated it above). We look for the minimum of the strictly positive
values of £(fl,i)=fl((n^vfcl,. This minimum can be shown to be e p the greatest
common divisor of n^. There exist ƒ' and ƒ 3 which saturate this minimum, so:
et =£(ƒ',ƒ3) . When A is the two dimensional sublattice orthogonal to ƒ' and f3

[i.e. points x on the lattice belong to A if and only if £(x, fl)=E(x, / 3 ) = 0 ] then
projection onto A is given by:

,„_„&£>/•_ feZV; „0)

2 The solutions to (9) are all gauge equivalent. See the appendix for details
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PA is a linear operator. Therefore the lattice can be seen as the direct sum of the
kernel of PA (spanned by fl and ƒ3) and the image A of PA. A is obviously
spanned by the set {PAef ;/x = 1,2,3,4}, but its dimension is two. So we can find ƒ2

and f* which span A and together with ƒ ' and ƒ 3 form a base for the lattice. We
already showed that this implies delA' = ± l . By interchanging f2 and f* or
multiplying one of them by - 1 , we can change detX = — 1 into detAT = 1. It is not
hard to see that we can choose for f2 and f* any two independent vectors from
the set {PAe"}. This is how the following examples are constructed.

3. Examples

To illustrate the construction we will give three examples

(0 -L -L -L
L 0 -L

\L L L o/
(lla)

. QL

This is the so-called symmetric twist, used by Gonzalez-Arroyo and Okawa [2b]
to construct the TEK. model. It guarantees, at least in weak coupling, zero vacuum
expectation values for open loops on&LxLxLx X-sublattice. For N=4 and 16
they checked it by Monte Carlo calculations. A further example is in the class
which gave us most difficulties in our original construction [11]:

X =

0 1
- 1 2

6
1 0

- 2 1/

(lib)

This solution is nevertheless the same as we would obtain from [11, Theorem 4.2].
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The two methods are not always equivalent as the last example shows:

6 0^

0 - 5

The method of [11] yields fl„ = {P s ®l 2 ®l 3 , 15®P2®Q3, Ö5®12®13.
1 J ® Ö 2 ® ? 3 } . Another solution suggests itself directly from the simple form of «Mv:
Qt, = {Ps®l6,15®P6, Q5®16 ,15®66}. These three solutions can be transformed
into each other by a similarity transformation.

Generalisation to d =1=4 is obvious. First of all, the 2-dimensionai case is trivial
to solve with no condition on nHV. The three dimensional case can be seen as a
special case for d=4, namely by putting nu=0. The case d=2n, n>2 is a
straightforward generalisation of the 4-dimensional case, but now N is split in
general in the product of n integers. For this the pfaffian of ntfV [no longer given by
(4)] needs to be OmodN. We do not know if this is a necessary condition for n > 2,
it also is not sufficient, but it is hardly of any physical relevance at present. The
case 2 n - 1 is again obtained by "dimensional reduction" from d=2n.

4. Extrenu for the TEK-Action

If U^sflj, defines an extremum for the action (1), we can label the fluctuations
around this extremum, as in the background field method [13], by:

U^Q^xpi-X,,). (12)

where X^ is an element of the algebra of SU(Af) in the fundamental representation.
Let kt for i'= 1 upto N2-1 be the generators of SU(iV). They are antihermitian
NxN matrices satisfying Tr(A,)=0 and Tr(A,^)=-^ l V . Any complex N*N

N2 — 1

matrix A can be expanded as A=atol+ £ or,A,., with «,eC If furthermore

Tr(A)=0 then ao=0. So Ti{XA)=Q, for any A' in the algebra of SU(N), implies that
A=0. We can apply this to find the equations of motion. Expanding the action (1)
up to first order in X„ and demanding stationarity of the action, we find
Tr(Z.(lAT)1)=O for any AT„ in the algebra and Tr(L„)=0. So the equations of motion
are:

, ^ i R M P , , - - / » * ) ] - < > , (13)
V + ft

with P¥,~P*U the plaquette variables:

QfQj},. (14)
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Finding the most general solution is very hard. In the EK-reduction scheme one
eliminates the translational degrees of freedom, yielding the simple one point
lattice. The price one pays is that large groups occur.

As a first step we discuss the most obvious solutions. One of these is of course
the analogue of the Zw-fiuctuations [15], for which P^ is a multiple of the identity.
However, not all multiples are allowed, even if U^eUiN), we always have
PMVeSU(N), and thus it must be an element of the centre:

QfitfQ^Z^m), (15)

where mMV can be any orthogonal twist tensor, not necessarily equal to nMV.
Expanding the action S around this solution up to second order gives:

S(n;m)=2N £ si

+ ^I i Cos[^K ï -m, ï ) ]Tr(^ v F; v ) , (16)

with

F^D^-D^^-F^-F,,,

X

is defined through (12), and Q^ is a solution of (15).
It is claimed that the fluxon solution (IS) is stable if and only if for all n,v:

(18)

This is obvious up to secpnd order. But. there are zero modes which are not
connected with symmetries of the action, and in these directions higher order
contributions can destabilize the solution, at least in principle. (As an example of
these zero modes we mention the fluctuations around singular torons [17], with
H=/JI=0 , UH=I. Here all fluctuations are zero up to third order, but the quartic
term is positive.) The proof goes by induction. We write:

(19)

Using the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula this can be expressed as:

SMV=Tr(exp(J; ^ j e x p ^ - £ * | , (20)
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with

Yv=D„Xy+X,. (21)
The specific values of (/?,) are of no interest to us here. In lowest order
S0¥=Tr(cxp(/l, - B, -±tAv BJ + A2 - B2 + 0(*3)))=Tr(l +%At -B,f + W3)),
so Al —Bl = F,ll. A zero mode implies Al=B1, and we do not want a decreasing
action in this direction. But Al=B1 implies

which indeed gives an increasing action as long as AZ±B2 and condition (18) is
satisfied. The induction argument is now to assume that in all directions except
those given by Ai=BJ for all j up to i, S is an increasing function, as long as (18) is
satisfied. In this exceptional direction however one has

SM, =Tr(l +$(Ai+, - Bi+,)2 + 0(X2 i + 3)),

and thus S is increasing in all directions except those given by At=B} for all j up to
i+l. So S stays constant along the direction X^ with Ai=Bi for all j , including at
least the gauge directions, and increases in all other directions, which proves the
claimed stability up to all orders if condition (18) is satisfied.

The weight factor in the functional integral is traditionally given by
c\p(—g~2S)=exp(~fiS), where g is the bare lattice coupling constant. In the
N-KX> limit g2N is kept fixed, so we naively expect only those configurations to
survive for which S is proportional to l/N (compare [10]); at least for g1 small

enough. Thus for the fluxon's satisfying Eq.(15) we must have sin —(nM„—m„v)| of

order \jN, which also means that all these surviving fluxons must be minima of the
action.

A generalization is obtained by putting P^y-i
>

V)1 = iAJIV/. Unitarity implies
|A| g 1 and up to a gauge transformation:

P +P+J\.-r * " '* ./—v. (22)

with N**n++n_. The most general expansion of the action around an extremum
up to second order is given by:

S(n)= I J ; M ^ ^

F;v}. (23)

So apart from the fact that the extremum is unstable if «_ * 0 , we have furthermore
that S(n)£2 if there is a (/i, v) pair with n_ * 0 . In conclusion extrema of the form
P^-P^XI are stable iff they survive for N-*oo iff Eqs, (15) and (18) are satisfied.
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From (23) we learn that probably any extremum with PMV-P,M not a multiple
of I is unstable. Furthermore any extremum which survives will stabilize for
N-*oo; they will become approximate minima, somewhat analogous to multiin-
stantons built up from single instantons at a large average separation. For
T r O - i U V + J V M / N implies P„ v -P v „~ 1/N and ^P^ + PJ-l + l/N2.
These ex trema can be important too; one might suspect a large entropy for them.
The final class of solutions we managed to construct are of this type, for this we
make the ansatz;

Q,e U(jV,)© U(JV,)0... 9 U(N,yU{l), (24)
f

where N= £ Nj and © is the direct sum. So we choose simultaneously all Q^ in a

block form. The equations of motion restricted to each block are of the same form
as Eq. (13). The phase factors in each block are irrelevant in constructing solutions,

so one can choose fy = ]T &<„"> fiJ,"eSU(Nj). This problem we already solved, and

we can have only surviving extrema if Off are of the ZNj-type, i.e.:

fl«*&» * fljoflj"=exptfnwij/'/JV,), (25)

with of course orthogonal twist: )c(wi(-") = 0modA/;. We could interpret these
solutions as superpositions of fluxons; "separation" is now in the group manifold
instead of space-time.

5. Applications

We will discuss situations relevant for the TEK-model and for which Monte Carlo
data are available [2]. We will restrict ourselves here to the internal energy in the
weak coupling (large /?) domain. The internal energy is defined through:

). (26)

Here Z(n, j3) is the partition function based on the action S of Eq. (1) [dV is the
SU(N) invariant Haar measure]:

Z(n,/J)=f. n</l/„exp(-/?S). (27)

The expansion around the absolute minimum of the action S0(n) gives the
following weak coupling behavior (see the appendix for a derivation):

The lower bound for the action is zero, it can be saturated only if the twist nyv is
orthogonal. The minimum action manifold is the solution space to Eq. (3). In the
appendix we show that for these solutions:

(29)
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If /(«)=1 all solutions are gauge equivalent (see footnote 5), but for i(n)+1 there
are singular points in the solution manifold, where quartic fluctuations occur,
similar to the singular torons of [17]. These torons correspond to n„v=0, i(ri)=N,
and the fluctuations around the most singular ( = neutral) torons t/^=/ dominate

(N2 — 1)
the partition function. One finds £(n=O,j?) = l - ^TT/V/T +®(g3), using (28) with

S0(n)=Q. This phenomenon of "ground state metamorphosis" also occurs if there
is nonzero twist, with i(»)=j= 1, because the fluctuations around singular points will
dominate in that case3. Details of this highly nontrivial fact can be found in the
appendix. For any orthogonal twist »„v4=0 we therefore find the result [2]:

IN
E(n,P) = l--~ for N-*oo, i(n)/N->0 and /?->oo. This corresponds to the

expression for the infinitive lattice. There is good agreement with the Monte Carlo
data of [2a, b].

For the orthogonal twist in [2a] (Z„v= - 1 , N=4k) we have i(n)=$N. Here the
UN

weak coupling behavior £(/?,/?) = 1 - — — mildly deviates from the infinite lattice

case. This should not surprise us since only the smallest open loops are guaranteed
to have zero vacuum expectation value. For the symmetric twist we expect full
agreement for N-*oo, and indeed here i(n) = l, so at least the weak and strong
coupling region are in excellent agreement with the infinite lattice case. We can
also understand that fluctuations remain small for fi/N not too small and <(n)=1 *.

If n„„ is not orthogonal, So(n)>0, the lower bound S=0 can not be saturated.
We assume that the minimum action configuration is of the Zw-type [Eq.(lS)]
with m orthogonal and closest to n, by which we mean that

Y, cos -rr(')/iv~nVv) is maximal. The full stability of the Zjy-fluxons is
)j*v=i [N J

consistent with the minimum action condition. Note however that the groundstate
will be generate, whenever there is more than one twist tensor mfj, which is
orthogonal and closest to n„v in the above sense. The internal energy now behaves
as:

L i i x j ( N i y + a ) > . (30)
From this we deduce that there is an upper bound for the asymptotic value of the
internal energy within the class of nonorthogonal twist nHV:

(31)

4 / \2

It is saturated if £ I «M» - ml°J I = 1. To compare with Monte Carlo data [2a]
/ 1 > V « 1 \ /

3 Contrary to what was used in [17, Eq.(6.1)]
4 Fluctuations will be of order (f(n)-2)(i(n)- 1)/(24N/S) because of competition between regular and
singular fluxons for moderately large 11/N [17] (see also the appendix)
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we take JV=2(2Jk +1) and n

and we choose as an example to saturate the bound (31):

N N1 N
— for all n>v. This yields jc(n) = — = — modN,

(0) =

/ , N
2

O -tl -tl -tl

N-1 O -tl _ 1 L

JV
2
JV
2

-z- -^ O

y -

N
(32)

There are 12 distinct possibilities for n$. For all of them /(;«(0>) = 1, so within each
class all configurations are gauge equivalent. The ground state is 12-fold de-
generate. This is of course under the assumption that there are no lower fluxon
levels. The asymptotic behavior:

is in good agreement with Monte Carlo data [2a] for SU(6) and SU(10), so the
assumption is not contradicted.

Finally we will construct the action for the first few surviving fluxons in the
case of symmetric twist [2b] [Eq. (1 la)], within the class we considered. Fluxons of

the form (25) will only survive if '•——rr—^li;)- This implies that K(mO1)

AT
I+0I7}). Therefore all mü) cannot

be orthogonal simultaneously. The only surviving fluxons in our class are
therefore of the ZN-type [Eq. (15)]. From Eq. (16) we find for N-* 00 the following
expression for the action [with mttv = ntl)l+lliv, and ^

The orthogonality of m gives the following constraints on i :

(33)

(34)

From the second constraint we learn that , is always even. We therefore label

the ZN fluxon levels by an integer k, such that Sk = -— k. All Zw-fluxons of the &lh

fé>V

level are thus categorized by /MV satisfying \ anc* t n e constraints (34).
H > V

Since surviving fluxons have K(in)=N, they all are gauge equivalent for a given I .
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Table 1. The fint eight fluxon levels for the symmetric twist: n„„«L,/j>v, and N-L2,
along with a representative for m„, at each level. N is taken large

16*2 _\
m„v-I

\ L+l L + l 0/

32it2 (Z.-2 0 *
S*=~FT'm>"~\L-2 L 0

L L 0/

48K2 , . ,
, no solution ! \

There are some values of fc (e.g. k = 6,ll) for which the constraint (34) cannot be
satisfied; we call them forbidden fluxon levels. In Table 1 we give the first 8 levels.
In the appendix we consider the ZN-fluxon contribution to Z(n,f$).

6. Discussion

Even if there are more solutions to the equations of motion not of the simple form
we considered, the above shows there is an interesting non-perturbative structure
in the TEK-model. Since the perturbative sector of the TEK-model reproduces
beautifully planar expansion [2b], it is hard to see how one should extract
confinement from this [16]. This is in accordance with the standard belief that ZN-
vortice» are thought to be responsible for confinement [19]. We showed that ZN-
excitations in the form of fluxons are also present for the TEK-model and can
survive from a naive point of view for N-* 00.

There are nevertheless several problems to be solved. First of all the Eguchi-
Kawai reduction [1] process only guarantees that the Wilson loop expectation
values satisfy the same set of equations, but do not necessarily yield the same
numerical values, although Monte Carlo data [2] suggest that they do. Secondly
the N-*co limit is taken in a strange way, namely only covering the integers which
are squares. The choice of the symmetric twist also seems very special. It is
however not hard to see that any m from Table 1 can be taken as the twist tensor n
in the action (1), without changing e.g. the fluxon spectrum. The finite N
corrections will however become more complicated.

The Monte Carlo data for the x-ratio support the conjecture that confinement
survives for N-*ao (compare Fig. 11 of [2b], and for SU(4) see [20]). From
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renormalization group arguments we expect the string tension to behave as o(fi)
1 0 2

_ _ _ j .e
 n N. The best one might hope for in weak coupling approxi-

ji

mations is a factor e * N jf there are no lower lying fluxons.
It is hoped that the relative simplicity of a one point lattice will bring us closer

to a quantitative understanding of confinement.

Appendix

A.I. Dimension of Solution Manifold for d=2

We first study the solutions to Eq. (9) {PN,QNeSV(N)).

(A.1)

We will often drop the suffix JV, if no confusion is possible. It is claimed that all
solutions are gauge equivalent to those given in [10]:

(A.2)

P and Q are only simultaneously invariant under transformation with the centre
ZH of SU(JV), and the solution space is therefore isomorphic to S\J(N)/ZN or the
adjoint representation of SU(N). All solutions to (A.1) are given by:

P=QPQ+, Q=zQQQ+, QeSV(N). (A.3)

\

V-»/ •2 /

/

0

\1O

1
01

\
0

01

o/

Let us prove the claim by bringing Q to a diagonal form; we will show that all
eigenvalues of Q are different and fixed apart from trivial rearrangements. It is
necessarily of the form Q. Finally P is then uniquely fixed to be P up to a diagonal
gauge which leaves Q invariant. So we have:

If n is a jV-permutation and sg(rc) its sign, we have:

detP= ^sg(Tt) f! P,.w = l * 0 . (A.5)
X 1 = 1

N

So there is a n such that \\ P(«(i)*0i implying:

(A.6)
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We can write any permutation as a string of cyclic one's, n=((/,.. . ij (ƒ,...ƒ,)...) in an
obvious notation. Suppose now a cycle of length s occurs, then (A.6) forces z*= 1;
s = N is the smallest possibility, so n is cyclic itself and after some rearrange-
ments A^z'- 'A, . Then detQ = l forces Xx to be z(JV~mw, with u in the
centre. However, u'lX{ defines the same set of eigenvalues (ZN is closed under
multiplication) and Q is up to a gauge given by Q. In this gauge all entries of P are
zero except for P , i + 1 , i = l up to N — 1 and PN ,. From de tP=l we must have
'Vaa- 'PN-i ivPwi = ( - ! )* - ' • We can therefore write Pw+,-«wr~ lwAWf,Vi.
with (ti+l=JN~l)l2Pü\.lni, where we furthermore used the information that
PP+ =1, implying Piil+1 eU(l). We can therefore choose /i,e U(l) (we define JV+1
to be equal to 1 as an index). It is a consistent set of equations, because one easily
shows that //f +, = z'w~J )/2(i>, 2"P,.+ i)~ Vi» which gives an identity for i=N,
since z»<"-»"=(-1)»-». '

N

Finally we choose nl such that Wn^l. Therefore P=QPQ*, with
i=l

{2=diag(^1.../iJV)eSU(A0. This completes the proof of our claim.
The situation is somewhat more complicated if we want to construct the so-

lution space to
*=zn. (A.7)

For n=0 the solution can be found in [17] in the form of torons. They are simply
commuting matrices and the dimension is N2 + N—2. However, the solution
manifold contains singular points (the singular torons) whenever there is a
degeneracy. Its topology is much more intricate. Set theoretically we can label it as
HN®HN®SU{N)/IiN with HN the maximal abelian subgroup of SU(N). For the
TEK-model this point is, however, of no practical importance as we will see. If
n+0,1 modiVwe will need some simple results on finite abelian groups, which are
all of the form ZN (compare e.g. [21]). z" generates a subgroup of ZN given by

{zi"\i=0,1 o(n)~ 1}, (A.8)

where o{n) is the order of z", the smallest nonzero integer such that z^°"" = l. We
can look at the orbits of <z"> in ZN, which are given through u(z"), for ueZs. The
number of disjoint orbits is called the index of <z"> in ZN, which we will denote by
/(«). They completely cover ZN; one now easily deduces [21]

o(n)-i(n)=N, i(n)=gcd(n,N). (A.9)

Repeating the analysis of the case n = 1 we can use Eq. (A.7), but now TT is allowed
to have cycles of length o(n) or a multiple thereof. We can have at most i(n) of these
cycles each defining a free parameter. We can arange things such that
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with J=diag(/i1...^w)e(U(l)/Z(,<n,)1("). From detQ=l we have deiAeZm; by
absorbing (det/1)"' in f.e. nt we can fix det/1 = 1. As for the case n=1, it is easy to
verify that in the gauge in which Q is diagonal [*>Q), P is fixed up to diagonal
gauge-transformations. These can be used to bring P in a form which cannot be
further reduced:

m

\

(A.11)

with © having the same properties as A. To count the number of solutions we have
to realize that (A.11) is invariant under gauge-transformations of the form:

\

(A.12)

with co again of the same type as A. The dimension of the solution manifold is
therefore:

dim2(n, N)=AT2 - 1 + gcd. («, N) -1, (A.13)

with the obvious convention, gcd(o,W)=/vr, it also covers the case n=0. The
manifold has for gcd(n,iV)=H singular points analogous to those for n=0, also
leading to quartic fluctuations. Note that for n relatively prime to N, the solution is
of the form (A.3), and no singular fluxons occur.

A.2. Dimension of Solution Manifold for d=3

As in the 2-dimensional case we define:

i(n)=gcd(N„v(;V). (A.14)

It is the index for the subgroup generated by z""v for all n, v, denoted by <zlt(<y>, it is
singly generated by z'w because z"""=z""v, with

(A 1

Furthermore we define o(n) again to be the order of this subgroup :
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h^ defines a twist tensor for the SU(JV) case for which we know that there exist
solutions QM satisfying:

We leave it to the readerto verify that all solutions of (A.17) are gaugeequivalent5.
One uses that gcd(n(iV,iV)=l and the result for d=2 for pairs of &/. The full
solution is now simply given up to a gauge by:

with A, /l„eSU(/(«)) and diagonal, where A®!» again defines the invariance group
of (A.18). So the parameters are easy to count, yielding:

A.3. Dimension fard=4

If we repeat the analysis of the last paragraph we could take n„v as a twist tensor
for SU(Jv"), however K(A) is orthogonal if and only if K(n)/N contains i(n) as a factor,
since then K(h)=K(n)/i(n)2 is a multiple of N. Therefore we define a new value for
i(n):

j(n)=gcd(«„v) K(n)/N,N). (A.20)

h and N are now defined as in (A.15); of course K(«) is supposed to be OmodN in
(A.20). We showed in Sect. 2 and [11] that there exist solutions Ö, satisfying
(A.17), and again the reader is invited to show that all these solutions are SU(iV)
gauge equivalent. The SU(AT) solution is now obviously of the form of (A.18) with
the same invariance group. So we finally arrive at the most important result:

dim4(v, N) - N1 - 1 + 3 (gcd (n,, ̂ , NJ-lj. (A.21)

As a very important application we mention that \K(H)\=N implies that there
are only gauge modes in the zero-mode spectrum. Thus for the TEK model with
the symmetric twist (lla) there are no physical zero-modes, for all surviving
extrema we considered [surviving fluxons cannot change K(JI)]. This means that
the partition function in the weak coupling region is of the form:

(A.22)
*-o

if no other fluxons are present. Ck is purely determined by the number of fluxons
and the gaussian integration. Note that some Ck will be zero, such as C6 or C u .
We leave a further investigation for a future publication.

5 Throughout the article gauge equivalence for J * 2 means that each connected component is a
gauge orbit. These components are related by multiplication with centre elements
6 This is most easily seen by realizing that if PQP+Q* =2*, then ^"=481^, Ö"*©®/^,. In the
gauge in which f.e. ft, is diagonal, we can compare the different conditions on itf
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Let us finally study the case of singular fluxons, which occur whenever f(n)+1-
The fluxon of the form Q^AfêQ^ (see above for notations) is obviously most
singular iffy = i f ( n ) ® ^ for all n. It has the largest symmetry group, and gives the
largest number of zero-modes. This number can be found by counting the number
of independent solutions to ^ = 0 [see Eqs. (16) and (17)]. We write X^ in a
suitable block form:

(A.23)

with i=i(n), Y* a complex traceless o(ri) x o{n) matrix satisfying (Y^Y = - (

{JW)=-kW and Tr(^)=0. F„v=0 reduces to f<w = DXkt)=O. We know the
number of independent solutions to this equation to be o(«) - 1 + 3(i'(n)— l)=o(n)2

— 1 if Y^kl) is traceless and antihermitian. From this one easily deduces that there
are 4(N 2- l ) - i (n) 2(o(n) 2- l ) -4( i (n) 2- l ) = 3(iV2-!(n)2) quadratic modes and
4( I (M) 2 -1 ) quartic modes7. As in [17] one finds a contribution to Z(n,/0
proportional to:

* . ) ( A 2 4 )

for the maximally singular fluxon, and

f>'w (A.25)

for a regular fluxon (with all eigenvalues of A^ different). All other fluxons give
contributions in between (A.24) and (A.25). Therefore a singular fluxon will
dominate for large fi only if:

f (N2 - i(n)) 7> §(AT2 - i(u)2)+(i(n)2 - D. (A.26)

This is equivalent to (/(«)—2)(i(/i)-1>> 0.
For i{n) = 1 no singular fluxons occur. For i(n) = 2 there is competition between

singular and regular fluxons (compare for torons in SU(2) [17]). For N-*co one
expects Eq.(28) to remain valid, for finite N there can be ln/7 corrections [17]. For
i(n)>2 singular fluxons dominate. Our analysis avoids gauge noninvariant calcu-
lations in the spirit of the usefulness of lattice gauge theories. Note for example
that for torons which are singular DJC^ = 0 for all X^. The standard gauge fixing
term [7] 0 ^ does not fix any gauge parameter here.

After the completion of this manuscript I was informed through private
communication that Y. Brihaye obtained some results similar to those in the
appendix, concerning the general solution to Eq. (3).

7 Note: There are N1 -1 + 3(i(n)2 - 1 ) zero-modes, N1 - Hn)* oS them are pure gauges [remember
that there are i(n)2 - 1 gauges which leave 12 invariant]
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Note aMed. These results can be found in the following two papers: Brihaye, Y., Rossi, P.: The Twisted
Eguchi-Kawai model fails to reproduce the weak coupling of the Wilson model. Phys. Lett. 125B, 41S
(1983), and Brihaye, Y., Maiella,G., Rossi,P.: Twisted Eguchi-Kawai models: an analysis of the saddle
points. Nucl. Phys. B222, 309 (1983). The overlap with the present work for the first paper is the
observation that there is a slight discrepancy between the Z ( v - - 1 twist and the infinite lattice. They
use the method of [7], We therefore find a somewhat different expression for the weak coupling internal
energy. This difference is already present between the results of [7,17]. The second paper essentially
finds the same result as we find in Sect. A.3 along a different route. Their number J corresponds to our
Kn).
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CHAPTER VI

INSTANTONS VERSUS FACTORIZATION

IN LARGE-N FIELD THEORIES

ABSTRACT

We discuss the contribution of surviving extrema for the

action in N •> » Yang-Mills theories in weak coupling and

their relevance for factorization. In particular we discuss

the role of fluxons in the Twisted-Eguchi-Kawai model.
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Recently there has been much interest in large-N gauge

theories [1], because the reduction [2] of a large-N lattice

gauge theory to a one point lattice, makes numerical and

hopefully analytic calculations feasible. Factorization is

crucial, both for simplifying the original large-H theory

(only planar Feynman diagrams contribute) and for the

reduction (the Schwinger-Dyson equations for the Wilson loop

are at N •» » a closed set of equations [3]). What one wishes

to understand is confinement and hopefully N -» <» is not too

crude an approximation to obtain information for finite N.

Tomboulis [4] claims to have proved confinement for all

coupling p and d < 4 in SU(2), however the mechanism for

confinement is still unclear. One believes that ZN~vortices

are responsible for confinement [5,6], It is therefore

natural to look for ZN~type of configurations which might

survive for N -» «°, either in the continuum [7] or on the

lattice. In the latter case they were studied for the

Twisted-Eguchi-Kawai [8] (T.E.K.) model in ref. 9. These

configurations are instanton-like and survive for N •* °°,

because their action is proportional to 1/N. Coleman's [12]

argument tells us that ordinary instantons cannot contribute

to the Wilson loop, this is however no longer valid for the

instantons on the torus with nontrivial "twist" [13]. So

there is still a possibility that configurations with non-

trivial ZN structure contribute to confinement. It is the

purpose of this chapter to show that at least for TEK,

fluxons [9] do not change perturbative results.

As was pointed out by Greensite and Halpern [14] it is

very unlikely that Z ,-type configurations play an essential

role for N -» «> confinement. Their argument is based on the

fact that factorization implies:

<TrAU(C) >= |<TrFU(C) >|
2 (1)

where TrA,p,U(C) is the Wilson loop in the adjoint (funda-

mental) representation. This means that the string tension

in the adjoint representation is twice that in the fundamental
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representation. The adjoint representation is insensitive for
ZN and indeed for finite N adjoint quarks are not confined.
So if confinement persists it is probably of a different
nature for N -* ». This makes it very unlikely that the above
mentioned surviving extrema will be responsible for N = «>
confinement.
We will now show that they have no influence for N •* » if

we insist on factorization for the non-perturbative sector.
The argument is valid at least for fluxons in TEK. Let
the extrema be numerated by k, a positive integer, with
action S. . k represents the ordering of the extrema: S. > S
for k > l. Different extrema (disconnected in configuration
space) with the same action will of course have different k-
values. Extrema are said to survive if:

lim NS,̂  < « (2)

-3Sk
since then the factor e has a non-vanishing N -» <» limit,
where (J/N is kept fixed. Denote by < C> k the expectation
value of the operator 0,. expanding around the k extremum:

... -B(S(A)-S.)
< 0 > k ,M -B(S(A)-S.) (3)

ƒ DAW e *

(k.)where A is the expansion of the appropriate field around
the k extremum. Furthermore the weight of each configu-

ration is given by:

-3(S(A)-Sk)
e - - (4)

DA(o)e-PS(A)

The factor between parenthesis is a perturbative quantity
(of order 1 if the number of zero modes for the k instanton
equals that of the ground state). By factorization we will
mean the following: There is a set of operators, such that
for any pair t). and C- in this set <©.C 2> * < © . > < © - > .
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This should of course at least be true in perturbation theo-

ry. For Yang-Mills theories, 0 will be a Wilson loop oper-

ator. A necessary condition for factorization is that the

variance of an operator 0 is zero:

< 0 2 > - <«>>2 = o . (5)

If we work out the expectation values in the steepest

descent approximation [12] we find1:

k>* . (6)

Since the integration measure in (3) is positive definite,

we have for any positive definite operator C, i.e. 0(A) > o

for all A, that < « > > o. So W k, < (0- <C > k)
2> k / W ^ and

« C>. - < 0>„) are all positive definite and (5) implies

for all k with W. ? o (Wk • o extrema do not contribute

anyhow):

. (7)

And this implies that the extrema have no influence (in weak

coupling) since from (7) we deduce:

. (8)

< C > is the purely perturbative expectation value and thus

all operators satisfying factorization perturbatively also

1 <©>= I \<t)\/l
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factorize in the non-perturbative sector as soon as (5) is

valid.

Our findings are therefore consistent with those of

Greensite and Halpern [14]. Also we see once again an

illustration of the fact that a single masterfield in the

sense of Hitten [15] does not exist. The N -• °° limit is more

like a thermodynamic limit [16], which allows for different

equilibrium configurations, with the same value in each

configuration for macroscopic variables (the Wilson loops).

It is also a simple exercise to show that "microscopic

observables" of the kind considered by Haan [16] do not

factorize due to the instantons: <©> k/<0> f 1 + C(l/N).

Since for reduced models factorization for all couplings is

an essential ingredient eq. (7) is a severe constraint on

these models and this is the practical use of our

observations.

Let us discuss the situation for the TEK model in somewhat

more detail [9]. The action is given by:

STEK

where U € SU(N) are the link variables and

with n the antisymmetric twist tensor with integer entries

(mod N). The for N -» <*> surviving extrema (fluxons) are given

by the solutions to the equation:

U U U+U+

JJ v ]X V

and they survive for N -» <*> if:
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ƒ-n -m ) = k (12)

with k an integer. In order that in perturbation theory, the

results of the unreduced model are retrieved, one demands

that the Pfaffian of n satisfies:

Pf (n) = ÏÏ W V v n a U = ±N

which also guarantees a zero action solution of eg- (11)

with m = n Egs. (11) and (12) also in general enforce

Pf(m) * ±N. Then all solutions to (11) for a given m are

unique: that is up to a gauge (U -• MJ £2 ) and multiplication

with an element of the centre Z (U -» Z U ). There is a

subgroup H of 2 containing N elements, all equivalent to 1. To

be precise for Z e H there exists an a £ SU(N) such that

ZVVV * fiU fi for all u (this is independent of the choice of

U ). This result is not in [9] (see the appendix).
V 2

The solution manifold consists therefore of N

disconnected gauge orbits, labelled by elements of ZN/H. The

closed Wilson loops do not feel the degeneracy. Since it is
2

the same for each fluxon we can ignore this N -fold degener-

acy. In the gaussian approximation (using eq. (16) of ref.

9) one then finds:
= < 0 > (

where now the supscript h-m labels the different fluxons
2

(S = 8n k/N, for N large, see (12)) and the superscript

denotes the twist tensor of the model (see (10)). Pertur-

batively the 1/N corrections correspond to the finite size

corrections of the effective lattice spanned by the four 4-

vectors k = h £ „on-«o [81 • For the fluxons these
|i (iVOIp U P v

effective lattices deviate typically ©(1/N ) from the ground

state effective lattice, which guarantees for large N:

m £ . (15)

Together with (14) this implies (7) and thus factorization.
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To give an explicit example, consider the symmetric twist

[8]: n = L , v < u , N = L . The effective lattice is square

with sides of length L. For the first fluxon in table 1,

ref. 9: m - n = 6 (6v2+öv,) - 5v,(ó -+& , ) , with S., =

8n /N, the effective lattice is spanned by: {(L,l,-l,o),

(o,L+l,-l,1), (o,l,L-l,l), (o,o,o,L)} which is indeed close
A

to a square L lattice. (Note that for the fluxons Wfc =

-p. e"8it k(3/N,with y. the number of solutions to eq. (12)).

Let us discuss in how far the above results can be gener-

alized to any other N •* «• theory. First we have to stress

that the result is only valid for weak coupling, or equiva-

lently for small Wilson loops. Increasing the size of the

Wilson loop corresponds to an increasing effective coupling.

Our analysis makes one suspect that surviving extrema will

not have a significant contribution. The weak coupling

computation is however of practical importance as a test for

factorization, which is an essential feature for reduction

to hold. It is crucial to realize that W, in general also

includes the contribution of approximate extrema ("multiple

tunneling").

There are two ways out if one wants to avoid our results.
oo

It was implicitly assumed that W and 7 y. have a smoothK k=o K

and finite limit for N -» «. It is in principle however
possible that especially £ W. has no finite limit. In that

case one replaces W. by W. = W./ 7 W. which certainly is

finite for N -» <» with ) W. = 1, but W„ = o. So we have

instead of eq. 8: < © > = <0>. , with k f o and W. ? o but

otherwise k is arbitrary. Again the expectation value is

pure perturbative but now in a nontrivial background. The

second assumption made was that the set of Sj. does not have,

a limit point. It is beyond the scope of this letter to

discuss what conditions factorization impose in the case

that such an assumption is not made.

There is an alternative for the TEK, namely the quenched

Eguchi-Kawai [10] (QEK) model, for which surviving extrema

were found by Neuberger [11] and investigated in moire detail

by Parsons [17]. He claims that the extrema can potentially

contribute to confinement, in particular by the first way
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out of eq. (8), as described above . The extrema seem to

have no connection whatsoever with those of the TEK model.

This favours the assumption, also put forward in ref. 17/

that some or all extrema in both reduced models are

artefacts of the reduction. (To reassure the reader: The

apparent discrepancy between TEK and QEK (comp. eq. (4.3) of

ref. 17) only occurs for large Wilson loops, where weak

coupling is not a good approximation.)

So we conclude that the confinement mechanism is probably

different for N -» ». Monte Carlo data [18] seem to indicate

that the string tension tends to a constant for N -> », but

this is by no means conclusive. If we want to save

factorization it might just as well be possible that

confinement does not survive for N -» <». This would be

signalled by a zero string-tension at M = », which would fit

more naturally to the equality of fundamental and adjoint

string tensions. Finally one should keep an open mind for

the possibility of violation of factorization especially in

the cross-over region from weak to strong coupling. Checking

factorization [19] is therefore important in the light of

our investiagtions.
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APPENDIX

Here we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem: (Multiplicity of fluxon solutions). The equation;

2nin /N
[ft ,a ) = a a n V = e uv (A.i)

M vJ y v y v

with J2 6 SU(N), y = 1 to 4, n antisymmetric with integer
entries, Pf(n)/N € 2 and g.c.d. (n v,N,Pf(n)/N) = 1, has
nontrivial solutions which are all given by:

a = z nn(o)n+ (A.2)
U V U

with Q ( o ) one particular solution, a e SU(H) and Z £ ZN,

y = 1 to 4.
The solution space of equation (A.lj is isomorphic to

<zj x (SU(N)/ZN))/H with:

ff -{ ( v a * * V ) I V P ( O ) - %(o)nt} • (A-3)

The solution space modulo gauge transformations is therefore
4 ~

isomorphic to ZM/H, with H the projection of H on its first
4 2component. The subgroup H of ZM has N elements. The multi-2plicity of a particular fluxon solution is N , independent

of the choice of the twist tensor n
yv

As was shown in [9] we can first choose n in the
Frobenius standard form:

(A'4)

If we have (X £ SL(4,2)):

nyv ' W v o (A-5)

the corresponding solution for this twist tensor is:
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(A.6)

It is easily verified that this is equivalent to the con-

struction in [9], where an explicit solution for fl was used,

instead of the formal expression in eg. (A.6). To show that

there is an isomorphism relating solutions for the twist

tensor n to the twist tensor n' we simply "invert" the

construction:

(X"1) (X"1) (X-1) (X"1)

% = "1 °2 fl3 n4 • (A-7)

It is clearly a solution for the twist tensor n .

Substituting eq. (A.6) in eq. (A.7) and using eq. (A.I) it

is an easy exercise to show that

n = z a (A.8)
v v v

with Z only depending on n and X. This proves the iso-

morphism.

In the case e~ = o mod. N the problem reduces to a 2-di-

mensional situation. This is rather easy to handle and the

proof of ref. [9, app. A.I] directly applies to this situ-

ation. Indeed for e_ = o mod N, we necessarily must have

that e1 is relative prime to N (to satisfy the condition

g.c.d. (n ,,N,Pf(n)/N) = 1). The solution to [&.,«,] =

.e l' is then unique up to a gauge; all solutions are

given by

° i " fiiJi°)fl+ , i = 1,3 (A.9)

for fl e SU{N) and n;°' a particular solution [9]. Further-

more we have [n^n.,] - Ia4,ii1] = [fl2,fl3] = [«4,n3] = l. in

particular ft- a n d n4 commute with both ft. and a.. This

implies that they commute with the whole of SU(N). For this

we use the well known fact that

k k,
K « « E « < k k J (A10>
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for o ̂  k. < N and kV° span the algebra of SU(N) . For con-

venience we will repeat its proof here (see also [8,20]).

Suppose that {u(K )L , . is an independent set and

5cin+1' f 5cu'(mod N) for all i. If we have:

Y a± u(K
(i)) = o CA.il)

n+l

we can conjugate this with ft. for i = 1 and 3:

2nin / / /M\

" v v < )

(where of course k( = k* ,o,ki ,o)). Subtracting this

2nin k /N n+l ,.•
from e ^v v • \ a. U(5c ) gives:

Since K ( n + 1 ) f K ( i ) (mod N) this implies a± = o for all i.

Hence the set {U(Sc )}. , _., is also independent, which

completes the proof by induction. (Using 8 U(!t )ft =

«5 WJ w I» * r /ilT

e u v v U(5cu'), we find Tr(U(5cll))) = o, ï U ) ?« o

(mod N)). Therefore ft- and «4 commute with SU(N) and have to

be an element of the centre. So the solution space up to

gauge equivalence is labeled by ft, and fl4 € Z and contains

N elements which proves the theorem for e, = o (mod N).

We now consider the more difficult situation where e-^o

mod N, which is intrinsically 4-dimensional. The strategy of

the proof will be to show that the diagonal form for each fl

separately is unique (fixing the ordering of the eigen-

values) up to an element of the centre. This freedom is

uniquely labeled by the fact that a certain power (<N) of A

is an element of Z„; n u e ZN, such that FIN = N . It is

this N which exactly gives the N gauge inequivalent so-

lutions. Finally we prove that given two solutions Jl and

ÏÏ , with n u= ft u 6 ZN# then there is an fl 6 SU(N) such that

ÏÏ = ftft ft"*" (this was more or less left as an exercise for
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the reader in ref. [ 9 ] ) .
So we have e,7*0 mod N. This implies that neither e 1 nor e .

are a multiple of N. However e^e, = aN'with o = - Pf(n)/N.
We therefore can write:

e l = f lN l ' e2 = f2N2 ( A a 4 )

with

NXN2 = N and fjfj = o . (A. 15)

We still have to work out the condition g.c.d. (n ,N,a) = 1.

Plugging in the representation (A.14) one finds that

g.c.d. (f,Nj = g.c.d. (f./N,) = g.c.d. (f2/N1) = 1 . (A.16)

By construction e- is a multiple of e. which is easily seen

(using (A.16)) to give the following parametrization:

f x = f , f 2 = f g , ̂  = M , N2 = MK and

g.c.d. (g,M) = g.c.d. (f,M) = g.c.d. (f,K) = 1 . (A.17)

Equivalently we have:

ex = fM , e2 = fgMK,o = f g, N = M K
and g.c.d. (g,M) = g.c.d. (f,M) = g.c.d. (f,K) = 1 . (A.18)

There are no further conditions on f,g,M and K and (A.18)
"solves" the constraints on the twist tensor. The important
observation i s :

2nie /N 2nif/MK
e = e has order MK

2nie2/N 2irifg/M (A-19)

e = e has order M .

(The order of p € Z N is the smallest positive integer n,

such thai

implies:

such that p n = 1.) We will prove by construction that this
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MC MK-1 . /!) MK MK-1 2nii-/M
2 , a 3 = (-1) e J

M M-l 2irii-/ttK M M-l 2nit./lK <A*20)

n2 - (-1) e £ , fi4 - (-1) e

and that (2 is up to a gauge uniquely fixed by l , which
v 2 2 2 v

makes explicit that there are M .(MK) = N gauge inegui-
2Nvalent solutions. (Note that from (A.20) we have a = 1,

N V

but ft = ±1, where the sign depends on M and K. For N odd we
always have the + sign.)

As was shown in [9], la^.a^ = e
2 n i e i / N implies that in

the gauge where 8, is diagonal,one has:

diag (va vM) , (A.21)

{1/e2ni/MK

Since, both ft. and R^ commute with Q , they are of a block
diagonal form. Arrange things such that

(A.22)

y., j « 1 i the multiplicity of the eigenvalues A..

d h f
with
In this case ft, and Si, assume the form:

2,4 , hW € ufoj) . (A.23)

Now we use the fact that [f i2 ,«4] = exp(2uie2/N) which
obviously implies (see (A. 19)) :

[*£>. *« (A.24)
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This can only be the case if N. is a multiple of M. From

eq. (A.21) it is easy to show that the multiplicity can be

at most M. Upper and lower bound on N. therefore have to

coincide: N. * M for all j. Note: for v. 6 Zuv, v.Qu_, is
j J MR J MR

gauge equivalent to QMK» these values of v (or v^/v^ C ZMK^

cannot increase the multiplicity. Consequently, in a

suitable gauge all v. are equal and:

a i " "On •<*« ) • (A'25)

.Unitarity forces v £ U(l) and det ü1 = 1 forces v e Z

Since (Q.,„) = (-1) ~ we verified eq. (A.20) for fl,.
MJ\ i.

Furthermore v e Z,̂ . is gauge equivalent to v = 1, which

means that v 6 ZM/ZUV, uniquely labeled by Jl, = 0,1,...M.
N MJ\ 1

Interchanging Si. and ft, gives the same result for ft,. One

can also follow the arguments starting from n~ or Si.. The

only thing that alters is that e2, f and M get interchanged

with e2, fg and MK.

Next we have to prove the following lemma.

Lemma:

Let a and ft be two solutions of [Rv,fiv] = exp(2nin /N),

n in its standard form and 11 p = 8 f£ Z , with N =

(MK,M,MK,M). Then there is an Si £ SU(N) (unique up to ZN)

such that fl = aa t!f.

We will use the techniques developed for the Dirac algebra

[21]. The idea to use Good's methods for this problem is due

to C.P. Korthals-Altes, communicated to me by A. Gonzalez-

Arroyo. See also ref. [22].

The proof goes in 4 steps.

1. Define:

A = Ik e JT4/ak = ïï q ; q £ Z 4} (A.26)

and s i m i l a r t o the case e 2 = o mod N:

k. k, k, k.
U0O = n1

1fi2
2n3

3n4
4 (A.27)

then {u(k*x')} M l „ M 1 , are a l l independent. Furthermore
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Tr(U(k(l>) « o if and only if k ( i ) f. A. The proofs are simi-

lar to the case of e, « o (mod N), see for details chapter

VII. The number of independent matrices of the form (A.27)
A

is the number of elements in Z (mod A), which on its turn

equals the "volume" of the unit cell of A. For the standard

form of n v it is easy to check that A = (HKZ,MZ,MKZ,MZ).

q as defined in eq. (A.26) is of the form: q - (fZ,fgZ,fz,

fgZ); use the fact that fg(f) is relatively prime to M(MK).

So n Z4 mod A « N2 and {u(k(i))}k(i) > d A spans the

algebra of SU(N).

2. The matrix S:
• \

S » I U(k)FO(k) (A.28)
k€CA

w i t h F an a r b i t r a r y m a t r i x and

C = (k € Z4/O * k, , < M K , o « k _ , . < M , k?Sol (A.29)

satisfies the relation:

S0(k) - U(k)S . (A.30)

It is sufficient to show that il SS = S. For this we use the

relation:

We only used the commutation relation of eq. (A.I) and

consequently the ÏÏ satisfy a similar relation. In the case

that k - N
u"l/

 k + e «i 1 1 n°t be in CA any more, for

this one simply checks that:

(A. 32)
• l \ J U . r i 1 MM f M

which is again similar for ÏÏ . Using that ft v = ÏÏ v € Z N we

have:
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a u(k)rif (k)ïï+ = u(p)nf (p)
(A.33)

mod A

which is easily seen to lead to tt SÏÏ = s.

In complete analogy:

T = l Ü(k)Güf(k) (A.34)

satisfies the property:

U(k)T = TU(k) . (A.35)

Combining (A.30) with (A.35) shows that both TS and ST

commutes with SU(N) and are therefore a multiple of the

identity.

3. There exist F and G such that S, TS, T and ST are non-

zero. Suppose S = o for all F. This would imply

I U(k)(U(k)+) = o for all p,v. Because the U(k) are
kecA
independent this means that U(k) = o. So there exists an F

for which S^o. Next consider TS and suppose it is zero for

all G. This implies £ U(k)(Ef(k)+S) = o for all y,v,

which contradicts S/o. Clearly this means that Tj<o and simi-

larly STjfo. ST and TS, being nonzero multiples of the

identity, are therefore non-sinaular. T and S are hence
2

invertable matrices. Furthermore (ST) = S(TS)T * (TS)(ST),

which gives ST * TS = aIM, aj*o. Rescaling F and G by a
-1yields T = S

4. S cannot only be chosen invertable, but also unitary. To

prove this use that U(k) and U(k) are unitary: U (k) =

StU+(k)St~1 = S+U~1(k)St"1 = S+S U~X(k)(S1^)"1 =

S+SU+(k)(S+S)"1 for all k. So SfS commutes with SU(N) and

consequently S S = bIN, b?*o. By rescaling F with (det S)

we find S e SU(N) and ö = S+ in the lemma. To prove the

uniqueness of ft up to Z , suppose that ft is another solution.

This implies U(k) = fiU(k)n+ =nu(k)J5 or flfau(k) = U(k)fl+5 for
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all k. so n+n e zN.

This completes the proof of the lemma and hence of the

theorem. For the standard form we have explicitly:

and

For a general twist tensor this is somewhat more complicated,

but if the sublattice A is rectangular with sides N eqs.

(A.36) and (A.37) are still valid (see [20] for details).
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CHAPTER VII

HOT TWISTS FOR THE SINGLE-POINT MODEL OF LARGE-N QCD

We construct two types of iwisis for the SU(/V-»oo) Twistcd-Eguchi-Kawai model, which
mimic a periodic boundary condition in the temporal direction only and over an arbitrary extent
No. In this way we introduce finite temperature (T-IVQ"' in lattice units) in the single-point
model. In weak coupling one (ets the correct planar expansion.

1. Introduction

Recently much attention has been given to the reduction [1,2] of the Wilson
SU(iV-* oo) lattice gauge theory [3] to a single-point model. A model with twisted
boundary conditions looks very promising for numerical [5] and analytic [6] calcula-
tions. Also the problem of how to incorporate finite temperature in (partially)
reduced models has been considered [7-9]. In this paper we present general twists,
which achieve this for a single-point model and which we will call "hot twists."
These can be used in Monte Carlo simulations to study the large-jV deconfinement
transition at the critical temperature Tc. Preliminary results indicate that Tc - 3>/ö,
where a is the string tension. We extracted from [5] AL - 3 • 10~Vc and from [8]
Tc - 10JAL*. Remember that for SU(2) and SU(3) Tc - 0.5/a [10]. The model with
our hot twist (4.7) may be used to determine, better than in [8], the value TJAV. It
seems feasible to observe renormalization group scaling while keeping the spatial
finite-size effects small.

In ref. [11] it is argued that the confinement mechanism for N -* oo should be
different, since factorization tells us that the string tension for adjoint quarks is twice
that for fundamental quarks. Studying deconfinement for infinite N might shed
some light on this issue.

* We ussumtd equal A L for the twisted [5] and the quenched (8) Eguchi-Kawai model.
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The program of this chap.is as follows. In sect. 2 we briefly discuss the reduction
procedure at finite temperature. In sect. 3 we show that non-perturbatively, i.e. at
the level of the loop equations, there is agreement for N -* oo between the one-point
model with hot twists and the Wilson theory at finite temperature. In sect. 4 we
construct the appropriate hot twists. Sect. 5 deals with the weak-coupling limit, in
which one retrieves the planar expansion at finite temperature. Finally in sect. 6 we
give some further discussion of our hot twists, notably their potential value for
Monte Carlo simulations.

2. Reduction

We start from the pure SU(JV) gauge theory on a hypercubic lattice (spacing
a - 1) in euclidean space-time with dimension 4, where indices are denoted by greek
symbols (n,v,...). If necessary we distinguish the time (space) direction by / i - 0
(/, j , k..." 1,2,3). On a lattice of size A**NOXAS with periodic boundary condi-
tions in the time direction the partition function Z w and the action S w [3] used
are*:

(2.1)

(2.2)

This gives the gauge theory at equilibrium temperature T^NQ1, as long as the
extent of the spatial directions is much larger than No. Eguchi and Kawai (1] showed
that for N -* oo the theory (2.1) is equivalent to the reduced single-point model
under the reduction:

. R:t£U)»££. (2.3)

For weak coupling (/} -» co), modification of (2.3) proved to be necessary, first done
with a quenching procedure, see [2] and references therein. Later Gonzalez-Arroyo
and Okawa [4,5] proposed the more elegant approach of introducing appropriate
twist Z^ e ZN (the discrete centre of SU(N)).

This Twisted-Eguchi-Kawai (TEK) model is defined by:

2TEK " j I I dLJ, exp( - j8STEK), (2.4)

STEK - E Tr(l - ZJJJJJJ^). (2.5)

" Here and in the following jS is the inverse coupling constant squared and noi ihe inverse temperature!
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The twist ZM„ will be labelled by the twist tensor «M„« - « , „ through:

To guarantee, in weak-coupling agreement oS internal energy, we demand the twist
to be orthogonal:

aN, (2.7)

with o integer. Furthermore the twist must be such that the corresponding
minimum-action solution is unique up to a gauge transformation (modulo multipli-
cation by elements of ZN), which is equivalent to the statement / ( « ) - 1 , with:

(gx.d. - greatest common divisor, see [6] for details.)
In order to establish further correspondence we follow ref. [5] in identifying

Wilson-loop operators. One makes the change of variables:

^ W ) , (2.9)

with Z(x, n) € ZN such that

Z , , - Z(x, M ) Z ( x + A, »)Z(x + K iiVlZ(xt y ) ' 1 , (2.10)

is independent of x. After the reduction, R, one retrieves the action of the TEK
model. In order to see that this change of variables is possible we have to show that
we can choose the Z(x, n) such that we still respect the boundary condition:

Z{x,fi)-Z(x + N0Ö,ii), (2.11)

for all x and p. We first construct Z(x, ji) satisfying (2.10) on the same lattice but
neglecting the condition (2.11), which is easily done. We shall show that with a
suitable Z^-gauge transformation (2.11) will be satisfied. Each time layer represents
a configuration on an infinite 3-dimensional ZH lattice. They have the same
plaquette values Z1; and so by an appropriate Z^-gaugc transformation we can
choose:

Z ( * , i ) - Z ( j e + Ö\/), (2.12)

for all x and /. Now consider the ratio of the Z v factors picked up by two
neighbouring straight timelikc lines: n%i~o

lZ{x + kQ,0)np!ölZ(x + i +lQtQ)~\
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Fig. I. (a) The limelike lines considered in the consiruction of the change of variables C/M(.x)-*
Z(x,ii)Uji(x). (b) The "closing" of a single temporal loop in order to define the appropriate surface in

(2.15).

Using (2.12) it represents the ZN Wilson factor for a closed loop (see fig. la) and
with the definition (2.10) this ratio becomes Z"?. It will be shown later that we must,
and can, choose the twist such that JV0 is the smallest positive integer with Z$> - 1
for all /. Therefore the ZN factor:

No-\
(2.13)

is independent of JC,. This is necessary to have a consistent reduction of temporal
loops. Unlike for Z(x, i) we have Z(x,Q) dependent on x0, but we can consistently
choose Z(x,0) to be periodic:

Z ( J C , 0 ) - Z ( X + JVOO,0), (2.14)

because with (2.12) eq. (2.10) remains valid. We can even choose a spatially
independent Z^rgauge transformation which makes Z, • 1, which will be assumed
below.

As in the TEK model one has the following correspondence for the Wilson
loopC:

^Tr( PI !£(*)) « i n ZM,Tr(R Tl tyx)), (2.15)
" W e C ' " JC«S V J E C '

where S is any surface with boundary C (C - dS). For single temporal "loops"
closing by the boundary conditions, S is defined by "closing" C with a straight
timelike line (see fig. lb).

3. Loop equations

We will briefly sketch how the loop equations in the presence of temperature can
be the same for both the Wilson theory and TEK model. This imposes conditions on
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the construction of the twists in sect. 4. We have to show that spurious source terms
[1] arising from the identification of different link variables (U^y) and U^z) -* l£)
vanish. These terms contain

(3.1)

TEK

with C/t the part of the loop C running from y to z. For /} -» oo the twist eating
configurations {5] fi„ minimize S-^K and the source term vanishes if Tr(nCijJ2M) -> 0.
It is assumed that the twist effects are strong enough to keep (3.1) zero not only at
fi • oo but down to 0 ^ - 0.15//; here the strong-coupling region sets in and the
unbroken [12] U(l) symmetry I/M -• e"v{/M forces (3.1) to zero. Monte Carlo simula-
tions appear to confirm this conjecture [5].

In the presence of temperature the loop equations in the Wilson theory have
source terms due to the periodicity, which should be maintained after reduction [9].
This implies that No must be the smallest positive integer with

(3.2)

The spurious source terms vanish if:

(3.3)

for JkM inside a box of dimensions N0xNxxN2X iV3 with Nt, -* oo for N -»oo, but iV0

fixed. To illustrate this consider the loop equations for the path C of fig. 2a. On the
link L the change of variables [1] U-* (1 + ir s TJ)U is performed. In the reduced

la)

Fig. 2. The loop equation for ( ^ " ' T r n . v € c t i ( v ) > w contains a source term ( 1 . 1 < 1 > w
( A T ' T r n L l i / M ( . ï ) ) w with L, and L 2 as in (b). These lerms should survive in the reduced model, but not
those (c) coming from the identification of the links L and L' in (a). The twist makes these spurious source

terms vanish.
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model there are the genuine (temperature) source terms (3.1) with Cvz =* L1>2 (fig. 2b)
and the spurious ones L'li2 from the identification of the links L and L'. The source
terms from L'u are forced to zero by the twist, but not those from L u as follows
from (3.2) and the cancelling of the Qt. Note that if the link L' in fig. la is shifted
upwards to the "boundary" it gives a spurious source term, which also vanishes
because T r ^ o C * 1 ^ ^ * 3 ) - ! ) lor k^OmodNj. This is necessary if we are to
mimic finite temperature.

4. Construction of hot twists

We will first translate the constraints (3.2) and (3.3) into constraints on nh¥, which
is related to 12M by:

(^k) (4.1)

As in [5] we find that condition (3.3) is satisfied if and only if k^ is not an element of
the sublattice A c Z4:

where h^ - ke^afi
nafi a n d ° 's defined by (2.7). Also for all u. we have

O ^ f l J - Z ^ O j (4.3)

and as long as Z& * 1 we have Tr(i2o)" 0- So in order to have Tt{Q$*)* 0 we must
have that N is a multiple of NQ, and nOl is a multiple of N/No. However for at least
one value of /', nOi should equal N/No. For practical purposes we take A to be a
rectangular lattice, so A - N0Z X'^Z x Nzl X N2l. We also wish Nlt N2 and iV, to
be of the same order for N ~* oo. Furthermore, anticipating that we want to
reproduce the planar expansion we require the algebra generated by

^(*)-fl$»Of«fljWtf», kel*/A, k*0, (4.4)

to be SU(tf). Obviously Mk)^'Z^k^A^k) with ZM(Jt)eZ^ and 2^,(4)- 1
for all n iff keA. This guarantees that they are linearly independent. Namely
suppose that A(kll)) for i - 1 to n are independent and E"J"1

Iol-W(A:"1) - 0. Conjuga-
tion with J2M yields £?*{«,ZM(ik(")yl(ife<") and so Ef.^.E^d - ZM(/t('' -
k{"+u))A(klit)-Q. This implies a,--0 for aU / up to n + l iff, for all /,
/c<"+ll^ifc"lmodA. In conclusion the volume U^ of Z 4 /A has to equal # 2
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In ref. [6] it was shown that one can easily construct fy once n^ is given. So we
shall concentrate on finding «„„.

Let us first take a - 1 in (2.7). Then /(/») - 1 (see (2.8)) gives no extra constraint
on /tM,. The condition on A is that its 4 generators k^-h^ are related by a
SL(4,2) transformation to the four basis vectors A ê**0, therefore N'^h^, is an
integer (in the last two expressions no summation over ju). The appropriate SL(4,Z)
transformation can be written as Y» -(L~ln)' where L•• ói&g(N0, Nv N2, N3).
One can check that all conditions on n are met by the choice:

0 K(4K2-l) K{4K2~l) K{4K2-l))
0 K(2K-l) 4K2-\
* 0 K(2K+l)

0

(4-5)

N-NjK(4K2-l), N^NQK^K+I), N2-N0{4K2-1), N-i

Jüsing the methods of ref. [6] we find:

>ö2-4/f l. (4.6)

Here Pt,Q, are elements of SU(A/,<) satisfying the basic commutation relations
P&PtQ] - extfliri/M,). For eq. (4.6) Mx - Â  and M2 - N0K(4K2 - 1) and ® is
the tensor product of SUiM^ and SU(M2) which lies in SU(MVM2 - N).

One always has that A', is proportional to NQ. Here we constructed /»„, such that
the Nt arc as close together as possible. For Af -• oo we find fy: A',: Alj - 1 : 2 : 1 . We
would rather have that for N -» óo all Nt become equal, although it certainly is not
necessary. For this we had to compromise a little by allowing for a +1, supplied
with a constraint on Nü. The twist we found is also more economic in Monte Carlo
simulations (in sect. 6 we will elaborate on this). This other hot twist is given by

0 4K(4K2-1) 2K(4K2-1)
2K(2K+l)

0
4K2-l

2K(2K-l)
0

(4.7)

N-2N<}K(4K2-l)% Nl-2N0K(2K-l), t/

Ni"2NQK(2K+l), A/'o-odd,
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and the twist-eating configuration is found to be:

«o - Of a

(4.8)

Here Mx - No, M2 - 2N0K(4K* -1) define Pit QK as above. This twist has a » 2.
One must be careful in constructing the sublattice A. Here it will be generated by

*J0)-/»Mo. *i l )-i«Mi. *J 2 )-*M2 a«» * J 3 ) - i V In (4-2) 1 is of the form

(2Z,Z,2Z,2) in order to keep k integer. To guarantee a unique minimum action
configuration (up to a gauge) we need ;(/i)=»l, which reduces here to gx.d.
(o, tf0)-1 or NQ - odd.

We can get rid of this constraint on No. For that we real-
ize that the SL(4,2) transformation X, which brings n to the
Frobenius standard form n [6]:

n = XfiX (4.9)

also maps A into A, the sublattice defined by (4,2) for tt.
We now observe that any other choice n1 of n, with the same
A will give after transforming with the same X a new twist
tensor n' which defines the same sublattice A as for the old
n. For n in eq. (4.7), we have

n

and A - (M2Z, MiZ, M2Z,
for the choice:

(4.10)

The same sublattice is found

n1 (4.11)
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This twist tensor has Pf(fi) » M1M2 • N, or a « 1. The new
twist tensor which has the same values for N and N without
the restriction on No is therefore:

'0 -2K2(4K2-1) 2K(4K2-1) 2K2(4K2-1)>

n l = X n I X t = N 0 ( 0 2K(2K+1) 4K2-1

2K(2K-1)

(4.12)

The new twist eating solution can easily be found:

8! • Bi , i • 1, 2 and 3 (4.13)

Once again: there is no constraint on Ng for this twist.

S. Planar graphs

For N -* 00 we want to reproduce in weak coupling the planar expansion in the
presence of finite temperature. The only influence of finite temperature is that the
integrals over temporal momenta p0 get replaced by a Fourier sum E"°öl with
po(n)-2irnT. There is no interference with planarity because this is a property of
the SU(N) index structure only [13], unlike on the lattice where space-time momenta
come from the color degrees of freedom. In establishing, for zero temperature, the
correspondence between the reduced models and the continuum, one ignores the
infrared, problems which still plague the theory. We will do the same for finite
temperature where the n - 0 sector behaves as a 3-dimensiona! gauge theory and
thus gives rise to even more severe infrared problems. These infrared problems have
a direct analogue in the one-point lattice where corresponding divergencies come
from "long distance" behavior in group space. The longest wavelength in each
direction is clearly A ,̂ which goes to infinity (for finite temperature only in the
spatial directions) if N tends to infinity. So finite N acts as an infrared cutoff. Indeed
finite N corresponds to finite boundary conditions, which also in the continuum
serve as an infrared cutoff. More serious might be the quartic mode problem (zero
modes which are not gauge modes). When we have finite boundary conditions (a
finite box) quartic modes have their influence both in a lattice [IS] and in the
continuum [16]. In the infinite-volume limit their influence on the lattice disappears
[IS], and we expect the same in the continuum*. This is one of the reasons why we
carefully choose our twist such that there are only gauge-zero modes [6].

* We (hank G. 't Hooft for a discussion on this point.
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We can closely follow rcf. [5] in establishing the correspondence. Conjugation with
ty, corresponds to translation, from which one identifies the momenta q:

For convenience we suppose o =• 1 (generalization is straightforward) and we label
ksZ*/A through

^» = L, \r • (5-2)

then q^-(N^Nfr^k, and 1 <£„<#„. The propagator is that of a lattice with
periodic boundary conditions and size Fl̂ AJ,. For N-*oo the spatial momenta
become continuous but the temporal momenta retain their correct discrete character,
so that the temperature propagator in the continuum limit is reproduced (a - lattice
spacing; aN0-T~l):

Finally a non-planar graph will acquire a phase factor exp( — (2iri/N)
%-l<j£.li>ykl')nlk,klJ))'* 1» where q™ are the loop momenta. Let us explicitly evaluate
the phase factor for the twist (4.5) and qin « (0, q['\ 0,0), for which k™ - ( -1,0,2K
- 1,1 - 2K)q{'K We find: exp({2iri/W]£,<>*i')n2,*J''1) - exp([-2jr;(2^ -
l)/^o]2<<y9i09i(>))- For AT-» oo </>, - 2irql/N0K(2K+ 1) becomes continuous and
the phase factor is:

which rapidly oscillates. Integration for N-* oo over ^ j 0 w'^ yield zero. So all
non-planar graphs vanish for yV -+ oo.

6. Discussion

We constructed the hot twists (4.3) and (4.7) for the SU(JV) single-point model,
which guarantees equivalence for N -»oo with the Wilson lattice gauge theory at
temperature T, both perturbatively and non-perturbatively (loop equations). This is
rigorous in the weak-coupling limit (fi -* oo) and in the strong-coupling region, but
probably holds for all fi. This simple model might be useful for analytical calcula-
tions. As in [6] one can easily construct surviving fluxons (with an action of O(l/N)
such that e""^0"*00» remains finite for N -» oo). The spectrum is the same (45 -
iir2/N is the spacing in the action), but the "occupation numbers" are different.
See however chapter VI for t h e i r r e l e v a n c e .
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From a practical point of view, e.g. Monte Carlo simulations, one has to keep M
finite. Just as for the symmetric twist of [5] we have that for finite N the twist mimics
a SU(JV) lattice gauge theory with periodic boundary conditions and size NoxNxx
N2 x Ny From [14] we know that finite-size effects are small for min N, > 2N0, and
we assume this to be true for the one-point model also. For the twist (4.5)
JVM - #„(1, K(2K+ 1),4K2 - 1, K(2K- 1)) and N = NfK(4K2 -1), so that we must
have K>2 and therefore N>30Nf. We now see why the twist (4.7} is more
economic: N-2NiK(4K2 - 1) can be as low as 6tf0

2, because ty = N0(l,2K(2K-
1),4K2 -1,2K(2K+ 1)) allows for K-l, which gives Nt > 2N0.

To be honest we have to compare this number of degrees of freedom 4{N2 — 1) ••
144iV0

4 - 4 of the one-point lattice with 96Atf (or 256iV0
4) of a No X 2NQ x 2N0 X 2Na

lattice with gauge group SU(2) (or SU(3)). There is only something to be gained* for
gauge group SU(Af) with M > 3. Of course from a numerical point of view one has
to compare the one-point lattice with the lattice theory for M = N and then the
reduction is enormous. However compared to the torus model of [8], where one
reduces only in the spatial directions, our model is much easier to handle. The
Monte Carlo calculations are just as easy as for the symmetric twist [5].

One would like to determine fie{Nü), above which the global ZN symmetry is
broken and deconfiriement sets in, by calculating the expectation value of a.
single-temperature loop. In order to establish the correct scaling behaviour of PQ(NQ)
and extract Tc from it, one would like to perform the calculations for quite large AQ
values. For the twist (4.7) we have to work with at least SU(6), SU(54) and SU(150)
for NQ " 1, 3 and 5 respectively. This may seem somewhat large but only in this way
are we guaranteed of reasonably small boundary effects. For given JV and No our
model is better in this respect (N1 - NQYI,^) than the single-point (torus) model of
ref. [9] with chosen space-time (space) quenched momenta, where N^NQUJ^
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift behandelt een rekenmethode in de theorie

der sterke wisselwerking, de zogenaamde Quantum Kleur Dyna-

mica (QCD = Quantum Chromodynamics). Ruwweg bestaat de ons

omringende wereld uit twee soorten deeltjes. De kraohtvoe-

lende deeltjes onderverdeeld in twee categorieën, de lepto-

nen (bijv. de electronen) en de hadronen (bijv. de protonen).

De tweede soort bestaat uit krachtvoerende deeltjes, de zo-

genaamde ijkdeeltjes. Een voorbeeld van deze laatste is het

lichtquantuin ofwel foton. Deze drie deeltjes zijn de belang-

rijkste ingrediënten voor de opbouw van de materie. Een

electron gebonden aan een proton door de electrische aan-

trekkingskracht, welke wordt uitgewisseld door fotonen,

vormt het waterstofatoom, met een afmeting van ongeveer

10~ m. Het onderscheid tussen leptonen en hadronen volgt

uit de mate waarin ze gevoelig zijn voor de verschillende

krachten. Er zijn vier krachten bekend: de zwaartekracht, de

zwakke kracht, de electromagnetische kracht en de sterke

kracht, in volgorde van sterkte. Leptonen zijn ongevoelig

voor de sterke kracht en veelal licht, terwijl hadronen wel

de sterke kracht voelen en zwaarder zijn. De sterke kracht

is verantwoordelijk voor het bijeenhouden van de deeltjes

(protonen en neutronen) in de kern van een atoom, men noemt

het dan de kernkracht. Deze kernkracht is echter een zwak

restant van de sterke kracht. De hadronen zijn namelijk weer

opgebouwd uit andere, kleinere deeltjes, de zogenaamde

quarks. Vanuit experimenteel oogpunt wordt de kennis die we

omtrent deze deeltjes hebben,bepaald door de energie waarmee

de deeltjes op elkaar kunnen worden afgeschoten. Hoe hoger

de energie (snelheidj, hoe dieper de deeltjes in elkaar

doordringen. Voor energieën die men tot op heden bereikt

heeft (ongeveer 250 Giga electronvolt) zijn de leptonen en

de quarks puntvormig (hun afmeting is kleiner dan ongeveer
-20

10 m). Het is de sterke kracht die deze quarks bijeen-

houdt in een hadron met een diameter van ongeveer 1O~ m.

Quarks hebben de opmerkelijke eigenschap dat ze een elec-

trische lading bezitten, die niet een geheel veelvoud van de
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lading van het electron is. Er zijn nu 5 soorten quarks be-

kend; voorspeld wordt een zesde die noodzakelijk is voor een

consistente theorie.' Van deze 6 zijn er 3 met een lading 1/3

en dr.io met een lading -2/3 maal de electronlading. Een vrij

guark zou daarom heel makkelijk waar te nemen zijn. Ondanks

alle pogingen kan men stellen dat zo'n vrij quark nog niet

gezien is. Dit doet vermoeden dat de sterke kracht er voor

zorgt dat hoe verder twee quarks van elkaar worden getrok-

ken, hoe meer energie dit kost. We veronderstellen dat het

oneindig veel energie kost om ze geheel van elkaar te

verwijderen. Men noemt dit opsluiting (confinement) van

quarks. De krachtvoerende deeltjes van de sterke wisselwer-

king worden lijmdeeltjes (gluonen) genoemd en QCD is de

theorie die de sterke wisselwerking moet beschrijven. Aange-

nomen dat de theorie inderdaad de opsluitings-eigenschap be-

zit, verklaart deze opeenvoudige wijze waarom in de natuur al-

leen vrije deeltjes met heeltallige ladingen voorkomen.

Er is een elegante terminologie ontwikkeld om het opslui-

tingsprincipe wat algemener te formuleren. Voor electromag-

netische wisselwerking tussen twee. deeltjes (een electron en

een proton) is het noodzakelijk dat ze een lading bezitten.

De krachtvoerende deeltjes (hier de fotonen) kunnen alleen

wisselwerken met geladen deeltjes. Zo ook moeten quarks een

soort lading bezitten, waarop de gluonen werken. Men klassi-

ficeert deze lading door drie "kleuren", op zo'n manier dat

de kleur-combinatie "wit" met "neutraal" correspondeert. Een

proton bestaat bijvoorbeeld uit 3 quarks, ieder van deze

quarks met een andere kleur, zodat het proton zelf kleurloos

is. Het opsluitingsprincipe wordt nu vertaald in de uit-

spraak dat in de natuur alleen kleurloze toestanden kunnen

voorkomen als vrije deeltjes.

Eet fundamentele onderzoek van de elementaire deeltjes

vindt heden veel toepassing op astrophysisch terrein, voor

de beschrijving van het ontstaan van het heelal en de opbouw

en ontwikkeling van sterren.

Dit proefschrift behandelt twee invalswegen voor de bestu-

dering van het confinement mechanisme. Voor beide gevallen

wordt de indirecte dynamische invloed van de quarks verwaar-
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loosd, in de veronderstelling dat de wisselwerking tussen

' twee gluonen onderling verantwoordelijk is voor confinement.

Hoofdstuk I geeft een uitvoerige inleiding en de motivatie

voor de gekozen aanpak. De hoofdstukken II, III en IV bestu-

deren SU(N) ijkvelden in een eindig volume (met de topologie

van een torus) geïntroduceerd door 't Hooft. Het regime van

zwakke koppeling, equivalent met korte afstand, wordt bestu-

deerd met de nadruk op de bijdrage van topologische excita-

ties. Uit Lüschers werk kunnen we concluderen dat deze exci-

taties domineren in de electrische flux afhankelijkheid van

de energie. Hoofdstuk IV verkent de subdominante bijdrage

voor zwakke koppeling. Recentelijk verkregen resultaten voor

de bij zwakke koppeling dominerende bijdrage worden alleen

aangestipt in de inleiding (zie ook de omslag).

De overige hoofdstukken bestuderen de roosterbenadering

van Wilson. In het bijzonder voor de limiet van een oneindig

aantal kleuren (SU(N) -• <*>) . Eguchi en Kawai lieten zien dat

in deze limiet de theorie reduceert tot een éénpuntsrooster.

We bestuderen in hoofdstuk V een speciale'versie van deze

reductie (TEK). Hoofdstuk VI bespreekt confinement voor

N -» «o in het licht van deze gereduceerde modellen en hoofd-

stuk VII (geschreven in samenwerking met Klinkhamer) be-

schrijft hoe men eindige temperatuur kan formuleren in de

gereduceerde modellen. Dit is van belang voor de bestudering

van de N -* <*> deconfinement fase-overgang.

Wat betreft de technische aspecten loopt het begrip ge-

twiste randvoorwaarden als een rode draad door dit proef-

schrift. We lossen echter het confinement-probleem niet op

en geven alleen aan in welke richting wellicht verder ge-

zocht kan worden.
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de "Giorgio Ghigo" beurs verdiend); "Progress in gauge field

theory", 1 t/m 15 september 1983, te Cargèse, Frankrijk en

de Europhysics conferentie "High energy physics", 20 t/m 27

juli 1983, te Brighton, Engeland. Op kosten van de Rijks-

universiteit Utrecht werd een bezoek gebracht aan "The

Summer Institute" van het LPTENS, 11 t/m 19 augustus 1983,
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te Parijs, Frankrijk.

Vanaf 1 september 1984 zal hij een tweejarige postdoctora-

le positie vervullen aan de State University van Stony Brook,

New York in de Verenigde Staten.


